Priority claimed from 09/01/2014; Application No.: 30 2014 000 087.3/07; Germany

2858640 21/06/2014

[International Registration No.: 1217716]

SMS GROUP GMBH
Eduard-Schloemann-Straße 4 40237 Düsseldorf DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl. 7; Machines and machine parts (included in this class) for metal working and treatment; machine tools; parts of machine tools (included in this class); motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles).

Cl. 9; Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments (included in this class), namely scientific, surveying, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling and control apparatus and instruments; magnetic data carriers, digital data carriers; data processing equipment, computers; computer software.

Cl. 11; Apparatus for heating, steam generating, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply purposes.
TGR

Priority claimed from 27/01/2014; Application No.: AM 209/2014; Austria
2858729  11/06/2014
[International Registration No.: 1217597]
ZUMTOBEL LIGHTING GMBH
Schweizer Straße 30 A-6850 Dornbirn Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9: Electric and electronic equipment for the operation of lamps, light emitting diodes and electroluminescent film; electric ballasts and electric ignition devices for fluorescent lamps; electric ballasts and electric ignition devices for high-pressure and low-pressure discharge lamps; electronic equipment for light controls and shade controls; light sensors, motion detectors, infrared remote controls, dimmers; regulating and control devices and equipment for lighting installations and lights; lenses for focusing light; light emitting diodes.

Cl.11: Lighting installations, devices and equipment and lights; LED luminaires; light modules and lights with light emitting diodes or discharge lamps as the means of lighting; sources of light containing light emitting diodes, not included in other classes; lamp casings, grilles for directing, reflectors and covers for lights, lamp sockets, suspension pendants for lights; high-bay reflector luminaires; exterior luminaires; street lights; standard lamps; lanterns.

Cl.42: Technical design and technical planning of installations for lighting; programming of computing routines for electronic data processing equipment.
Priority claimed from 03/02/2014; Application No. : 1283500 ;Benelux
2858846  28/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217726]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.
No. 120 Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Software for medical purposes; two-way audio and video equipment.
Cl.10; Sensors for medical purposes.
Cl.35; Business organizational services and consultancy including managing and integrating changes in business organization.
Cl.41; Education, coaching and training in the field of healthcare.
Cl.42; Development, updating and integrating software for medical purposes.
Cl.44; Medical services and consultancy, including monitoring and managing of patients whether or not by distance.
AUTO CUT

Priority claimed from 08/04/2014; Application No.: 30 2014 043 592.6/10 ;Germany
2859220 09/07/2014

[International Registration No.: 1218150]
ERBE ELEKTROMEDIZIN GMBH
Waldhörnlestraße 17 72072 Tübingen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Computer software (recorded); high-frequency apparatus and measuring instruments, included in this class; computer data carriers having software recorded thereon; computer hardware for use in computer-aided software engineering; data processing software; controllers with integrated software; software for the integration of control segments; software programmable microprocessors.

Cl.10; Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus and components thereof, included in this class; high frequency apparatus and instruments thereof for medical purposes, included in this class.

Cl.42; Updating of computer software; computer software design; consulting in the field of product development and quality improvement of software; computer programming and software development; development, programming and implementation of software; development, maintenance, support and adaptation of software.
FORCED COAG

Priority claimed from 08/04/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 043 588.8/10 ;Germany 2859242 09/07/2014

[International Registration No. : 1218153]

ERBE ELEKTROMEDIZIN GMBH
Waldhörnlestraße 17 72072 Tübingen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Computer software [recorded]; high-frequency apparatus and measuring instruments, included in this class; computer data carriers having software recorded thereon; computer hardware for use in computer-aided software engineering; data processing software; controllers with integrated software; software for the integration of control segments; software programmable microprocessors.

Cl.10; Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus and components thereof, included in this class; high frequency apparatus and instruments thereof for medical purposes, included in this class.

Cl.42; Updating of computer software; computer software design; consulting in the field of product development and quality improvement of software; computer programming and software development; development, programming and implementation of software; development, maintenance, support and adaptation of software.
Priority claimed from 08/08/2013; Application No. : 012052718 ;European Union
2859276     03/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218185]
GIRLS NOT BRIDES: THE GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP TO END CHILD MARRIAGE
Unit 25.4 Coda Studios (2nd Floor), 189 Munster Road, London SW6 6AW GB
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications.
Cl.16;Printed matter; books; printed publications; printed matter namely written articles; brochures; magazines; newsletters; printed reports; instructional and teaching materials.
Cl.35;Development of promotional campaigns; promoting public awareness campaigns [publicity services].
Cl.36;Charitable fundraising; grantmaking management services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating of all of the aforementioned.
Cl.38;Internet portal services; the provision of online forums, bulletin boards and chat rooms; provision of online access to audio and video recordings; provision of online forums to enable users to participate in online global communities; transmission of information by electronic means, including the transmission of audio and video recordings.
Cl.41;Education services; organising of courses, conferences, exhibitions, seminars and other events; publishing (including electronic publishing); provision of non-downloadable electronic publications; arranging and conducting of meetings with political leaders in order to advocate the protection of human rights and human welfare, including women”s and children”s rights and women”s and children”s welfare.
Cl.45;Legal support, legal representation and advocacy services; lobbying including political lobbying, other than for commercial purposes; lobbying in relation to raising awareness of global issues including human rights and women”s and children”s rights; advisory, consultancy and information services in connection with human welfare including women”s and children”s welfare; provision of emotional and pastoral support and counselling.
FITBIT

Priority claimed from 03/12/2013; Application No.: 86133604; United States of America 2859338  20/12/2013
[International Registration No.: 1218353]
FITBIT, INC.
199 Fremont Street, 14th Floor San Francisco CA 94105 US
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO
317 LAWYERS CHAMBERS, DELHI HIGH COURT, NEW DELHI, 3

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Pedometers; altimeters; scales and personal weighing scales; multifunctional electronic devices for displaying, measuring, and uploading to the Internet information including time, date, heart rate, global positioning, direction, distance, altitude, speed, steps taken, calories burned, navigational information, changes in heart rate, activity level, hours slept, quality of sleep, and silent wake alarm; computer software for wireless data communication for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying information relating to fitness, body fat, body mass index; computer software for managing information regarding tracking, compliance and motivation with a health and fitness program.
Cl.44; Providing information regarding nutrition, fitness, dieting, wellness and health via a website.
TUNER4TRONIC

Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No. : 302013058291.8/09 ;Germany

2859539  10/04/2014

[International Registration No. : 1218517]

OSRAM GMBH
Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6 80807 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, machine-readable data carriers recorded with programs of all kinds; computer programs and computer software of all kinds (included in this class); software and data processing programs.

Cl.11; Lighting apparatus and facilities, especially electric lamps and luminaires; lighting apparatus on basis of light emitting diodes (LED), also organic LED, LED lamps and LED luminaires and their parts, lighting facilities and their parts, also on basis of LEDs; aforementioned goods also as composition of lighting systems.

Cl.42; Design and development of computer programs and software especially for applications in the field of electric lighting; maintenance of computer programs and software; consulting concerning use and application of data processing programs.
WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

2859781  25/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218909]
WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION, INC.
1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Downloadable software providing access to a collaboratively created and maintained repository of images, sound, text, and other media files; downloadable mobile application to view, upload, and share files to a repository of images, sound, text and other media files; downloadable publications in the nature of images, sound, text, and other media files of an encyclopedic nature.

Cl.41; Arranging and conducting contests and incentive programs for educational purposes.

Cl.42; Hosting of digital content on the Internet, namely, providing an interactive online repository of images, sound, text, and other media files; hosting a website featuring open source technology that enables users to view, discuss, edit, and contribute to an online repository of images, sound, text, and other media files; computer services, namely, maintaining a website for others featuring an online repository of images, sound, text and other media files.
equipment; parts, fittings, components and accessories for all the aforesaid goods; computer databases; manuals and warranty materials for the aforesaid goods, all being recorded optically or being downloadable from the Internet; communications, telecommunications, messaging, networking, computing, and data processing apparatus and communications devices; computer and telecommunications hardware, software and peripherals; video, management and workflow online; computers; computer software; telecommunications software; mobile and wireless telecommunications and communications software; downloadable software and training guides.

internet; electronic or non-printed publications; downloadable video and podcasts featuring instruction relating to documents, data, multimedia, software and other information all being downloadable from a computer network or the software for users to send, receive, and track digital files over the internet, within an enterprise, and across different platforms; computer file servers; data storage/retrieval apparatus; computer software, namely, collaboration software for the sharing and collaboration of data, information, documents, electronic files, videos, audio, images, photos, calendars, contacts, task data, and project management and workflow; computer software which allows users to publish and share data, information, documents, electronic files, videos, audio, images, photos, calendars, contacts, task data, and project management and workflow online; computers; computer software; telecommunications software; mobile and wireless communications devices; computer and telecommunications hardware, software and peripherals; video, communications, telecommunications, messaging, networking, computing, and data processing apparatus and equipment; parts, fittings, components and accessories for all the aforesaid goods; computer databases; manuals and warranty materials for the aforesaid goods, all being recorded optically or being downloadable from the Internet; documents, data, multimedia, software and other information all being downloadable from a computer network or the internet; electronic or non-printed publications; downloadable video and podcasts featuring instruction relating to telecommunications and communications software; downloadable software and training guides.

Cl.42; Computer services, namely hosting computer sites for facilitating computerized communications; computer software technical support services; computer programming services; application service provider (ASP); planning and design services in the field of electronic communications networks; website and digital media content hosting services; hosting and integrating third party web content and software applications; copying computer program data or information across different computing devices; hosting websites on the Internet; web site traffic monitoring, analysis and reporting; troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing problems with consumer electronics; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software applications for downloading, storing, viewing, editing, sharing, organizing, browsing, and searching videos; providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users; providing email and instant messaging services; communication services; communications via the Internet; provision of access to web pages for downloading of computer software; videomail services; voicemail services; provision of information, advice and assistance relating to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.9; Computer hardware; computer software; computer software enabling video and audio conferencing; computer software for file and data transfers over the internet, within an enterprise, and across different platforms; computer software for users to send, receive, and track digital files over the internet, within an enterprise, and across different platforms; computer file servers; data storage/retrieval apparatus; computer software, namely, collaboration software for the sharing and collaboration of data, information, documents, electronic files, videos, audio, images, photos, calendars, contacts, task data, and project management and workflow; computer software which allows users to publish and share data, information, documents, electronic files, videos, audio, images, photos, calendars, contacts, task data, and project management and workflow online; computers; computer software; telecommunications software; mobile and wireless communications devices; computer and telecommunications hardware, software and peripherals; video, communications, telecommunications, messaging, networking, computing, and data processing apparatus and equipment; parts, fittings, components and accessories for all the aforesaid goods; computer databases; manuals and warranty materials for the aforesaid goods, all being recorded optically or being downloadable from the Internet; documents, data, multimedia, software and other information all being downloadable from a computer network or the internet; electronic or non-printed publications; downloadable video and podcasts featuring instruction relating to telecommunications and communications software; downloadable software and training guides.

Cl.38; Communications services; content delivery network services; network connectivity services; communications services, namely, audio and video teleconferencing; communications services, namely, transmission of voice, video and data via fiber optic networks; providing multiple user access to global computer networks and voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) services; providing telepresence and teleconference communications services incorporating video, voice and/or data based communication to facilitate business collaboration; providing facilities and equipment for telepresence conferencing; providing third party access to the communications networks of others; providing network and managed communication services via telephone and computer; consultation in the field of communication services; digital media and communication services; broadcasting via a global computer network; broadcasting of video recordings and motion pictures; streaming of audio or video content via a global computer network; podcasting and webcasting services; electronic transmission of streamed and downloadable audio and video files via a global computer network; video on demand transmission services; broadcasting and streaming of digital media showcasing artistic material; electronic transfer and downloading of audio and video recordings; multimedia communications service provider services; delivery, reception and transmission of messages, documents, images and other data by electronic transmission; electronic-mail services; delivery of customer loyalty, reward, affinity and incentive messages and data by electronic transmission; provision of connectivity services and access to electronic communications networks, for transmission or reception of audio, video or multimedia content; data and electronic media transmission services via on-line global and local computer networks; delivering third party content, namely, HTML source, rich-embedded media, streaming media, computer applications, and dynamic web content from a content delivery network; delivery, reception and transmission of dynamic content namely, text, images and videos to computers, mobile and handheld devices; online transmission and delivery of data for the control, development and design of websites; sending and receiving data to and from cloud repositories; provision of access to an internet website for recording, storing, collecting, uploading, viewing, editing, sharing, organizing, browsing, and searching videos; providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users; providing email and instant messaging services; communication services; communications via the Internet; provision of access to web pages for downloading of computer software; videomail services; voicemail services; provision of information, advice and assistance relating to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.41; Computer services, namely hosting computer sites for facilitating computerized communications; computer software technical support services; computer programming services; application service provider (ASP); planning and design services in the field of electronic communications networks; website and digital media content hosting services; hosting and integrating third party web content and software applications; copying computer program data or information across different computing devices; hosting websites on the Internet; web site traffic monitoring, analysis and reporting; troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing problems with consumer electronics; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software applications for downloading, storing, viewing, playing and interacting with digital content and computer software applications; consulting services in the field of technology and graphics software; software as a service, namely, providing a customer service software platform to enable interaction between customers and service providers; consultative services in the field of technology and graphics software; providing computer software applications for downloading, storing, viewing, playing and interacting with digital content and computer software applications; consulting services in the field of technology and graphics software; software as a service; the proposed software platform to enable interaction between customers and service providers; software as a service; computer software applications; computer software technical support services; computer programming services; application service provider (ASP); planning and design services in the field of electronic communications networks; website and digital media content hosting services; hosting and integrating third party web content and software applications; copying computer program data or information across different computing devices; hosting websites on the Internet; web site traffic monitoring, analysis and reporting; troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing problems with consumer electronics; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software applications for downloading, storing, viewing, playing and interacting with digital content and computer software applications; consulting services in the field of technology and graphics software; software as a service, namely, providing a customer service software platform to enable interaction between customers and service providers.
representatives to resolve product issues; providing temporary on-line use of non-downloadable software; designing, developing, and maintaining computer software applications for others and consulting services related thereto; designing, compiling, installation, hosting, maintenance, updating and upgrading of websites and website portals for use by others; installation, maintenance and upgrading of computer software; provision of internet software applications; hosting provider services; providing technical support regarding the usage of communication equipment; cloud computing services; provision of information, advice and assistance relating to all the aforementioned services.
HEART ORGANIZATION CO., LTD.
5-5-15 Nishinakajima, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka-city Osaka 532-0011 JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl. 41: Arranging, conducting and organization of academic conferences, seminars, symposiums, conferences, meetings, lecture presentation, training session, workshops, colloquiums or study groups; information services relating to arranging, conducting and organization of academic conferences, seminars, symposiums, conferences, meetings, lecture presentation, training session, workshops, colloquiums or study groups; education and training services relating to medical care; information services relating to education and training services relating to medical care; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; information services relating to educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; providing on-line videos or images; information services relating to providing on-line videos or images; brokerage services for providing on-line videos or images; providing electronic publications; information services relating to providing electronic publications; library services; information services relating to library services; rental of electronic publications; information services relating to rental of electronic publications; book rental; information services relating to book rental; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports (not for movies, radio or television programs and not for advertising and publicity); information services relating to production of video tape film in the fields of education, culture, entertainment or sports (not for movies, radio or television programs and not for advertising and publicity); production of music, video or image recordings (not for movies, radio or television programs and not for advertising and publicity); production of music, video or image recordings (not for movies, radio or television programs and not for advertising and publicity); organization or arrangement of entertainment (excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races); information services relating to organization, management or arrangement of entertainment (excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races); language interpreter services; translation; information services relating to language interpreter services; information services relating to translation; brokerage services for language interpreter services; brokerage services for translation.

Cl. 44: Information services relating to symptom, biological changes, background information regarding patient diseases, treatment or post treatment health condition; information services relating to use of medicines or medical materials; information services relating to diseases or disorders; information services relating to medical information regarding doctors, clinics, hospitals, pharmacies or others; information services relating to medical examination services; information services relating to preparation and dispensing of medication; rental of medical machines and apparatus; information services relating to rental of medical machines and apparatus; dietetic advisory services; information services relating to dietetic advisory services; health care; information services relating to health care; providing information relating to veterinary services or animal breeding; providing information relating to dietetic advisory services for animals; providing information relating to medical information or health for animals.
CENTOR

Priority claimed from 10/03/2014; Application No.: 1610369; Australia
2860193 21/03/2014
[International Registration No.: 1219681]
CENTOR DESIGN PTY LTD
997 Kingsford Smith Drive EAGLE FARM QLD 4009 Australia
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.6; Aluminium doors; assemblies of metal doors adapted to fold; assemblies of metal doors adapted to slide; door fittings of metal; door frames of metal; door handles of metal; door hinges of metal; door lever furniture of metal; door sashes of metal; doors of metal; external door frames of metal; metal doors; metal rollers for sliding doors; opening mechanisms of metal for doors (non-electric); retractable screens of metal; overhead suspension tracks of metal for use with doors; ready made door frames made of metal; ready made doors made of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; insect screens of metal; insect screens of metal for doors; insect screens of metal for windows; metal screens (other than furniture); protective screens of metal; aluminium windows; fittings of metal for windows; frames of metal for windows; hardware of metal for windows; metal components for windows; metal fitted windows; metal fittings for windows; metal sash windows; metal windows; retractable blinds (outdoor) of metal; ready made window frames made of metal; ready made windows made of metal; window blinds (outdoor) of metal; window surrounds of metal; metal blinds (outdoor); metal fittings for blinds; screens in the nature of blinds (metal) (external); window blinds (outdoor) of metal.

Cl.19; Door frames, not of metal; door panels, not of metal; doors made of glass for buildings; doors made of plastic for buildings; doors made of wood for buildings; doors, not of metal; folding doors, not of metal; glass doors; non-metallic door cases; non-metallic door surrounds; non-metallic doors; non-metallic external door frames; non-metallic external doors; non-metallic sliding doors (other than for furniture or for vehicles); insect screens not of metal; non-metallic screens; non-metallic screens for doors; non-metallic screens for windows; fitted windows made of non-metallic materials; glass windows; non-metallic frames for windows; non-metallic window frames; non-metallic window sashes; non-metallic window sills; non-metallic window surrounds; non-metallic windows; window blinds (outdoor) not of metal or textile; non-metallic retractable screens; retractable blinds (outdoor) not of metal or textile.

Cl.20; Indoor blinds (of all materials); indoor textile window blinds; screens in the nature of blinds (indoor); window shades (blinds); roller blinds (indoor); indoor retractable blinds.

Cl.24; Textile materials for use in the manufacture of blinds.
Priority claimed from 04/10/2013; Application No. : 134037486 ;France
2860236  14/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219670]
CELIO FRANCE
21 rue Blanqui F-93406 Saint-Ouen Cedex France
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9: Apparatus and instruments for recording, reproducing or transmitting sound or images; sound and/or image transmission, reproduction and copying media; compact discs (audio-video); DVDs; chip cards, magnetic cards, credit cards, loyalty cards, discount cards, all these cards being for use on computer communication networks such as the Internet; chips (integrated circuits); USB flash drives; downloadable music files; downloadable electronic publications; software (recorded programs); databases, text and sound data banks, image banks; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines.

Cl.16: Paper; cardboard; calendars, catalogs, magazines, newspapers, journals (periodicals), printed publications; printed matter; loyalty cards of paper or cardboard; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), namely bags, sachets, films and sheets; small bags (envelopes, pouches), bags (envelopes, pouches) and sheets of paper for packaging.

Cl.25: Clothing; footwear; headgear.

Cl.35: Advertising; dissemination of advertising material (leaflets, printed matter, prospectuses, samples); online advertising on a computer network; newspaper subscription services (for others); business management and organization consultancy; computerized file management; sales promotion for others; demonstration of products; commercial information and advice for consumers (consumer advice shop); promotion of goods; organization of fairs, trade shows, forums, exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of promotional activities; presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail purposes; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses); the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of goods namely clothing, footwear, headgear, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; retail or wholesale of products, namely the aforesaid goods; subscription services to loyalty programs.

Cl.36: Banking, financial and monetary affairs; financing services; financial and banking information; credit, credit bureaux, insurance, credit card services, debit card services; credit services; loan services (financing); issuance of credit cards; issuance of debit cards; issuance of loyalty cards (financial service); issuing of gift certificates and prepaid gift cards; loyalty card services for accumulating purchase points and for receiving purchase coupons, promotional offers and gifts; services of prepaid payment cards and checks and pre-financed credit cards as gifts for others; financial sponsorship; services involving payment by loyalty cards; organization of transactions offering financial advantages by means of loyalty cards, discount cards and other cards; financial services in connection with holding loyalty cards; financial services in connection with holding promotional loyalty coupons; services involving payment by promotional loyalty coupons; financial sponsorship; financial transactions in connection with the promotion, management and dissemination of loyalty cards; financing services as part of a loyalty program.
Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No. : 012285433 ;European Union
2860477    05/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216002]

C4IP IP HOLDING 1 S.A.
35a, boulevard John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Business management; business administration; dissemination of advertisements; sales promotion for others; rental of advertising space; retailing of beverages, perfumes, cosmetics, clothing and fashion accessories, smokers’ articles, books, audio-visual material, leather goods, electronics, confectionery, food products; procurement services for others; business management consultancy; assistance in management of business activities; organisation of events for commercial or advertising purposes; relocation for businesses; business management of hotels; public relations.

Cl.36; Purchasing and financing of co-owned or multi-owned real estate; arranging the provision of finance; mutual funds; fund investments; lease-purchase financing; management of co-owned or multi-owned real estate.

Cl.37; Construction and repair; installation services; maintenance and repair of aeroplanes and aeroengine engines; washing of aeroplanes; de-snowing and de-icing of aeroplanes; cleaning of aeroplanes and vehicles; installation services; maintenance and repair of instruments; reconstruction of used or partly destroyed engines and machines.

Cl.39; Transport; airline transport; transport information; transport reservation; coach transport; packaging and storage of goods; rental of storage containers; freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; transport brokerage; rental of warehouses; aircraft rental; travel and passenger transportation; piloting; rental of parking places; travel arrangement; tourist offices (except hotel and guest house reservations); organising of excursions; travel reservation; travel and passenger transportation; escorting of travellers; air hostess services (escorting travellers); shipping services; freight (shipping of goods); reservations for transporting passengers, goods and animals; reservations for rental of vehicles; registration of luggage, goods and passengers; loading and unloading of aeroplanes; provision of aircraft; representation of airlines and
car hire companies; car rental, rental of storage containers; salvaging; transport rescue operations; loaning and rental of aeroplanes; professional consultancy in the field of air transport; marine transport; transport by land; transport of valuables; organisation of travel tours and cruises; rental of warehouses; chauffeur services; piloting services.

Cl.41; Providing of training; entertainment; entertainment information; organisation and holding of colloquia and conferences; organisation of shows; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging of contests.

Cl.43; Provision of food and drink; self-services restaurant services; snack-bars; cafés; cafeterias; catering; hotel and boarding house reservations.

Cl.45; Security control of persons and luggage in airports.
MILTENYI

Priority claimed from 03/02/2014; Application No. : 012559811 ;European Union
2873955 31/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220816]

MILTENYI BIOTEC GMBH
Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 68 51429 Bergisch Gladbach Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.1; Chemical, biological and biochemical products for industrial and scientific purposes; products for use in separation processes for biological materials; reagents for cell separation, labeling reagents, reagents, media, substances and ingredients for the preparation of media, all for commercial and scientific purposes and for the use in medical laboratories, as far as included in this class; reagents for the processing, separation, isolation, enrichment, depletion, detection, screening, analysis and counting of materials, especially of chemical and biological material; reagents with magnetic beads; antibody reagents (other than for medical or veterinary purposes); buffer solutions and reagents for use with laboratory instruments, especially separation instruments, analysis instruments, reactors and imaging instruments; reagents for processing of biological material, especially tissue, bone marrow, cells, blood and its components (other than for medical or veterinary purposes); diagnostic reagents and preparations for scientific purposes and for use in medical laboratories; culture media, cell culture media, freezing media, contrast agents, contrast agents for in-vivo imaging, all for scientific purposes; reagents for use in biotechnology, in biological treatment processes and in the biotechnology industry.

Cl.5; Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary products as well as products for the pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary science, pharmaceutical and other preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents, media, materials and ingredients for the preparation of media, all for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents for the processing, separation, isolation, enrichment, depletion, detection, screening, analysis and counting of material, especially of biological materials, reagents with magnetic beads, antibody reagents, all for medical or veterinary purposes; buffer solutions and reagents for use with medical instruments, especially separation instruments, analysis instruments, reactor and imaging instruments; reagents for the processing of biological material, especially tissue, bone marrow, cells, blood and its components, all for medical or veterinary purposes; culture media, cell culture media, diagnostic reagents and preparations for medical and veterinary purposes; freezing media, contrast agents, contrast agents for in-vivo imaging, all for medical and veterinary purposes; pharmaceutical products, especially pharmaceutical products for the cellular therapy; chemical, biological and biochemical products for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes, including medical diagnostic purposes.

Cl.9; Scientific, optical and measuring apparatus and instruments, especially for and in connection with the separation, analysis, processing and cultivation of biological material; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of images, data processing equipment, computer software, especially for or in connection with the separation, analysis, processing and cultivation of biological material, scientific, electrical and electronic apparatus and instruments for conducting enzymatic reactions; laboratory equipment, in particular cytometer for measuring physical and/or chemical properties of cells and other particles in suspensions.

Cl.10; Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; apparatus for magnetic cell separation for medical purposes; tubing sets for medical purposes; columns for analysis for medical purposes; sacks, bags, sheets, tubes and connectors for surgical, medical, scientific or veterinary purposes, in particular for cryopreservation; apparatus and instruments for medical and surgical purposes; accessories and spare parts for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design services relating hereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software for the analysis, all of the aforementioned services for and in connection with the analysis of biological and biochemical material, especially of cellular material for biological and medical research and therapy; medical and pharmaceutical laboratory services for research, analysis and development of new products, in particular in connection with the manufacture of cell therapeutic agents, cell compounds, cell preparation, cellular medicines, the selection, stimulation, activation of cells, as well as the manufacture of kits or reagents.

Cl.44; Medical, pharmaceutical or biotechnological laboratory services relating to the treatment of persons and animals; medical services, in particular the field of extracorporeal plasma therapy.
Priority claimed from 23/05/2014; Application No. : RM2014C003242 ;Italy
2874211   11/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220769]
EMERSON AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS FINAL CONTROL ITALIA S.R.L.
Via Piacenza I-29018 Lugagnano Val D'arda (PC) IT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6; Valves of metal, other than parts of machines.
Cl.7; Valves [parts of machines].
2874722  08/05/2014

[International Registration No. : 1220907]

ROGER AOUN

9 Grants Close London NW7 1DD United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

CI.3; Aftershave moisturising cream; after-sun gels [cosmetics]; age spot reducing creams; anti-aging creams; anti-wrinkle creams; non-medicated skin creams with essential oils for use in aromatherapy; tanning creams; baby oils; bath oil; beauty masks; body creams; body masks; body oil; body scrub; skin bronzing creams; spot remover; cosmetics; skin whitening creams; creams for cellulite reduction; cuticle cream; depilatories; essential oils; ethereal oils; exfoliant creams; face creams; facial cleansers; facial masks; facial scrubs; facial washes; hair creams; hair removing cream; lip balm; lip cream; lip gloss; lip polisher; lipstick; lotions for cellulite reduction; make-up foundations; massage oil; nail cream; nail gel; nail strengtheners; night cream; non-medicated foot cream; non-medicated scalp treatment cream; perfumed soap; preservative creams for leather; scouring solutions; shaving cream; skin cleansers; skin cleansing cream; skin toners; cosmetic soaps; sun tan lotion; sun-tanning oils; sun-tanning preparations; tanning gels [cosmetics]; waterless soap; wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; wrinkle resistant cream; bath salts; bubble bath.

CI.5; Acne treatment preparations; acne medications; medicinal creams for skin care; dietary supplements; medicated creams for treating dermatological conditions; medicated lip balm; medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; medicinal oils; sanitary preparations for medical use; sanitizing wipes.

CI.10; Electrotherapy devices for providing transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, infrared heat and compression;
face masks for use by health care providers; sanitary masks for medical purposes; lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; lasers for medical use; high frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus; low frequency electric therapy apparatus; therapeutic hot and cold therapy packs; medical skin abraders; static electric therapy apparatus; massage apparatus and instruments; hair prostheses.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of aftershave moisturising cream, after-sun gels [cosmetics], age spot reducing creams, anti-aging creams, anti-wrinkle creams, non-medicated skin creams with essential oils for use in aromatherapy, tanning creams, baby oils, bath oil, beauty masks, body creams, body masks, body oil, body scrub, skin bronzing creams, spot remover, cosmetics, skin whitening creams, creams for cellulite reduction, cuticle cream, depilatories, essential oils, ethereal oils, exfoliant creams, face creams, facial cleansers, facial masks, facial scrubs, facial washes, hair creams, hair removing cream, lip balm, lip cream, lip gloss, lip polisher, lipstick, lotions for cellulite reduction, make-up foundations, massage oil, nail cream, nail gel, nail strengtheners, night cream, non-medicated foot cream, non-medicated scalp treatment cream, perfumed soap, preservative creams for leather, scouring solutions, shaving cream, skin cleansers, skin cleansing cream, skin toners, cosmetic soaps, sun tan lotion, sun-tanning oils, sun-tanning preparations, tanning gels [cosmetics], waterless soap, wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser, wrinkle resistant cream, bath salts, bubble bath, acne treatment preparations, acne medications, medicinal creams for skin care, dietary supplements, medicated creams for treating dermatological conditions, medicated lip balm, medicated skin care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels, medicinal oils, sanitary preparations for medical use, sanitizing wipes, electrotherapy devices for providing transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, infrared heat and compression, face masks for use by health care providers, sanitary masks for medical purposes, lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin, lasers for medical use, high frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus, low frequency electric therapy apparatus, therapeutic hot and cold therapy packs, medical skin abraders, static electric therapy apparatus, massage apparatus and instruments, hair prostheses.

Cl.41;Meditation training; education services in the fields of exercise, fitness, wellness, personal development, beauty and healthcare; teaching of beauty skills; arranging of seminars; educational services, namely, the presentation of seminars and lectures all in the field of beauty, fitness and wellness; providing on-line information and news in the field of beauty, cosmetics, fitness and wellness.

Cl.44;Hygienic and beauty care; beauty salon services; beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services; make-up application services; massages; manicure services; beauty consultation services; beauty consultation services in the selection and use of cosmetics, fragrances, beauty aids, personal care products, and bath, body and beauty products.
Priority claimed from 11/09/2013; Application No. : 3021677 ;United Kingdom 2875015  08/03/2014

[International Registration No. : 1221075]

HYDRECO HYDRAULICS LIMITED
Unit 32 Factory Road Poole, Dorset BH16 5SL United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH 1571347.

Cl.7; Hydraulic pumps and valves therefor; hydraulic power-transmission gear; control valves; pilot valves; valves; valve spools; pumps of aluminium; pumps of cast iron; gear pumps; piston pumps; pumps; hydraulic machines; hydraulic control installations; hydraulic control systems and apparatus for machines; hydraulic control systems and apparatus for engines; hydraulic engines and motors; hydraulic lifting apparatus; hydraulic tools; hydraulically operated machines; hydraulically operated control apparatus; hydraulically driven winches for use on drilling rigs; cranes; loading cranes, movable, portal, moving and overhead cranes; power take offs; air pumps; lifts (tailboard-); load carrying apparatus; loaders; hydraulic circuits; hydraulic clutch control units; hydraulic couplings; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; camshafts.

Cl.12; Hydraulic control systems and apparatus for land vehicles; hydraulic connectors, hydraulic couplings, hoses for transferring hydraulic power and for use in hydraulic systems, hydraulic brake pressure regulators, hydraulic power transmission units, hydraulic rotary dampers, hydraulic servo valves being parts of vehicle braking systems and vehicle hydraulic systems, hydraulic transmissions, rotary hydraulic motors, all for use in land vehicles; brakes and brake systems for vehicles; clutches and clutch components for land vehicles; crawler dump trucks; dump trucks; dump cars; electric trucks; trucks; tractors; industrial vehicles; wheeled vehicles; land vehicles incorporating lifting apparatus; road trailers; vehicle seats; motors and engines for land vehicles; drive shafts for land vehicles; drive units for land vehicles; gears; gear boxes; gear couplings; gear changing mechanisms; gear motors; gear units; safety seats, restraints, couplings and signals for land vehicles; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; concrete mixing trucks.

Cl.37; Advisory services relating to excavating, mining, pipe laying, drilling, construction, building; vehicle maintenance, and vehicle repair; arranging of vehicle repairs; construction consultancy services; engineering (construction-); hire of cranes; earthmoving machines (rental of-); hydraulic construction services; information (construction-); information (repair-); installation; installation of machines; installation of offshore apparatus; installation of pipelines; plant installation; maintenance and repair of construction machines, industrial apparatus, lifts, land vehicles and machine parts for industrial machines; servicing of commercial vehicles; servicing of cranes; servicing of apparatus; servicing of machines.
EDMESTON SX

Priority claimed from 14/06/2013; Application No.: 011900305; European Union 2876155 02/12/2013
[International Registration No.: 1212956]
Outotec (Finland) Oy
Rauhalanpuisto 9, (PL 1000) FI-02230 Espoo FI

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
17 SHESHADRI ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl. 6; Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores; stainless steel and their alloys produced in the form of rods, pipes, tubes, sheets, plates, wires, wirebars, slabs, billets, strips and foils.

Cl. 11; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; drying towers, absorption towers, cooling apparatus, heat exchangers (not being parts of machines), strainers (being parts of drying, intermediate and absorption towers) as well as parts or components of the aforesaid goods.

Cl. 37; Building construction; repair; installation of acid distribution systems in industrial plants.

Cl. 42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; technical consultation services relating to the design and operation of acid distribution systems in industrial plants and to the production and handling of acids.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860 , 30/07/2018 Class 99

2876323  24/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221107]
WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION, INC.
1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 US
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software used for development and collaborative editing of the content of websites and website management.
Cl.41;Educational and entertainment services, namely, conferences, workshops, and hackathons regarding the development and design of open source technology that enables collaborative editing of the content of websites and website management.
Cl.42;Development and design of open source technology that enables collaborative editing of the content of websites and website management; hosting a website featuring an open source technology that enables collaborative editing of the content of websites and website management.
Priority claimed from 04/11/2013; Application No. : UK00003029178 ;United Kingdom 2876348 23/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221583]

MIGROS GENOSSENSCHAFTS-BUND
Limmatstrasse 152 Zurich CH-8031 Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.3; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.18; Leather and imitations of leather; trunks [luggage]; travel bags; suitcases; grips; hold-alls; trunks and valises; handbags; attaché cases, briefcases and document cases; shopping bags and tote bags; purses, pocket cases and pocket wallets; key cases; sports bags; school bags; backpacks; changing bags; beauty cases and vanity cases [unfitted], toilet bags and make-up cases [unfitted]; animal skins, hides; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.

Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.41; Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.44; Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
PRINCESS PUNT

Priority claimed from 13/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-037655 ;Japan

2876939  05/06/2014

[International Registration No. : 1222094]

GUNGOH ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

Pacific Century Place Marunouchi, 1-11-1, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-6221 JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9: Computer game programs (including downloadable software); computer programs (including downloadable software); game programs for cell phones (including downloadable software); programs for cell phones (including downloadable software); game programs for smartphones (including downloadable software); programs for smartphones (including downloadable software); game programs for handheld terminals (including downloadable software); programs for handheld terminals (including downloadable software); electronic circuits, magnetic cards, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, and other carriers which recorded with computer programs; programs for home video game machines (including downloadable software); electronic circuits, magnetic cards, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, cartridges and other carriers recorded with programs for home video game machines; programs for portable games with liquid crystal displays (including downloadable software); electronic circuits, magnetic cards, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, cartridges and other carriers recorded with programs for portable games with liquid crystal displays; compact discs [audio-video], videodiscs [audio-video], DVDs [audio-video], magnetic cards [audio-video], magnetic disks [audio-video] and optical disks [audio-video]; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; electronic publications; cell phone straps; covers for smartphones; loudspeakers; dustproof apparatus for earphone jack of cell phones; stylus pens for telecommunication machines and apparatus and for electronic machines and apparatus; headphones; digital photo frames.

Cl.41: Information relating to game services provided on-line from a computer network; information relating to game services provided on-line from a cell phone network; information relating to game services provided on-line from a smartphone network; information relating to game services provided on-line from a handheld terminal network; information relating to game services provided on-line from a home video game machine network; information relating to game services provided on-line from a portable game with liquid crystal displays network; game services provided on-line from a computer network; game services provided on-line from a cell phone network; game services provided on-line from a smartphone network; game services provided on-line from a handheld terminal network; game services provided on-line from a portable game with liquid crystal displays network; game services for home video game machines provided on-line from telecommunications networks; organization, arranging and conducting of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; providing electronic publications and information relating to those; providing images, videos, sound and music from a computer network; providing images, videos, sound and music from a handheld terminal network; providing images, videos, sound and music from a home video game machine network.
KUVERA S.P.A.
Piazza dei Martiri, 30 I-80100 NAPOLI Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.14: Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; gold unwrought or beaten; alloys of precious metal; silver, unwrought or beaten; boxes of precious metal; jewellery cases, amulets; jewellery made of silver; bracelets; charms; trinkets; brooches; chains; necklaces; tie clips; ivory (jewellery); jewellery, medallions (jewellery); medals; ornaments (jewellery); ornamental pins; pearls (jewellery); semi-precious stones; precious stones; statues of precious metal; rings (jewellery); hat ornaments of precious metal; earrings; shoe ornaments of precious metal; pendants; ankle bracelets; cufflinks; pins; tie pins; key rings; clocks; wristwatches; watch bands; watch straps; straps for wristwatches; dials; watch chains; chronographs (watches); chronometers; chronometrical instruments; clocks and watches, electric; cases for clock and watchmaking; clock cases; watches; alarm clocks; watch cases; stopwatches.

Cl.18: Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely, leatherboard, unwrought or semi-worked leather, chamois leather other than for cleaning purposes, hat, boxes of leather; leather laces; straps for skates; leather straps; leather twist; leather trimmings for furniture; bands of leather; boxes of leather; leather shoulder straps; furniture coverings of leather; cushion padding made for saddlery; bags, handbags, handbag frames; shoulder bags; tool bags sold empty; purses, chain mesh purses; wallets, pocket wallets; luggage, pouches; rucksacks, backpacks; shopping bags; game bags; school bags; school satchels; sling bags for carrying infants; wheeled shopping bags; bags for climbers; bags for campers; beach bags; bags of leather for packaging; hasersack; garment bags for travel; net bags for shopping; bags for sports; imitation leather cases; cheque wallets of leather; passport wallets; collars for animals and pets; muzzles; covers for animals; clothing for pets; dog collars; attaché cases; credit card cases of leather; card cases (notecases); cases of leather; document cases; key cases; music cases; empty cosmetic cases; empty toiletty cases, trunks; travelling bags, valises; travelling sets; travelling trunks; vanity cases sold empty; suitcase handles; suitcases; briefcases; animal skins; hides; pelts; cattle skins; kid; moleskin; fur-skins; fur; beach parasols; walking sticks; mountaineering sticks; alpenstocks; canes; walking stick seats; walking cane handles; walking stick handles; whips; harness and saddlery.

Cl.25: Articles of clothing, namely, jackets, shirts, shirt fronts; tee-shirts; ties, trousers, coats, sweaters, skirts, pullover, socks, stockings, tights, gloves, belts, scarves, jeans, underwear, nightwear, pajamas; sashes for wear; bathrobes; braces; berets; sun visors; muff; ear muff; neckwear; neck ties; bow tie; panty hose; garters; kerchiefs; bandanas; brassieres; underpants; camisoles; cuffs; fur stoles; knitwear (clothing); overcoats; parkas; shawls; smocks; suits; uniforms; waistcoats; lingerie; bodices (lingerie); clothing for gymnastics; tracksuits, swimsuits, beach clothes,
swimwear; sportswear; mittens; smocks; overalls; dress shields; shoulder wraps; collars [clothing]; collar protectors; pants; drawers; dressing gowns; jumpers; chemisettes; furs; detachable collars [clothing]; combinations clothing; underwear (anti-sweat); corselets; ready-made clothing; breeches for wear; outer clothing; ready-made lining [parts of clothing]; shirt yokes; gabardines (clothing); corsets; vests; waistcoats; jerseys (clothing); liveries; sports jerseys; singlets; wristbands (clothing); aprons; pelisses [clothing]; pockets for clothing; frocks; topcoats; togas; stuff jackets (clothing); paper clothing; petticoats; slips; teddies; clothing of leather; clothing of imitations of leather; fishing vests; wind-resistant jackets and wind-resistant vests; down vests and down jackets; maternity bands [clothing]; babies’ pants; layettes clothing; bibs not of paper; motorists’ clothing; wet suits for water-skiing; cyclists’ clothing; bathing caps; bathing drawers; bathing trunks; clothing for judo; clothing for wrestling; waterproof clothing; raincoat; poncho; rain cape; masquerade costumes; saris; theatrical costumes; clothing for dancing; shoes, sport shoes; sneakers; beach shoes, bath sandals, sandals; ski boots; boots, slippers; football shoes; football boots; gymnastic shoes; jumping shoes; jogging shoes; track and field shoes with spikes; mountaineering shoes; footwear; bath slippers; half-boots; lace boots; galoshes; gaiters; gaiter straps; soles for footwear; boots for sports; rain boots; insole; caps (headwear); shower caps; skull caps; hoods; hats; hat frames; cap peaks; headgear for wear; ear muffs; headbands; hosiery; sock suspenders; garters; stocking suspenders; leggings; ankle socks; muffs; mittens; boas (necklets); shawls; pelerines; veils; mantillas; ascots; pocket squares; suspenders; girdles; trouser straps; money belts (clothing); leather belts (clothing); sashes for wear; wedding dresses.
BENTLEY MOTORS LIMITED
Pym's Lane Crewe, Cheshire CW1 3PL United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1736334

IR DIVISION

Cl.3;Perfume, cologne, aftershave; deodorants; cosmetics; make-up preparations; hair lotions, shampoos, conditioners; soaps; perfumery, essential oils; disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing chemicals or compounds for personal hygiene; cosmetic kits; creams for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, all being care products for motor vehicles; creams, polishes and waxes for motor vehicles; creams, polishes and waxes for leather; leather bleaching preparations; leather preservatives (polishes); boot and shoe cream; boot and shoe polish; boot and shoe wax; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning purposes; colour removing preparations; degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes; paint stripping preparations; automobile waxes; polishing wax; rust removing preparations; shining preparations (polish); stain removers; windscreen cleaning liquids; wheel cleaners; glass cleaners; screen washes; shining preparations for automobile bumpers; car shampoo; upholstery cleaners; preparations for cleaning, protecting and preserving vehicle surfaces.

Cl.9;Optical apparatus; eyewear; glasses and sunglasses and accessories therefor; cases, wallets, carriers and holders adapted for glasses and sunglasses; leather cases, wallets, carriers and holders adapted for glasses and sunglasses; parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods; mobile phones, mobile phone chargers; leather cases for mobile phones; cases, holders, straps, carriers for mobile phones; hands free devices for mobile phones; mobile phones for use in vehicles; accessories for mobile phones included in this class; computers; laptops; tablet computers; radios; radios for motor vehicles; cassette players; cassette players for motor vehicles; compact disc players; compact disc players for motor vehicles; mini-disc players; mini disc players for motor vehicles; MP3 players; MP3 players for motor vehicles; DVD players; DVD players for motor vehicles; wallets, cases, holders and carriers for audio cassettes, compact discs, DVDs, mini-discs; wallets, cases, holders and carriers for DVD players, MP3 players, mini-disc players, computers, laptops and tablet computers; speakers; speakers for vehicles; wireless speakers; wireless speakers for vehicles; fire extinguishers for use in motor vehicles; battery chargers; battery charging equipment; battery charging monitors; radio antennas; loudspeakers; measuring instruments; time measuring instruments; pressure gauges, tyre pressure gauges; speedometers, speedometer testers; ammeters; oil and petrol level gauges; temperature gauges; electric locks for vehicles.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery; precious stones; watches and clocks; watch and clock cases; jewellery cases; charms; badges of precious metal; boxes of precious metal; table clocks; desk clocks; cufflinks; tie clips; tie pins; lapel pins; pin; jewellery boxes; cuff link boxes of precious metal; key rings; cases for watches; mobile phone charms.

Cl.16;Stationery; writing implements; pens; pencils; letter openers; desktop business card holders; stands for pens and pencils; holders for pens and pencils; case for pens and pencils; desk trays; letter trays; letter racks; document folders in the form of wallets; desk pads; photograph albums; photobooks; diaries; coasters made of paper or cardboard; calendars; paper clip holders; paperweights; desk blotters; books; albums; almanacs; atlases; charts; maps; catalogues, magazines; paper weights; passport holders; money clips; money holders; pen clips; pen wipers; photographs, engravings; photograph stands; pictures, posters, prints; writing paper; printed matter, publications, texts, periodicals, brochures, pamphlets, information sheets, posters; crayons; flags of paper; autograph cards; postcards; photograph and
picture albums; greeting cards; decalcomanias; printed livery for application to windows and vehicles; user manuals, instruction manuals and guides.

**Cl.21:** Glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; bottles and containers of glass; decanters; perfume bottles; cloths for eyeglasses and sunglasses; bottle openers; candle holders, candlesticks, candelabra; napkin rings; napkin holders; cups, mugs; shoe horns; stands for shaving brushes; fitted vanity cases; vases; fitted picnic baskets.

**Cl.35:** Retail and wholesale services; retail and wholesale services connected with the sale of vehicles and parts and accessories therefor; retail and wholesale services connected with the sale of perfumes and cosmetics, optical apparatus, glasses, sunglasses, and accessories therefor, mobile telephones and accessories therefor, jewellery, clocks and watches, stationery goods, leather goods and imitations of leather goods, luggage, handbags, bags, cases and accessories therefor; retail and wholesale services connected with the sale of furniture and parts and accessories therefor, articles of glass, crystal, earthenware and porcelain, textiles and textile goods, articles of clothing, footwear and headgear and accessories therefor, toys, games and playthings and sporting articles; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.

**Cl.39:** Transport and delivery of goods; transportation of passengers by road, rail, water and air; provision of travel information; travel arrangement services; leasing of vehicles; booking agency services relating to travel; travel tour organising and operating services.

**Cl.41:** Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; provision of education, training and entertainment services relating to automobiles and to travel; arrangement and organisation of competitions; arrangement and organisation of shows, sporting and cultural activities; arrangement and organisation of leisure activities; provision of seminars, conferences and exhibitions; entertainment and leisure booking services.
2877385    27/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221495]
WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION, INC.
1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.41; Providing online publications in the nature of multilingual news articles on a wide variety of subjects; providing online publications in the nature of articles and reference guides on the use of and contribution to online multilingual news articles on a wide variety of subjects.

Cl.42; Hosting a website featuring an open source technology that enables users to view, discuss, write, edit, contribute to, and maintain online multilingual news articles on any subject; computer services, namely, maintaining an online source of news articles on any subject.
Priority claimed from 04/02/2014; Application No.: 86183546; United States of America

2877862 21/02/2014

[International Registration No.: 1221826]

WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION, INC.
1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Downloadable publications, namely, e-books in the nature of textbooks, manuals, and instructional media of others in the field of encyclopedic content.

Cl.36; Charitable fundraising services; fundraising services for the support of free knowledge and the sharing of educational content; providing grants for dissemination and promotion of free knowledge and educational content.

Cl.38; Electronic transmission of data and documents via the Internet and other databases; electronic transmission of text and multimedia; telecommunication services, namely, providing online electronic bulletin boards and messaging services for the transmission of messages among users concerning encyclopedia articles and the administration of an encyclopedia project; transmission of online-based information accessed via a visual reference, namely, a QR code or other visual code, via computer or mobile devices or any combination thereof, for purposes of sharing, distributing and providing historical, educational, and background information.

Cl.41; Educational services, namely, collecting, developing, and disseminating educational content under a free license or in the public domain; providing a collaboratively created and maintained online multilingual encyclopedia; providing
online publications in the nature of articles, reference guides, brochures, and manuals on the use of and contribution to an online encyclopedia; educational services, namely, conferences and workshops about an online encyclopedia; arranging and conducting contests and incentive award programs for educational purposes.

Cl.42; Hosting an online website featuring open source technology that enables users to view, discuss, write, edit, contribute to, and maintain an online encyclopedia; computer services, namely, maintaining a website featuring an online encyclopedia.
WIKIMEDIA LABS

2878916   27/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1222617]
WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION, INC.
1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 US
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-31, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.41: Providing online publications in the nature of articles and reference guides on the use of and contribution to software development.

Cl.42: Providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; computer services, namely, acting as an application services provider for Internet users featuring remote hosting of operating systems and computer applications; computer services, namely, providing a virtual computing environment accessible via the Internet for registered users to access databases and software development tools.
WIKINEWS

2878920  27/03/2014

[International Registration No. : 1222618]

WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION, INC.
1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.41: Providing online publications in the nature of multilingual news articles on a wide variety of subjects; providing online publications in the nature of articles and reference guides on the use of and contribution to online multilingual news articles on a wide variety of subjects.

Cl.42: Hosting a website featuring open source technology that enables users to view, discuss, write, edit, contribute to, and maintain online multilingual news articles on any subject; computer services, namely, maintaining an online source of news articles on any subject.
Filamart

Priority claimed from 16/06/2013; Application No. : 00003010188 ;United Kingdom

2881485  06/12/2013

[International Registration No. : 1222825]

MARK HOBLEY
Kingston Mount, North Leigh, Witney Oxfordshire OX29 6TU United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.17; Soldering threads of plastic.

Cl.35; Retail services connected with the sale of additive fabrication printers, equipment, lasers, scanners, software and parts, peripherals, print materials including, paper, glass, plastic, concrete, sands, metal & alloys and extrudable food, supplied as spools, cartridges and tanks in form of rods, pellets, granular and powders; retail services connected with the sale of printed objects including prototypes, shapes, products and parts; advertising services for others; provision of advertising space on a website.
RELACO

Priority claimed from 17/03/2014; Application No. : 2014-020292 ;Japan
2882976    25/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223071]
FAST RETAILING CO., LTD.
717-1, Sayama, Yamaguchi City, Yamaguchi 754-0894 (Japan)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2537479

IR DIVISION

Cl.24; Woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; felts; non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth; rubberized cloth; fabric of imitation animal skins; filtering materials of textile; woven textile goods for personal use; towels of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; mosquito nets; bedshets; futon quilts; quilts; futon ticks (unstuffed futon covers); pillowcases; blankets; seat covers of textile; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper.

Cl.35; Advertising; sales promotion for others; marketing; business management; commercial or industrial management assistance; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; office functions; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for diapers; retail services or wholesale services for footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles.
SONY CORPORATION
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA,
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

CL.35; Advertising and publicity services; post-production editing services for advertisements; providing consulting services relating to advertising media in the field of facilitating the planning for selling goods; planning and production of advertising media; advertising agency services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others; advertising for promoting the goods and services; advertising, marketing and promotion services; marketing; marketing design services and talent agencies; management of entertainers; entertainer referral; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial administration of the licensing of computers and computer programs of others; commercial administration of intellectual property rights; import-export agencies; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; retail services or wholesale services for sound-recorded or video-recorded media.

CL.41; Provision of entertainment; organization of entertainment events of dancing, shows, plays, musical performances; direction or presentation of dancing, shows, plays, musical performances; providing information in the fields of entertainment, movies, and music entertainment over computer networks and global communication networks; providing information, on a website over a global computer network, on entertainment relating to musical artists, tours of musical artists, sound recordings popular culture and events and musical based entertainment; providing entertainment information on a website via global computer networks; arranging and planning of concerts or musical performances; providing streaming, and wireless entertainment content in the nature of audiovisual works, motion pictures, trailers, television programming, music, and games by means of an interactive global computer and communications networks; production of film, audio master tape and disk; recording, modifying or editing services for film, sound and video; production of animation television programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports featuring animation programs [not for movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; production of master CD-ROMs recorded with music and video; post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and films; editing films, music and image in the post-production process; production of sound and music video recordings; providing online entertainment, namely, production of sound and audiovisual recordings in the field of music and musical based entertainment; providing facilities for producing video, cinema and photography productions; operation of video and audio equipment for production of radio and television programs; motion picture studio services; television studio services; providing video studio services; provision of cinema or theatre facilities; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; rental of motion pictures; rental of cinematographic machines and apparatus; rental of audio frequency devices and apparatus and video frequency devices and apparatus; rental of sound-recorded or video-recorded video discs, magnetic tapes, magnetic discs, optical discs, magneto-optical discs, CD-ROMs and DVD-ROMs; rental of videotapes.
Priority claimed from 07/05/2014; Application No. : 2014/37989 ;Turkey

2885966   20/05/2014

[International Registration No. : 1223934]

PROGEN TOHUM ANONİM SİRKETİ
Büyükdalyan Mah. 2. Kümе Evler Sok. No:49 ANTAKYA - HATAY TR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.1; Chemicals used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; manures and soils; unprocessed artificial resins and unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing compositions; adhesives not for medical, household and stationery purposes.

Cl.31; Agricultural and horticultural products not included in other classes; seeds; forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fertilized eggs for hatching; plants; dried plants for decoration; fresh garden herbs; dried garden herbs for decoration; animal foodstuffs; malt not for human consumption.
SPECTROGON

2889123  10/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224832]
SPECTROGON AB
P.O. Box 7071 SE-187 12 Täby Sweden
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Optical filters and coatings for optical and electro-optical instruments, optical gratings and other optical components and optical systems, optical and electro-optical analysis instruments, optical gratings and other optical components and optical systems, for industrial and military purposes.

Cl.10; Optical components for medical purposes.

Cl.40; Processing and treatment of materials and objects, in particular thin-film coating of active parts of optical and electro-optical analysis instruments.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Navigation, guidance, tracking, marking and mapping devices, namely, apparatus and instruments for global positioning; apparatus and instruments for global positioning by satellite; global Positioning System (GPS) apparatus; apparatus and instruments for navigation; satellite navigation apparatus; automatic steering apparatus for vehicles; navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers); on-board equipment for navigation and global positioning (on-board computers); apparatus for measuring and recording distances; remote control apparatus; data processing apparatus; transmitters and receivers for global positioning systems (GPS); satellite receivers; electronic identification cards; electronic chip-based cards enabling the location and tracking of goods, vehicles or persons; global positioning software; navigation software; road route planning software; computer programs for calculating travel time; software for the provision and collection of information relating to the location and movement of persons, equipment or goods; software for the management of vehicle fleets; mobile team management software; global positioning software applications for Smartphones, mobile telephones and/or digital tablets; software applications for business purposes for locating mobile personnel; software applications for business purposes for managing a team of mobile personnel; software applications for business purposes for organizing the activity of teams of nomadic personnel; software applications for business purposes for attributing assignments to nomadic personnel; software applications for business purposes for managing and tracking projects; computer hardware for the networking of computers reporting the global positioning and navigation; mobile personal computers (hand-held computers); personal digital assistants; downloadable electronic road maps; electronic display boards; electronic databases containing practical information relating to road traffic; electronic databases containing information relating to the movements of mobile personnel; electronic databases containing information relating to tracking projects; electronic databases containing assignment schedules for nomadic personnel.

Cl.35; Consulting services for business management and organization; commercial information relating to global positioning; subscriptions to applications for business purposes for managing and locating teams of mobile personnel; business information for selecting a software application for business purposes for managing and locating teams of mobile personnel; business consulting for selecting a software application for business purposes for organizing the activity of teams of mobile personnel; business consulting for selecting a software application for business purposes for managing and tracking projects; administration of telecommunication networks relating to global positioning; gathering, processing, and systematizing of information into a central file; statistical studies relating to the movements of teams of

Priority claimed from 24/03/2014; Application No. : 14 4 078 525 ;France
2889652  23/05/2014

[International Registration No. : 1225221]

DEVERYWARE
43/45 rue Taïbout F-75009 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
nomadic personnel; data search in computer files for others; information storage services; digital data processing services; advertising; promotion of a software application for business purposes for managing teams of mobile personnel (advertising services); demonstration of products on any type of communication media.

Cl.38; Telecommunications; telecommunication services by telephone, especially by Smartphone, mobile telephones or digital tablets; wireless mobile telephone services; telecommunication services for use in global positioning and navigation; provision of telecommunication facilities required for global positioning services; telecommunication services for communication with means of transport; transmission of data by all means of telecommunication for global positioning and navigation; wireless data transmission; transmission of data obtained with the aid of a global positioning system (GPS) to track the movements of a team of nomadic personnel; computer-assisted transmission of messages and images for the global positioning of teams of nomadic personnel; transmission of digital files; communications by computer terminals; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; provision of access to global computer networks; rental of access time to global computer networks; providing telecommunication connections to a global computer network; cellular telephone communication; providing online chat rooms on global positioning and navigation; providing access to databases containing information regarding the location and movement of teams of nomadic personnel; providing access to databases containing information relating to project tracking; providing access to databases containing the assignment schedules for nomadic personnel.

Cl.39; Information in the field of transport, especially via the transmission of itineraries and plans; information relating to the transport of persons, through the locating of mobile personnel (tracing and locating mobile teams); road traffic information; providing information on the movements of teams of mobile personnel via a mobile global positioning application; providing information on the movements of nomadic personnel for the purpose of streamlining and optimizing assignments; navigation services, namely, the positioning and definition of itineraries and trajectories; organization and arrangement of on demand taxi transport of persons; business consulting in connection with locating and managing their mobile teams; business consulting for selecting a software application for business purposes for managing and locating teams of mobile personnel.

Cl.42; Analysis and design of computer systems for navigation and global positioning; computer software consultancy; software development (design); installation, maintenance and updating of software; programming for computers; design and development of global positioning software applications for Smartphones, mobile telephones and/or digital tablets; design and development of global positioning software applications for tracking teams of mobile personnel; design and development of software for navigation systems (GPS and/or via satellite); design and development of software for providing information on the location and movement of teams of mobile personnel; design and development of software for managing the activity of teams of mobile personnel; design and development of software for managing the schedules of teams of mobile personnel; design and development of route planning software; design and development of electronic maps; remote monitoring of global positioning computer systems; engineering; research and development of new products for others; expert reports (engineers’ work) in the field of global positioning and navigation systems; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for tracking nomadic personnel via a computer network; compilation of databases containing information on the location and movement of teams of nomadic personnel; services for the storage of digital data.

Cl.45; Security services for the protection of property and individuals, namely, services for the location, and tracking of goods, vehicles and persons for the purpose of security; remote monitoring services for the safety of property and individuals; monitoring and tracking of nomadic personnel for safety purposes; services for the monitoring and location of isolated or fragile persons; remote surveillance and remote assistance services for the safety of property and individuals; services for remote operation for the security of property and persons; processing of emergency calls and position-based notification for the safety of property and persons; advice relating to ethical issues and privacy in the professional use of global positioning systems.
Mum’s sweet secret

Priority claimed from 21/02/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 024 947.2/05 ;Germany
2890237 30/07/2014

[International Registration No. : 1225558]

JENNEWEIN BIOTECHNOLOGIE GMBH
Maarweg 32 53619 Rheinbreitbach Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.1;Glucose for the food industry; glucose for industrial purposes; glucosides; artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]; carbonic hydrates; preservatives for pharmaceutical preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; artificial sweeteners; lactose [raw material]; lactose for the food industry; lactose for industrial purposes; milk ferments for the food industry; milk ferments for industrial purposes; metalloids.

Cl.5;Medicines for human purposes, not for use as topically applied product; medicines for veterinary purposes, not for use as topically applied product; medicines for alleviating constipation, not for use as topically applied product; food for babies; dietary fibre; lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes, not for use as topically applied product; biological preparations for veterinary purposes, not for use as topically applied product; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes, not for use as topically applied product; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; glucose for medical purposes; beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for animals; milk sugar for pharmaceutical purposes; milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; glucose nutritional supplements; lacteal flour for babies; pharmaceutical preparations, not for use as topically applied product; glucose for medical purposes; vitamin preparations; sugar for medical purposes.

Cl.29;Weed extracts for food; milk; milk products; milk ferments for culinary purposes; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk shakes.

Cl.30;Essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; glucose for culinary purposes; natural sweeteners; sugar.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; essences for making beverages; whey beverages; preparations for making beverages.
Priority claimed from 03/04/2014; Application No. : 14 4 081 286 ;France
2895552     27/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225113]

ASPIDE
Z.I. La Chazotte, Rue Gustave Eiffel, F-42350 LA TALAUDIERE France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.10; Surgical, medical apparatus and instruments, prostheses; surgical implants [artificial materials]; surgical textile implants; orthopedic articles; suture material; massage apparatus; surgical clips, needles for medical use, surgical knives, cannulas, scissors for surgery, surgical cutlery, trocars, surgical tools, trusses, orthopedic and ancillary bandages for shoulder and carpal tunnel surgery.

Cl.41; Education; training; entertainment; training for surgeons and surgical aids; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences or congresses; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; electronic desktop publishing; publication of books; specialized publication in the medical field; publication of clinical studies.

Cl.44; Medical services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; medical assistance; plastic surgery; hospital services; nursing homes; convalescence or rest homes.
2900915  20/08/2014

[International Registration No. : 1228307]

SWITZERLAND GLOBAL ENTERPRISE
Stampfenbachstrasse 85 CH-8006 Zürich Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S.RANA & CO
317 LAWYERS CHAMBERS, DELHI HIGH COURT, NEW DELHI 3

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Advertising and marketing; data processing; business information, namely promotion of Swiss foreign trade, including information relating to Swiss export and import activities, consulting and information for companies on foreign markets, investing and investment promotion; commercial intermediary services between business partners, namely assistance and consultancy provided to companies relating to international markets and foreign markets.

Cl.41; Organization and conducting of congresses, conferences and colloquiums.
IONIC SECURITY

2904537  11/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1228326]
IONIC SECURITY INC.
1170 Peachtree St. NE, Suite 400 Atlanta GA 30309 US
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Computer software for encryption; mobile device software for encryption; computer software platforms for data protection and privacy; computer software for data usage analytics and visibility; software for identity and credential management, application rights management and cloud discovery.

Cl.42;Data encryption services; data usage analytics and visibility services; computer services, namely, providing risk management for data transmitted via the Internet, mobile devices and cloud computing; identity and credential management; application rights management and cloud discovery services.
Priority claimed from 16/04/2014; Application No. : TO2014C001275 ;Italy
2908364    19/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1229244]
TORCITURA PADANA S.P.A.
Via Ponte Vecchio, 11 I-27017 Pieve Porto Morone PV Italy
ZANOLO S.P.A.
Via per Greggio snc, I-13031 Arborio VC Italy
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Fire resistant clothing; protective and safety clothing; footwear for protection against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; headgear for protection against injury; protection devices for personal use against accidents; blousons, trousers, helmets, boiler suits, shirts, boots, coverings, gloves, aprons (clothing), stuff jackets (clothing), jackets, gowns, hoods (clothing), sleeves, leggings, gaiters, pelerines and mittens, jumpers, T-shirts and underwear, all the aforesaid goods being fire resistant and for protection against accidents.

Cl.24; Fabrics: flame resistant fabrics; fabrics and woven materials for the manufacture of protective and fire resistant clothing and articles.

Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, headgear; blousons, trousers, boiler suits, shirts, boots, gloves, aprons (clothing), stuff jackets (clothing), jackets, gowns, hoods (clothing), sleeves, namely arm warmers (clothing), leggings, gaiters, pelerines, mittens, jumpers, t-shirts and underwear.
OUR/VODKA AKTIEBOLAG
SE-117 97 Stockholm SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.33; Alcoholic beverages except beers.

Cl.35; Promoting public awareness of the need to support, foster and encourage creativity and experimentation in art, music and visual media and of the need to support local communities and local businesses; promotional sponsorship of local businesses, art, music, visual media and exhibitions, programs and campaigns therefor (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); advertising and marketing services; business administration and management; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; retail and online retail store services in the fields of candles, oils, printed publications, furniture, home furnishings, city guides, glassware, drinks mats, bottle openers, stationery, postcards, table decorations, baseball caps, posters, clothing, in particular T-shirts and hoodies, beverageware, in particular cups, kitchenware, food, beverages, in particular soft drinks and fruit juices, alcoholic beverages.

Cl.41; Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; education and providing of training and entertainment, namely, arranging and conducting classes, seminars, conferences and workshops in the field of alcohol, alcohol awareness and moderation, and alcohol sales, distribution and marketing, and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; organizing sporting and cultural activities; entertainment services, namely, providing entertainment information in the fields of local businesses, local tourism, recreational leisure activities, music, culture, fashion shows and movies; entertainment in the nature of ongoing multimedia internet programs and ongoing series in the fields of local businesses, local tourism, music, art, design, culture, fashion, drama, action, hobbies, current events, comedy and leisure broadcast on global computer networks; providing non-downloadable online magazines and newsletters in the fields of local businesses, local tourism, beverages, music, art, design, culture, fashion, drama, action, hobbies, current events, comedy, and entertainment; entertainment services in the nature of a fan club; entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games; arranging and conducting entertainment exhibitions in the fields of local businesses, local tourism, art, music, culture and movies; arranging of contests.
STRATASYS

2914033  09/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230133]
STRATASYS, INC.
7665 Commerce Way Eden Prairie, MN 55344 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Machines for making three-dimensional models by a material deposition process.

Cl.9; Software for operating and controlling computer-aided machines for making three-dimensional models.

Cl.17; Modeling materials for use in three-dimensional modeling machines, namely polymers, waxes and elastomers in extruded or molded form.

Cl.40; Fabrication and finishing services, namely, fabrication and post-production finishing parts, models, prototypes, jigs and fixtures to the order and specification of others.
TAKE A BREAK

Priority claimed from 03/04/2014; Application No. : 14 4 081 283 ;France
2914044  29/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230144]
CEP OFFICE SOLUTIONS
Route du Tremblant F-63550 SAINT-REMY SUR DUROLLE France
Address for service in India/Agoents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture; storage units (furniture); modules for cupboards and cabinets; drawers; stacking drawers; drawer dividers; non-metallic trays; plastic trays (containers) for food packaging; chests (furniture).
Cl.21;Household and kitchen utensils and containers; serving trays; meal trays; trays for domestic use; glass holders; serving dishes; service containers; coffee services; tea services; trash cans of plastic materials; portable beverage, straw, napkin dispensers; boxes for dispensing paper towels; cookie jars; candy boxes; tea caddies; waste paper baskets; baskets for domestic use.
OptiCenter

Priority claimed from 21/02/2014; Application No. : 658267 ; Switzerland
2915923   08/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230314]
GEMA SWITZERLAND GMBH
Mövenstrasse 17 CH-9015 St. Gallen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-4/158 SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110029, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Automatic apparatus and devices for electrostatic coating by spraying; suction machines for spraying booths; powder pumps; compressed air guns; ejectors, spray guns for paint; painting machines; filters; pneumatic conveyors, blowing machines, air suction machines, lifting apparatus, pump diaphragms; aspirators and dust-exhausting installations; anti-vibration silent blocks; cyclone separators; powder guns; parts of the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.8; Hand-operated devices and apparatus for electrostatic application for spray painting; hand-operated spray guns for paint, powder or compressed air; hand-operated spray guns; parts of the aforesaid goods which are included in this class.

Cl.9; Electric and electronic control apparatus, control units and installations for controlling and regulating; remote control apparatus for paint spraying guns.
TRA COMPANY LTD.
6-6, Kitahama Higashi, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 540-0031 Japan

YOTUBA SUTAZIO
28-2, Shakujii-machi 2-chome, Nerima-ku Tokyo 177-0041 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Batteries; electric wires and cables; AC adapters and AC/DC converters; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their parts and accessories; personal computers, and their peripherals and accessories; battery chargers; cell phone battery chargers; battery chargers for tablet computers; electric charging cables; electrical plugs, sockets and electric contacts as special attachments for battery chargers; cases and covers for mobile phones and tablet computers.

Cl.28; Toys; dolls; toys for domestic pets; go board games; shogi games (Japanese chess); dice; sugoroku board games; dice cups; Chinese checkers games; chess games; checkers (games); conjuring apparatus; dominoes; playing cards; hanafuda (Japanese playing cards); mah-jong; sporting articles; billiard equipment; fishing articles.
2921248    31/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1231949]
FANATICS (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED
Greengate Middleton, Manchester M24 1FD GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Videos; CDs; DVDs; articles for use in playing sports and games for protective purposes; articles for wear for playing sports and games for protective purposes; sunglasses; covers for mobile phones; covers for mobile tablets and laptops.

Cl.16; Books; magazines; printed matter.

Cl.24; Towels; duvets; duvet covers; bed linen.

Cl.25; Clothing; footwear; headgear; sportswear.

Cl.28; Articles for use in playing sports and games; articles for use in playing sports and games for protective purposes; equipment for use in playing sports and games; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; but not including any such goods in the form of kitbags.

Cl.35; Retail and wholesale services connected with the sale of sporting equipment, clothing, footwear, headgear and printed matter; none being bags.
LUXAVIATION

Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No.: 012285417; European Union
2922931 05/05/2014

[International Registration No.: 1232010]
C4IP IP HOLDING 1 S.A.
35a, boulevard John F. Kennedy L-1855 Luxembourg

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Business management; business administration; dissemination of advertisements; sales promotion for others; rental of advertising space; retailing of beverages, perfumes, cosmetics, clothing and fashion accessories, smokers’ articles, books, audio-visual material, leather goods, electronics, confectionery, food products; procurement services for others; business management consultancy; assistance in management of business activities; organisation of events for commercial or advertising purposes; relocation for businesses; business management of hotels; public relations.

Cl.36; Purchasing and financing of co-owned or multi-owned real estate; arranging the provision of finance; mutual funds; fund investments; lease-purchase financing; management of co-owned or multi-owned real estate.

Cl.37; Construction and repair; installation services; maintenance and repair of aeroplanes and aeroplane engines; washing of aeroplanes; de-snowing and de-icing of aeroplanes; cleaning of aeroplanes and vehicles; installation services; maintenance and repair of instruments; reconstruction of used or partly destroyed engines and machines.

Cl.39; Transport; airline transport; transport information; transport reservation; coach transport; packaging and storage of goods; rental of storage containers; freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; transport brokerage; rental of warehouses; aircraft rental; travel and passenger transportation; piloting; rental of parking places; travel arrangement; tourist offices (except hotel and guest house reservations); organising of excursions; travel reservation; travel and passenger transportation; escorting of travellers; air hostess services (escorting travellers); shipping services; freight (shipping of goods); reservations for transporting passengers, goods and animals; reservations for rental of vehicles; registration of luggage, goods and passengers; loading and unloading of aeroplanes; provision of aircraft; representation of airlines and car hire companies; car rental, rental of storage containers; salvaging; transport rescue operations; loaning and rental of aeroplanes; professional consultancy in the field of air transport; marine transport; transport by land; transport of valuables; organisation of travel tours and cruises; rental of warehouses; chauffeur services; piloting services.

Cl.41; Providing of training; entertainment; entertainment information; organisation and holding of colloquia and conferences; organisation of shows; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging of contests.

Cl.43; Provision of food and drink; self-services restaurant services; snack-bars; cafés; cafeterias; catering; hotel and boarding house reservations.

Cl.45; Security control of persons and luggage in airports.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860 , 30/07/2018 Class 99

TT ELECTRONICS PLC
Fourth Floor, St Andrews House, West Street Woking GU21 6EB GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE,
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.1; Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; acids; artificial resins, unprocessed; adhesives used in industry; alkalies; alkaline metals; alkaline-earth metals; anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines; antifreeze; brake fluid; brazing fluxes and preparations; carbon; carbide; catalysts; ceramic glazings; combustible preparations (chemical additives to motor fuel); chemical preparations for decarbonizing engines; distilled water; finishing preparations for use in the manufacture of steel; electroplating additives, compositions and solutions; fire extinguishing compositions; film strength improving agents; fluids for hydraulic circuits; fuel-saving preparations; galvanizing baths and preparations; graphite for industrial purposes; iron oxides; iron salts; rubber preservatives and magnetic ferro-alloy; magnetic fluid for industrial purposes; magnetic iron-oxide; magnetic metallic iron; metal hardening and tempering preparations; metal earths; plastics (unprocessed); plastics and plastic products in the form of chips, dispersions, emulsions, flakes, foams, gels, granules, liquids, masses, pastes, pellets and powders; plastic used for use in industry; plastic material of synthetic origin; plastic material of natural origin; plastics as raw materials; plastic substances containing artificial resins; plasticisers; plasticisers for use in natural and synthetic polymers; plastics for sealing and stoppages; plastics for the production of expanded and foamed materials; thermoplastic polymeric compounds; polymer and polymer based compounds for use in manufacture; polymer beads, coatings, materials, particles and solutions; polymeric emulsifiers, intermediates and materials; power steering fluid; transmission fluid; refrigerants; refrigerating preparations; soldering chemicals and fluxes.

Cl.6; Common metals and their alloys; goods of common metals not included in other classes; ores; metal building materials, including architectural fittings and door and window furniture; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables of metal; wire of common metal; wire of common metal alloys (except fuse wire); non-electric wires with cores; non-electric cable boxes of metal; non-electric cable connectors and couplings of metal; cable clips, grips, straps and supports, all of metal; cable ducts made of metal (other than electric); cable joints, junction sleeves, trays, and trunking, all of metal (other than electric); non-mechanical cable drums of metal; cable trays of metal (other than electric); clips of metal for pipes; non-electric wires for cables; wire baskets, cages, clamps, cloth, eyes, gauze, hooks, hook spirals, lashings, mesh, mesh panels, nets, netting rods, ropes, rope clamps, rope clips, stands, strands and thread; wire for aerials; wire for frayed and strands; wire hoops on which ferrules and pipe fittings are assembled; wire cloth and gauze; wire rope; wire stretchers (tension links); ironmongery; small items of metal hardware; locks, latches, lock barrels, keys and security bolts; fasteners, washers, screws, bolts, nuts, rivets, nails and connectors, all of common metals; laminates; laminates composed of metal sheets; laminates made principally of metal sheets with fibre reinforced materials; winding keys of metal (Terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2.b) of the Common Regulations); winding spools of metal (non-mechanical) for cable, wire and flexible hoses; iron; chrome iron; silicon iron; silicone iron; iron alloys; iron carbon alloys; iron castings; iron ores; iron slabs, strip and wire; iron powder; core plugs of metal; cored solder; aluminium wire; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; chrome iron; chrome ores; chromium; pipes and pipe work of metal; pipes of metal, for central heating installations; pipes and pipework of or incorporating metal for use in vehicles; plugs of metal; rings of metal; sealing caps of metal; steel pipes and tubes; tension links; titanium; titanium iron; tool boxes and chests of metal; tool handles of metal; tungsten; tungsten iron; valves of metal (other than parts of machines); wheel clamps (boots); window frames of metal; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.7; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); airport ground power equipment (Terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2.b) of the Common Regulations); alternating current generators and motors; alternating current motors for airborne vehicles; alternating current motors for jet engines; alternators; alternator brush holders; alternators for commercial vehicles and trucks; anti-friction bearings and pads for...
machines; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; belts for conveyors, machines, motors and engines; brake linings, segments and shoes other than for vehicles; carbon brushes (electricity); carburettors; carburettor feeders; catalytic converters; centrifugal machines and pumps; clutches other than for land vehicles; compressed air engines, machines and pumps; compressors (machines); compressors for refrigerators; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; control cables and mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; couplings and connectors, other than for land vehicles; cranks (parts of machines); crankshafts; crank cases for machines, motors and engines; current generators; cylinder heads for engines; pistons for cylinders; cylinders for machines, motors and engines; die-cutting, capping and stamping machines; drilling machines; driving chains and motors, other than for land vehicles; ejectors (pumps); electric alternators; electric alternating current generators and motor drives; electric alternators for aeronautical and space installations; electric alternators for use in clearing or cleaning; electric chain hoists; electric door motors, other than for land vehicles; electric drives and driving motors (other than for land vehicles); electric drives and driving motors for aircraft, elevators, lifts, machines, machine tools and water vehicles; electric gear shifting apparatus (other than for land vehicles); electric ignition apparatus for internal combustion engines; electric ignition coils and devices (other than for igniting at a distance); electric jacks; electronic starters for engines and motors; dynamo belts and brushes; electric motors for aircraft and water craft; electric power tools; electric propulsion machinery for land vehicles; electrically operated hand-guided tools; electrically operated hand-guided tools; electric winches; electricity generating apparatus; electric generators; electric generator power sets; emergency power generators; exhausts for motors and engines; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines; fuel economisers for motors and engines; gear boxes and gears, other than for land vehicles; glow plugs for diesel engines; hydraulic engines, motors and turbines; hydraulic and pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; igniting magneto for engines; injectors for engines; lubricating pumps; lubricators (parts of machines); magnetic components for controlling, conveying and feeding ferrous parts; magnetic separators; magnetic sheet metal separators; machining apparatus; exhaust manifolds for engines; moulds (parts of machines) and moulding machines; pistons for cylinders, engines and machines; piston segments; piston rings and sleeves; pneumatic transporters; power driven embossing; power driven hand tools; power generating apparatus; power operated power operating machinery for machining of metal; power operated power operating tools for industrial purposes; power operated tools for use in vehicle maintenance; power operated valves; pressure regulators and valves; propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles; pumps (parts of machines, engines or motors); vacuum pumps (machines); pumps for heating installations; radiators (cooling) for motors and engines; railroad construction and rail-laying machines; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; regulators (parts of machines); silencers for motors and engines; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; steam engines; steam engine boilers; superheaters; tools (parts of machines); torque converters, other than for land vehicles; transmission chains and shafts, other than for land vehicles; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; turbines other than for land vehicles; turbo compressors; waste disposers (machines); water heaters (parts of machines); winches; wrapping machines; fuel economisers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; electric door closers, openers and operators; electroplating apparatus and instruments; galvanizing apparatus; self-regulating fuel pumps; gas generators (installations); electric operators (motors) for land vehicles; electric operators (switches) for windows, including vehicle windows.

C1.8: Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors; punches and centre punches (hand tools); cutting tools (hand tools); dies (hand tools); levers; hand operated lifting jacks; pen knives; rammers; rasps and ratchets (all being hand tools); scissors; sharpening apparatus and instruments; sharpening steels; stamping-out tools (hand tools); stamps (hand tools); stretchers for wire and metal bands (hand tools); tap wrenches; taps (hand tools); tongs; tube cutting apparatus and instruments; vices; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; punching dies.

C1.9: Scientific, naval, surveying, electrical, electronic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus, equipment and instruments; aerials and antennas; acidimeters for batteries; air analysis apparatus; alarms; altimeters; amplifiers; anti-interference devices (electricity); anti-theft warning apparatus; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of data, images or sounds; armatures (electricity); automotive electrical and electronic components; automotive potentiometers, sensors, switches and resistors; balancing apparatus; bar codes and related apparatus; bar codes and related readers; batteries for vehicles; barometers; batteries; barometers; barometers; barometers; cable for electronic and electromagnetic transmission; electric cable installations; cable outlets for electric and electronic cables; cable assemblies for mounting transducers; electric and electronic cable boxes, channels, connectors, couplings, ducts and protector modules; cable conduits of plastic materials for wiring harnesses; cable covering panels for electric and electronic cables; cable covers (conduits); cable detectors and locators; cables for glands with use for electrical and electronic apparatus; cable identification markers for electric and electronic cables; cable installations for the transmission of data; electric and electronic cable joints of metal; cable junctions and ladders for electric and electronic cables; cable management installations for power transmission; cable sleeves for the marking of electric and electronic cables; cable splicers for electric and electronic cables; cable trays for electric and electronic cables; cable for transmitting signals; electric wires; electric wires of metal alloys; wiring apparatus for electricity; wire connectors; wire conduits of plastic; wire gauges; wire hangers and hanger assemblies (Terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2.b) of the Common Regulations); wire incorporating shielding against electromagnetic interference; wire patch cords; fuse wire; electric and electronic wiring connectors; wiring harnesses; calibrating rings; cassette and disc players, including those for vehicles; cathodes; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; cell switches (electricity); central processing units (processors); chips (integrated circuits); chocking coils (impedance); contract electronic systems, subsystems and printed circuit board assemblies; chronographs (time recording apparatus); circuit breakers, closers and connectors; commutators; compact and mini-disc players and recorders; computer hardware; computer software; computer systems and related equipment; computer software and publication in an electronic form supplied on-line from computer software or from facilities provided on the Internet (including web-sites); computer software to enable searching of data; pre-recorded and blank discs, diskettes, cartridges, cassettes, compact disks, CD-ROMs, DVDs, mini-disks and tapes; video films; magnetic data carriers and encoders; databanks; computer memories; computer operating programmes; condensers (capacitors); copper wire insulators; couplers; couplings (data processing equipment); current rectifiers; data media (magnetic and optical); data processing apparatus, equipment and instruments; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; disk drives (for computers); distance measuring and recording apparatus and instruments; dynamometers; electric accumulators; electric accumulators for electric vehicles; electric batteries; electric batteries for vehicles; electric amplifiers; electric anti-interference devices; electric apparatus for charging batteries; electric apparatus for controlling the operations of machines and engines for electric vehicles; electric apparatus for data processing; electric apparatus for storing computer data; electronic and electronic apparatus for the exchange and transmission of analog and digital signals; electric apparatus for...
and installations; hot air apparatus; immersion heaters; lamps; lamp and light bulbs for directional signals for automobiles; lighting apparatus and installations for vehicles; vehicle headlights; vehicle reflectors; processing installations for fuel moderating material; radiator caps; caps for pipes and valves; thermostatic valves (parts of heating installations); water distribution and filtering apparatus and installations; water heaters; level controlling valves in tanks; air cooling apparatus; air deodorising apparatus; air dryers; air filtering apparatus and machines; air reheaters; air sterilisers; anti-dazzle and anti-glare devices for vehicles (lamp fittings); automobile lights; cooling installations for liquids; defrosters for vehicles; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; electric lamps; electrically heated carpets; fans (air-conditioning); fans (parts of air-conditioning installations); filaments for electric lamps; filters (parts of household or industrial installations); gas condensers (other than parts of machines); heat lamps; heat accumulators; heat exchangers (not parts of machines); heat pumps; heat regenerators; heaters for vehicles; heating apparatus; heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles; filaments; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; heating and cooling installations and valves.

CI.16;Paper; paper and cardboard bags and boxes; printed matter; printed publications; albums, almanacs, booklets, books, brochures, catalogues, diaries, directories, guides, handbooks, journals, leaflets, notebooks, pamphlets, magazines, manuals, periodicals, trade and technical publications; cards; announcement and greeting cards; charge cards, credit cards and debit cards (other than encoded or magnetic); cards (other than encoded or magnetic) for use in relation to transfer of funds; trading cards; place cards; post cards; posters of paper; document files and holders; folders for papers and stationery; loose leaf binders; photographs; photograph stands; apparatus for mounting photographs; artwork, diagrams and illustrations; artists’ materials; address stamps; book marks; book plates and markers; book bindings; book ends; boxes and holders for stationery; calendars; charts; graphic prints and posters; graphic reproductions; drawing boards, pads and materials; etchings and engravings; flags of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); labels (not of textile); letter trays; mats for glasses; napkins of paper and cellulose; office requisites (except furniture); paint boxes; paintings and pictures (framed or unframed); paper; paper and cardboard pads; postcards of paper; rubber stamps and holders thereof; pens, pen sets and replica pens; paper knives; posters; stationery; scrap books; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; signboards of paper or cardboard; stamps (seals); stickers; table cloths, linen and mats of paper; tissues; towels of paper; wrappers; wrapping and packing paper; writing pads; writing paper; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

CI.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes and tubes, not of metal; brake lining material, partly processed; carbon fibres, other than for textile use; clutch linings; compressed air pipe fittings, not of metal; connecting hoses for vehicle radiators; cords of rubber; cylinder jointings; dielectrics (insulators); expansion joint fillers; fibre glass for insulation; filtering materials (semi-processed foams or films of plastic or of fibres or of a combination thereof); for insulation or for retaining heat; insulating fabrics, felt and tape; insulators; insulators for electric mains; magnetic wire insulation; pipe jackets, not of metal; joint packings; junctions, not of metal, for pipes; paper for electrical capacitors; pipe gaskets; pipe muffins, not of metal; plastic fibres, not for textile use; plastic film and sheathing, other than for wrapping; thick and thin plastic films, other than for wrapping; plastic substances, semi-processed; rubber, raw or semi-worked; rings of rubber; rubber material for recapping tyres; rubber sleeves for protecting parts of machines; rubber stoppers; seals; sealant compounds for joints; self-adhesive tapes, other than stationary and not for medical or household purposes; sheets of reclaimed cellulose, other than for packing; shock absorbing buffers of rubber; soundproofing materials; stuffing of rubber or plastic; synthetic resins (semi-finished products); synthetic rubber; threads of plastic materials, not for textile use; threads of rubber, not for use in textiles; insulating oil for transformers; valves of rubber or vulcanized fibre; viscos cloth, sheets, other than for packing; vulcanite (eborite); vulcanized fibre; washers, gaskets and seals of rubber or vulcanized fibre; water-tight rings; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; liquid rubber; rubber solutions.

CI.35;Business services; advertising and promotion services and information services relating thereto; accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services; business information services provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; compilation of advertising or information into computer databases; cost price analysis; demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; document reproduction; organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; computerised file management; economic forecasting; market research and studies; opinion polling; word processing; public relations; publication of publicity materials for texts; radio advertising; sales promotion for others; compilation and provision of business statistical information; television advertising and commercials; retrieval of data, images and text; advice and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; psychological testing; testing of individuals to determine employment skills.

CI.36;Financial and insurance services; financial and insurance information services; information services relating to finance and insurance, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; home banking; Internet banking; credit and debit card services; issuance of credit and debit cards; issuing of tokens of value; financing services; financial sponsorship; fund raising; insurance brokerage and underwriting; electronic transfer of funds; charitable fund raising; real estate services; real estate brokerage; surety services; trusteeship; advice and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.

CI.37;Construction, maintenance and repair services; installation services; information services relating to repair or installation, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; installation and repair of telecommunications apparatus, equipment and instruments; air flight deck equipment maintenance and repairs; installation, maintenance and repair of electrical supply apparatus and equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic apparatus, equipment and instruments; air-conditioning apparatus installation and repair; aeroplane maintenance and repair; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; burglar alarm installation and repair; electrical appliance installation and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of heating and cooling apparatus and equipment; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; motor vehicle cleaning, washing and polishing; rebuilding; hardening; electromagnetic; repair information; rust proofing; telephone installation and repair; vehicle lubrication (greasing); vehicle maintenance and repair; advice and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.

CI.38;Telecommunications; communication services; telecommunication services, namely, providing access to
commercial information, product information, financial information and financial services and transactions; telecommunication of information (including web pages), computer programmes and any other data or images; providing user access to the Internet (service providers); providing telecommunications connections to the Internet or databases; telecommunication network services; electronic mail services; facsimile, telex, telephone and telegram services; cellular telephone communication; communication by computer terminals; communications by fibre optic networks; computer aided transmission of messages and images; communications by computer terminals; reception, recordal, networking and transmission of data and information by means of electronics, computer, cable, optical fibre, radio, radio paging, teleprinter, teleletter, electronic mail, television, facsimile, microwave, laser beam, infrared or communication satellite; reception, recordal, transmission, networking, storage and display of information from a databank; advice and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; leasing access time to a computer database; leasing access time to a computer for the manipulation of data.

Cl.39: Transport; packaging and storage of goods; storage of data, images and text; booking of seats for travel; freight and transport brokerage; car and coach transport; delivery of goods, including delivery of goods by mail order; distribution of energy; electricity distribution; freighting; freight brokerage and forwarding; message delivery; parcel delivery; removal services; rental of storage containers; rental of warehouses; arranging of tours; transport and storage of waste; transport brokerage; transport by pipeline; travel reservations; transport of travellers; escorting of travellers; truck and vehicle rental; advice and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.40: Treatment of materials; abrasion; burnishing by abrasions; boiler-making; cadmium and chromium plating; cloth treating and waterproofing; coppersmithing; custom assembling of materials (for others); destruction of waste and trash; electroplating; engraving; fabric fireproofing and waterproofing; galvanization; gilding; gold-plating; lamination; magnetization; material treatment information; metal casting, plating, tempering and treating; nickel plating; paper treating; pattern printing; pottery firing; processing of oil; production of energy; recycling of waste and trash; refining services; rental of generators; silver plating; soldering; stripping finishes; textile fireproofing and treating; tin plating; water treating; wood-working; sorting of waste and recyclable material; printing services; advice and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.41: Education and entertainment services; education and entertainment information services; information relating to entertainment and education, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; providing on-line electronic publications (not downloaded) by means of the Internet; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums and workshops; publication of books and texts (other than publicity texts); publishing services; organisation of competitions; organisation of sports competitions; correspondence courses; organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; electronic games services provided by means of the Internet; film and video film production; instruction, teaching and tuition services; practical training (demonstration); providing sports and recreation facilities; recreation information; lending library services; presentation of live performances; rental services (Terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2.b) of the Common Regulations); advice and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; editing of written texts; translation; videotaping; vocational guidance; microfilming; photography services.

Cl.42: Computer programming; design, maintenance and updating of computer software; computer systems analysis; computer rental; design, drawing and commissioned writing, all for the compilation of webpages on the Internet; information provided on-line from a computer database or from the Internet (Terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2.b) of the Common Regulations); creating and maintaining websites; hosting the websites of others; chemical analysis and research; construction drafting; consultancy services relating to research in the field of environmental protection; design and industrial design services; engineering services; engineering drawing; geological prospecting; quality control; recovery of computer data; research and development (for others); scientific and industrial research; surveying services; technical research; textile testing; graphic arts designing; material testing; mechanical research; packaging design; physics (research); professional consultancy, non-business; advice and consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.43:Cafe, cafeteria and catering services; providing of food and drink; providing facilities for exhibitions; providing hotel and temporary accommodation; rental of temporary accommodation; rental of meeting rooms; rental of portable buildings; self-service restaurants.

Cl.44: Horticulture.

Cl.45: Copyright management; provision of guards for business premises, storage facilities and warehouses; security consultancy; licensing of intellectual property; legal research; legal services; opening of security locks; patent exploitation.
OSMO Patch

Priority claimed from 28/11/2013; Application No. : 1593870 ;Australia
2928103 24/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1234024]
MEDIWISE PTY LTD
Suite 5B/213 Bay Street, BRIGHTON-LE-SANDS NSW 2216 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.5; Absorbent articles for medical use; absorbent cotton pads (for medical purposes); absorbent cotton wool (for medical purposes); absorbent pads for medical purposes; adhesive backed films for medical purposes; adhesive band for medical use; adhesive bands for medical purposes; adhesive compositions for medical use; adhesive films for medical use; adhesive patches for medical purposes; adhesive plastics for medical use; adhesive skin patches for medical use; adhesive strips for medical purposes; adhesive tape for medical use; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; adhesives for medical use; dressings (medical); medical adhesive tapes; medical dressings; medical plasters; medical products for use in the treatment of injuries; medical wound dressings; padding materials for medical dressings; plasters for medical purposes; self-adhesive sterile tape for medical use; self-adhesive tapes for medical purposes; tapes for medical use; tapes for strapping (medical).

Cl.10; Abdominal pads for medical use; supportive bandages; heat packs for medical purposes; cold packs for medical purposes; cooling or heating devices containing heat exchange fluids, for medical purposes; devices for medical use in collecting body excretions; devices for medical use in collecting body secretions; devices for medical use in retaining body excretions; devices for medical use in retaining body secretions; drainage devices for medical purposes; heating pads for medical purposes; plaster for medical or surgical purposes; adhesive medical apparatus (dressings); adhesive medical instruments (dressings).
machinerypark

2937568   16/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1234556]
ANDREAS MANNHART
Bahnhofstraße 9 83626 Valley Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.35;Marketing and sales promotion, for others, including on the internet; development of advertising concepts, for others, in particular relating to the marketing of goods and services via the internet; arranging of advertising, for others, and the dissemination thereof via electronic networks, in particular via the internet, and other electronic communications media; auctioneering, including on the internet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of goods and the providing of services, in particular via the internet; office functions relating to the arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods and the providing of services, in particular via the internet.

Cl.38;Provision of access to information on the internet; providing internet access (software); providing access to portals on the internet; sending of electronic messages via the internet, in particular e-mail; providing of internet chat rooms, chatlines and forums; providing user access to and rental of access time to computer databases.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; computer consultancy; electronic data security services; electronic data storage services; research services relating to computer software; research in databases and on the internet, for others, for scientific and research purposes; providing computer programs on the internet; computer programming; creation of web pages; installation of computer software; computer software rental services; maintenance of computer software; providing electronic memory space for external use (web-housing); providing web space (web-hosting) on the internet.

Cl.45;Registration of domain names; licensing of computer software.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860, 30/07/2018 Class 99

Priority claimed from 05/06/2014; Application No.: 2014-045863; Japan

2940986 16/06/2014

[International Registration No.: 1236253]

FAST RETAILING CO., LTD.
717-1, Sayama, Yamaguchi City, Yamaguchi 754-0894 (Japan)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.24: Woven fabrics; marabouts (cloth); knitted fabrics; cotton fabrics; felts; non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth; rubberized cloth; fabric of imitation animal skins; filtering materials of textile; woven textile goods for personal use (not for wear); towels of textile; face towels of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; mosquito nets; bedsheets; futon quilts; quilts; bed covers; futon ticks (unstuffed futon covers); ticks (mattress covers); pillowcases; blankets; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper; covers for cushions; draperies [thick drop curtains]; lap rugs; travelling rugs.

Cl.25: Clothing; jackets; down jackets; wind resistant jackets; coats; overcoats; jumpers; rainwear; sweaters; pullovers; knitwear [clothing]; cardigans; vests; waistcoats; shirts; polo shirts; layettes [clothing]; waterproof clothing; wedding dresses; trousers; stretch pants; jogging pants; sweatshirts; sweat pants; suits; skirts; dresses; leggings [trousers]; beach clothes; swimwear [bathing suits]; night gowns; dressing gowns; negligees; nightwear; Japanese sleeping robes [nemaki]; pajamas; bathrobes; underwear; undershirts; corsets [underclothing]; combinations [clothing]; chemises; drawers and underpants; slips; panties, shorts and briefs; trunks; brassieres; petticoats; hosiery; camisoles; tee-shirts; tank tops; frocks; jerseys [clothing]; Japanese traditional clothing; jeans; gloves and mittens [clothing]; scarves [scarfs]; ties; neckties; shawls; bandanas [neckershefs]; girdles; mufflers [clothing]; ear muffs [clothing]; headgear; hats; caps [headwear]; socks; stockings; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders [braces]; waistbands; belts for clothing; chasubles; sashes for wear; wimples; manipulating; shower caps; sleep masks; footwear; fittings of metal for footwear; Japanese style wooden clogs [geta]; Japanese style sandals [zori]; slippers; sandals; shoes and boots; sports shoes; boots for sports;
masquerade costumes; clothes for sports; football boots; wristbands [clothing]; tights; anoraks [parkas].

CI.35; Retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale services for footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles], clocks and watches; retail services or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services or wholesale services for toilet seat covers of textile, fitted toilet lid covers of fabric and toilet paper holder covers of textile; retail services or wholesale services for floor coverings.
ZETROLA

Priority claimed from 05/11/2014; Application No. : 666649 ; Switzerland
2949060  27/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1235582]
SYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS AG
Schwarzwaldallee 215 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.1; Chemical products for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; soil fertilizers.
Cl.5; Products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, insecticides.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860, 30/07/2018 Class 99

EXTRABEND

2954059 13/08/2014
[International Registration No.: 1235827]
WAM INDUSTRIALE S.P.A.
Strada degli Schiocchi, 12 I-41100 Modena Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl. 7; Dry material extracting and conveying machines and devices; pneumatic conveyors.
Cl. 19; Non metallic connecting pipes to fill containers, silos; non-metallic short radius pipe elbow.
Priority claimed from 22/05/2014; Application No. : 530862 ;Portugal
2958548  31/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1237068]
MODELO CONTINENTE HIPERMERCADOS, S.A.
RUA JOÃO MENDONÇA, N° 505 P-4464-503 SENHORA DA HORA Portugal

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-171, GHAFFAR MARKET, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6; Paper baskets (metallic).
Cl.9; Electronic organisers, electronic publications, audio-video disks, computer programs, instructional and teaching apparatus.
Cl.16; Books, stationery, publications, forms, guides, paper, cardboard, goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, including notebooks, notepads, file folders, binders, and bookbinding and wrapping articles, paper or plastic wrapping material, paper or plastic wrapping bags, artists' materials, materials for drawing and writing, namely roller ball pens, pens, mechanical pencils, pencils and markers, paper baskets, drawing and writing cases, stationery, including staplers, punches, springs, clips, drawing pins, glue, adhesive tape, rubber bands for office, compasses, rulers, erasers and ink cartridges.
Cl.18; Leather school supplies, namely, backpacks, bags, purses and trolley bags.
Cl.35; Advertising, advertising dissemination services by all means; dissemination and distribution of prospectuses, brochures and forms; business management, business administration, office functions, retail services in shops and via global computer networks (the Internet) or by catalogue of bookstore and stationery articles, leather school supplies, toys and tobacco.
Priority claimed from 28/10/2014; Application No. : 537992 ;Portugal
2958550 31/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1237069]
SDSR - SPORTS DIVISION SR, S.A.
Rua João Mendonça, Nº 505 P-4464-503 SENHORA DA HORA, MATOSINHOS Portugal

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Optical instruments and apparatus; contact lenses, containers for contact lenses; spectacles, sunglasses;
swimming goggles, goggles for sports of all kinds; spectacle frames, spectacle glasses; spectacle cases.
Cl.25; Clothing and sports clothing, footwear and headgear, including swimming shorts, bath robes, swimming caps,
clothing for swimming.
Cl.28; Swimming floats for swimming, swimming gloves, kick boards for swimming; gymnastic and sporting articles not
included in other classes, articles for swimming, flippers for swimming.
A Better Life A Better World

Priority claimed from 27/03/2013; Application No.: 2013-021971; Japan
2963473 25/09/2013

[International Registration No.: 1231136]

PANASONIC CORPORATION
1006, Oaza Kadoma, Kadoma-shi Osaka 571-8501 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl. 7: Loading-unloading machines and apparatus; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; vending machines; food mixing machines for commercial use; food peeling machines for commercial use; dishwashers for household purposes; electric wax-polishing machines for household purposes; food cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; electric wax-polishing machines for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; dishwashers for household purposes; electric wax-polishing machines for household purposes; washing machines for household purposes; vacuum cleaners for household purposes; electric food blenders [for household purposes]; pumps; electric pumps; blowing machines; well pumps; tubs as structural parts for washing machines; dish washing machines; electric floor polishers; electric vacuum cleaners; electric vacuum cleaners for loose hair of pets; electric hand mixers for household purposes.

Cl. 9: Measuring or testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; solar batteries; batteries and cells; electric wires and cables; telecommunication machines and apparatus; electronic machines and apparatus, and their parts; thermoluminescence dosimetry devices; dosimeters equipped with alarms; counters; thermometers, not for medical purposes; distortion meters; electric weighing scales that also measure body fat; weighing machines/ scales; pedometers; apparatus for measuring calories burned during exercise; apparatus for measuring exercise intensity; hour meters; gas meters; sensors (electronic parts); encoders; electric timers; distant measuring apparatus; electric laser marking apparatus; liquid level controllers [electric or electronic]; timers for use in factories; appearance testers (not for medical use); 3D (three-dimensional) profilometers; temperature controlling apparatus; potentiometers; electrical connectors; switches; electric sockets; timer switches; magnetic switches; photo-electric switches; parts for switches; electrical switches; detection switches; electric wiring devices with sensors; operating switches; dimmer controls (dimmer function switches); card operated switches; factors; automatic distribution ducts; ballasts for lighting; circuit breakers; magnetic contactors and starters; earth leakage breakers; power distributing boxes [electricity]; electric outlets; fixing frames for electric outlets; taps [electricity]; popup type electric floor outlets; electric floor outlets; electric floor wiring devices; electric undercabinet wiring installations; uninterruptible electrical power supplies; power supply adapters; connectors [electricity]; film capacitors; power modules; AC adapters; DC/DC converters; inductors [coils]; condensers [capacitators]; transformers; varistors (surge absorbers); electric resistors; thermal cutoffs; electric apparatus consisting of resistor array for interface circuits (resistance networks); magnetic resistive (magnetic resistant) elements; couplers; electric power dividers; inverters for power supply; power supply units; inverters for power units; power capacitors; microchip fuses; inverters; circuit controllers; power controllers; frequency controllers; relays, electric; switchboards; current converters; socket plates for covering socket outlets; switch boxes; distribution board cabinets capable of storing IT equipment; power control panels; terminals for televisions; plug-in phone jacks; interface terminals; direct current power supply units; battery chargers; portable power sources; electric sockets; electrical adaptors; earth terminals; modular jacks (connectors for in-house LAN); PLC (power line communication) adapters; dry cells; battery chargers; rechargeable batteries; nickel cadmium batteries; nickel hydrogen batteries; lithium batteries; lithium ion batteries; batteries for camcorders; cellular phone batteries; fuel cells; solar batteries; solar power generating apparatus; electrical conduits of metal; flexible electrical conduits; floor ducts for housing electric cables; cable racks (electrical wires and cable laying materials); cables for camcorders; optical fiber cables; audio cables/ video cables; USB cables; optical transmission components; optical connectors; electricity conduits; fixtures for telephone wires; electric extension cords; computer software; digital still cameras; electronic white boards; automatic switching appliances; monitoring televisions for use in video intercom systems; intercoms; radio receiving/transmitting devices for fire alarms; face recognition equipment for access controls (access control equipment); remote lighting control systems; receivers for wireless shutter open/close remote controllers (electrical automatic door open/close systems); transmitters for wireless shutter open/close remote controllers (electrical automatic door open/close systems); remote controller transmitters/receivers; acoustic machines, apparatus and instruments; radios; cassette tape players/recorders; radio cassette recorders/ players; portable cassette tape players/recorders; portable radio cassette players/recorders; optical disc players/recorders/ drives and parts thereof; cases for portable audio players; lens cleaning discs for optical disc players; IC (integrated circuit) memory and/or hard disc players/recorders; MP3 (MPEG-1 Audio Layer-3) players; speakers (audio equipment); stereo tuners; amplifiers;
microphones; slip mats for turntable for record players; IC (integrated circuit) recorders (voice recorders); digital sound processors; headphones; cordless headsets; earphones; stereo components; audio mixers; audio equipment cleaners; car audio apparatus; wireless microphone systems consisting of wireless microphones, wireless transmitters, wireless powered speaker, wireless receivers, wireless amplifiers, diversity tuners; digital multi equalizers; power amplifiers; audiovisual machines and apparatus; telecommunication receivers and instruments; television receivers; color-printed apparatus for plasma displays; plasma display panels; stands for plasma display panels or plasma television receivers; wall mount brackets for plasma display panels or plasma television receivers; LCD television receivers; liquid crystal displays; liquid crystal display panels; combined television receivers incorporating video disc/video tape players/recorders; antennas; video tuners; LCD (liquid crystal display) projectors; lenses for LCD (liquid crystal display) projectors; ceiling mount brackets for LCD (liquid crystal display) projectors; digital light processing video projectors; lenses for video projectors; video cassette recorders; video cassette players; camcorders; cases for camcorders; electric viewfinders for camcorders; waterproof covers for camcorders; AC (alternating current) adapters for camcorders; shoulder straps for camcorders; digital HD (high definition) video cassette tape recorders; digital HD (high definition) video cassette tape players; color image large-scale display apparatus; cable television systems comprising of set-top boxes; hard disk drives; electric optical display boards; multi-purpose electric information display systems comprised of displays, projectors, media players, soldering machines; surveillance systems for apartments and condominium buildings; computer software for processing images and graphics; image processing apparatus; 3D (three dimensional) television apparatus.
purposes]; kitchen worktops; kitchen sinks; air conditioners for automobiles; gas fired heaters for industrial purposes; car seat heaters; installations for refrigeration and freezing; refrigerators; gas refrigerators; freezers; electric ice makers; refrigerating display cabinets; freezing display showcases; lighting apparatus and installations; incandescent lamps; head lamps (head torches); fluorescent lighting fixtures; incandescent lighting instruments; electrical bulbs and lighting instruments; miniature light bulbs; flashlights [torches]; electric lanterns; dynamo lights for bicycles; motion sensitive security lights; discharge lamps; stage lighting apparatus; wall lights; outdoor lights for gardens and yards; ceiling lights; germicidal lamps; gate lights; escape lights; street lighting; chandeliers; glow switch lamps; downlights; glow switch starters; desk lights; sockets for electric lights; spotlights; temporary emergency lighting; emergency lights; mercury vapor lamps; high-pressure mercury vapor lamps; sodium lamps; searchlights; safety lamps; light diffusers; light emitting diode lamps; automatic bread making machines for household use/household purposes; electric kettles; electric pressure cookers [autoclaves] for household purposes; electric rice cookers for household purposes; electric roasters for household purposes; toasters for household purposes; electric coffee makers for household purposes; electric thermo pots; electric barbecue griddles for household purposes; electric frying pans for cooking for household purposes; electric cooking utensils for household purposes; electric rice cake makers for cooking for household purposes; induction heating electronic rice cookers and warmers for household purposes; electric fans; ventilating fans for household use; electric air deodorizers for cars; filters for air purifiers; electrically heated carpets; electric blankets other than for medical purposes; electric foot warmers; water ionizers for household purposes; electric water heaters; electric sterilization equipment for mattress and futon for household purposes; electric refrigerators for cosmetics; dryers for pets for household purposes; electric cooling and warming mats in the nature of heating and cooling inserts for pet beds; electric space heaters for bathrooms; electric hair dryers for household purposes; brushes being parts of hair dryers for household purposes; electric hair steamers for household purposes; electric facial equipment using ultrasonic wave for household purposes; steam generators for facial treatment for household purposes; electric pore cleansers for household purposes; ovens for cooking for household purposes; electric cooking stoves for household purposes; gas cookers; microwave ovens for household purposes; sinks; cooking tables comprised in integrated kitchen systems; electric rice cookers and warmers for household purposes; gas cooktops for household purposes; ventilating apparatus and instruments; electric dehumidifiers; electric humidifiers; air curtains; air handling units; ceiling fans; roof ventilators; electrostatic precipitators for cleaning air; electric air purifiers; filters for air purifiers; range hoods for cookers for household purposes; ventilation apparatus and installations; air outlets for air conditioners; apparatus for making and supplying oxygen enriched air; heat exchange cooling units for cooling electric apparatus and instruments; electric air deodorizers; installations for heating, cooling and air-conditioning; air conditioners; electric space heaters; electric radiant heaters; hot-water space heating apparatus; hot water floor heating apparatus; electric heating equipments; electric floor heaters; heat pump units; heat pump water heaters; positive temperature coefficient heaters; carbon lamp heaters; ventilators; electric appliances for heat retention, cold storage and refrigeration for foods and drinks; electric clothes drying machines for household purposes; induction cookers for household purposes; dish dryers for household purposes; electric dish dryers for household purposes; cold/hot water dispensers for household purposes; electric water coolers; instantaneous hot water boilers; installations for cooking for household purposes, water boilers for showers; water heaters for industrial purposes; water heaters for household purposes (other than gas or oil); lamps for LCD (liquid crystal display) projectors; temperature regulators.
Priority claimed from 14/11/2013; Application No. : TO2013C003380 ;Italy
2965699  27/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1231145]
SEVEN S.P.A.
Via Fornacino, 96 I-10040 Leinì (TO) Italy
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
757417
IR DIVISION
Cl.16: Printed matter, including stationery articles, decalcomanias (transfers), bookmarkers, tickets, tag labels, cards, business cards, greetings cards, invitations, stickers, gift vouchers cards, writing or drawing books, diaries, memo blocks, note pads; posters, calendars, photographs; printed publications, books, periodicals, manuals and handbooks, magazines, newspapers, newsletters, catalogues, brochures and pamphlets; articles for the correspondence, including writing papers and envelopes; sets of stationery material, articles and instruments for writing and drawing, namely pens, ball-point pens, fountain pens, felt-tip markers, permanent markers, highlighters, highlighting markers, rollerball pens, felt-tip pens; pencils, chalk, crayons, cases for pens and for drawing, daily and weekly planners, ring binders, folders for drawing, loose-leaf binders, gift wrapping paper; shopping bags of paper; plastic materials for packaging; gift bags of paper or plastic.
Cl.18: Rucksacks; backpacks; school bags, shoulder bags for carrying infants, bags, shopping bags; travelling bags and duffel bags for travel; bags and holdalls for sports; handbags; bags for campers; beach bags; backpacks for hiking and climbing, satchels, briefcases, pocket wallets; purses; key cases; hip bags; suitcases; umbrellas, trunks; walking sticks; overnight suitcases; vanity cases, gift garment bags for clothing, wheeled bags, wheeled backpacks and wheeled suitcases.
Cl.35: Retailing, wholesaling and online sales relating to optical apparatus and instruments, eyeglasses, sunglasses, spectacles, frames, goggles for sports, protection devices for personal use against accidents, irradiation and fire, cases for electronic diaries, for photographic apparatus, for glasses, for compact discs, DVD and video cassettes, for laptops, for telephones and mobile telephones, for smartphones, covers for mobile telephones, for smartphones, for tablet computers and for electronic and/or computer products, calculating machines, pocket calculators, cases for calculators, USB flash drives, printed matter, including stationery articles, decalcomanias (transfers), bookmarkers, tickets, tag labels, cards, business cards, greetings cards, invitations, stickers, gift vouchers cards, writing or drawing books, diaries, memo blocks, note pads, posters, calendars, photographs, printed publications, books, periodicals, manuals and handbooks, magazines, newspapers, newsletters, catalogues, brochures and pamphlets, articles for the correspondence, including writing papers and envelopes, sets of stationery material, articles and instruments for writing and drawing, namely pens, ball-point pens, fountain pens, felt-tip markers, permanent markers, highlighters, highlighting markers, rollerball pens, felt-tip pens, pencils, chalk, crayons, cases for pens and for drawing, daily and weekly planners, ring binders, folders for drawing, loose-leaf binders, gift wrapping paper, shopping bags of paper, plastic materials for packaging, rucksacks, backpacks, school bags, shoulder bags for carrying infants, bags, shopping bags, travelling bags and duffel bags for travel, bags and holdalls for sports, handbags, bags for campers, beach bags, backpacks for hiking and climbing, satchels, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, key cases, hip bags, suitcases, umbrellas, trunks, walking sticks, overnight suitcases, vanity cases, gift bags of paper or plastic, garment bags for clothing, wheeled bags, wheeled backpacks and wheeled suitcases.
Priority claimed from 01/08/2014; Application No. : 3522196 ;Spain 2969886 08/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1237892]
FLUIDRA COMMERCIAL, S.A.U.
Av. Francesc Macià, 38, planta 15º E-08208 SABADELL (Barcelona) Spain
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7; Cleaners for swimming pool bottoms, leaf scoops for swimming pools.
Cl.11; Water filtering apparatus, water sterilizing machines, water heating and cooling apparatus, lighting apparatus.
Cl.21; Brushes and equipment for cleaning swimming pools.
BUx

Priority claimed from 28/03/2014; Application No. : 86234943 ;United States of America
2972955   29/08/2014

[International Registration No. : 1238763]

TRUSTEES OF BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the General Counsel, 125 Bay State Road Boston MA 02215 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.38; Providing online electronic bulletin boards, online discussion forums, online chat rooms, video conferencing, instant messages, and Voice over IP (VOIP) for transmission of messages among computer users for interactive learning; transmitting voice, data, graphics and video by means of wireless networks; electronic transmission of digital, audio, and visual files over wireless networks, computer networks, online electronic bulletin boards, and social media channels and networks; transmission of podcasts and webcasts.

Cl.41; Educational services, namely providing instruction at the undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate levels; educational services, namely, conducting distance learning instruction and training at the undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate levels; developing curriculum and course materials for educators and students for undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate education; on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring professors' and students' commentary related to undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate classes; providing educational courses of instruction at the undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate levels, offered through web-based applications and content; educational services, namely, production of audio and video programs featuring educational lectures, classes, and presentations for podcasting and webcasting; educational services, namely, development and dissemination of online interactive exercises in the nature of educational exams, homework assignments, course material testing, and educational presentations in the fields of science, math, business, law, government, health and medicine, the humanities, and liberal art studies.

Cl.42; Creating an online community for learners and educators to participate in discussions, solicit and receive feedback from their peers, and social network, and to interact with other learners and educators by posting and sharing text, information, photos, audio and video content, and other user-generated content.
CORMORAN STRIKE

Priority claimed from 29/11/2013; Application No. : 012356077 ;European Union
2972983  11/04/2014

[International Registration No. : 1238742]

ROBERT GALBRAITH LIMITED
5th Floor 89 New Bond Street London W1S 1DA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA,
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter;
photographs; ads for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office
requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic material for packaging (not
included in other classes); printers” type; printing blocks; paper goods; printed matter featuring characters from
animated, action, adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comics, graphic novels, children’s stories, magazines
featuring characters from animated, action, adventure, comedy and/or drama features, colouring pads, children’s activity
pads; booklets (all being sold together with audio tapes); printed literary publications; promotional publications;
lithographic works of art; stationery, writing paper, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, note cards; greeting cards, trading
cards; lithographs; pens, pencils, cases therefor, erasers, crayons, markers, coloured pencils, painting sets, chalk and
chalkboards; decals, heat transfers; posters; mounted and/or unmounted photographs; book covers, book marks,
calendars, gift wrapping paper; party party decorations; paper napkins, paper doilies, paper place mats, crepe paper,
invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations; printed transfers for embroidery or fabric appliqués; printed
patterns for costumes, pyjamas, sweatsuits and t-shirts; industrial packaging containers of paper; gift bags of paper or
plastic, gift boxes; coasters of paper; banners of paper; flags of paper; hygienic paper; towels of paper; hand towels of
paper; handkerchiefs of paper; paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; gift
wrapping; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); stickers; notebooks; stationery and study materials;
writing implements [writing instruments]; greetings cards, address books, scratch paper; personal organisers;
photograph albums; gift tags; pencil cases; magazines [publication]; posters; calendars; books; printed publications;
catalogues; event programmes; bookbinding material; book covers, maps; printed tour guides, printed brochures and
programs” collectable cards; collectable trading cards and stickers; trading cards; diaries; photographs; photograph
stands; mounted and/or unmounted photographs; postcards; transfers; brochures; leaflets; instructional and teaching
materials; computer game strategy guides; posters; ink stands; inkwells; sealing wax; sealing wafers; sealing stamps;
tracing cloth; stands for pencils and pens.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing and business research;
promotion; advertising and promotions provided on-line from a computer data base or the internet; provision of space on
web sites for advertising goods and services; market surveys; analysis of advertising response and market research; the
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, in the nature of items made of common metals and their
alloys, small items of metal hardware, goods of common metal, metal key holders, metal key rings, metal key chains,
metal key clips and metal money clips, identification bracelets made of metal and non-precious metal bracelets,
decorative metal boxes, jewellery boxes made of metal/non-precious metal, letter boxes made of metal, figurines of
common metal, and decorative tin cans, scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical,
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, automatic vending
machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment
and computers, motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation, and motion picture
films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation, pre-recorded vinyl
records, audio tapes, audio-video tapes, audio video cassettes, audio video discs, and digital versatile discs featuring
music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation, stereo headphones, batteries, cordless telephones, mobile
telephones, parts and accessories for mobile telephones, mobile telephone covers, mobile telephone cases, mobile
telephone cases made of leather or imitation of leather, mobile telephone covers made of cloth or textile materials,
television and/or radio pagers, hand-held calculators, audio cassette and cd players, cd rom games, video and computer
game programs, video game discs, cartridges and cassettes, digital music (downloadable) provided from the internet,
digital music (downloadable) provided from mp3 internet web sites, mp3 players, hand-held karaoke players, telephone
and/or radio pagers, short motion picture film cassettes featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation to
be used with hand-held viewers or projectors, video cassette recorders and players, compact disc players, digital audio
tape recorders and players, electronic diaries, radios, mouse pads, eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefor, audio
tapes sold together with booklets, computer programs, software linking digitised video and audio media to a global
computer information network, game equipment sold as a unit for playing a parlour-type computer game, video and
computer game programs, video game cartridges and cassettes, and decorative magnets, swimming floats, kickboard

6617
flotation devices, swim boards, global positioning systems, navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers), parts and fittings for all of the aforementioned goods, precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, clocks, alarm clocks, desk clocks, watches, alarm watches, sporting watches, jewellery, costume jewellery, bracelets, anklet bracelets, brooches, chains, chokers, ear rings, earrings, necklaces, ornamental pins, tie pins, tie clips, necklace holders, rings, rings, belt buckles of precious metal for clothing, action figures (decorative) of precious metal, figurines of precious stones, figurines coated with precious metal, adhesive wall decorations of precious metal, amulets, cases for clocks, watches or jewels, cases and containers of precious metal, coins, musical instruments, paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists” materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites, instructional and teaching material, plastic material for packaging, printers” type, printing blocks, printed matter and paper goods, books featuring characters from animated, action, adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comics, graphic novels, children”s stories, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, colouring pads, children”s activity pads, booklets (all being sold together with audio tapes), stationery, writing paper, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, note cards, greeting cards, trading cards, lithographs, pens, pencils, cases therefor, erasers, crayons, markers, coloured pencils, pens, ballpoint pens, felt tip pens, felt tip markers, mounted and clip type calendars, heat transfer labels, stationery, gift cards, calendars, gift wrapping paper, paper party decorations, paper napkins, paper doilies, paper place mats, crepe paper, invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations, printed transfers for embroidery or fabric appliqués, printed patterns for costumes, pyjamas, sweatshirts and t-shirts, leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, animal skin, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddle, athletic bags, bath bags, beach bags, book bags, diaper bags, duffel bags, leather bags, school bags, shoe bags, shopping bags, tote bags, toilet bags, suit carriers being travelling bags, waist bags, weekend bags, work bags, backpacks, knapsacks, fanny packs, waist packs, wallets, purses, chain mesh purses, not of precious metal, clutch purses, coin purses, cosmetic purses, evening purses, leather purses, purses, not of precious metal, parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned, furniture, office furniture, mirrors, picture frames, photograph frames, phonograph records of metal, phonograph record holders, wall phonograph record holders, phonograph record rings, rods, rollers and tie-backs, bamboo, bamboo curtains and bamboo blinds, bed curtains, blinds, jewellery boxes, storage containers, trunks and chests, cabinets, chairs, desks and tables, dressing tables, easy chairs, beds and water beds, bedding (not including linens), bed fittings not of metal, bedsteads, furniture screens, clothes hooks and coat hangers, coat stands, garment covers, cushions, divans, mats, mattresses, pillows, support pillows for use in baby car safety seats, support pillows for use in baby seating, sleeping bags, door fittings and door furniture, drinking straws, flower stands, footstools, hat stands, display boards, bottle caps not of metal, bottle casings of wood, bottle racks, magazine racks, plate racks, mirror tiles, trays not of metal, containers of wood and of plastic, high chairs for babies, playpens for babies and walkers for infants, mobiles, cots, cradles and cribs, chimes, inflatable publicity objects, statuettes and figurines of wood, wax, plaster and of plastic, works of art of wood, wax, plaster and of plastic, parts and accessories for the foregoing, small domestic utensils and containers (not of precious metals, or coated therewith), combs and sponges, brushes (other than paint brushes), brush-making materials, instruments and material for cleaning purposes, steel wool, unworked or semi-worked glass (excluding glass used in building), glassware, ceramic, porcelain and earthenware, beverage glassware, cutting boards, bottles, sold empty, jugs, bowls, mugs, plastic water bottles, bottle openers, lunch boxes, cookie cutters, pans, kettles, dishes, non-electric waffle irons, non-electric coffee pots not of precious metal, plates not of precious metal, buckets, plastic buckets, ice pails buckets, champagne buckets, shower caddies, not of precious metal, tea caddies, not of precious metal, soap boxes, vacuum bottles, hair combs, cleaning combs, powder compacts sold empty, non-metal decorative boxes, dusting brushes, hair brushes, brushes for clothes, bathroom pails, cake moulds, plastic coasters, coffee cups, all purpose containers, drinking glasses, demitasse sets consisting of cups and saucers, plastic coasters, cocktail shakers, thermal insulated containers for food or beverages, cork screws, corn cob holders, decanters, drinking flasks, sugar and creamer sets, infant cups, cookie jars, napkin holders, towel holders, toothpicks, toothpick holders, paper cups, paper plates, non-metal piggy banks, plastic cups, salt shakers, pepper pots, shoe horns, toilet tumblers, toilet tumblers, toilet kits, tissue paper, toilet tissues, toilet seats, toilet Bowls, toilet paper, bird cages, serving trays not of precious metal, serving utensils, pie servers, cake turners, spatulas, scrapers and cake servers, vases not of precious metal, cases for personal hygiene products, toilet cases, candlestick holders not of precious metal, statues and figurines made of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass and porcelain, chopsticks, gardening gloves, rubber household gloves, parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned, textiles and textile goods, bed and table covers, travelling rugs, quilts, bedspreads, blankets, bedspreads, bed linens, sheets, pillow cases, comforters, duvet covers, mattress covers, crib bumpers, mosquito nets, pillow shams, sleeping bags (sheeting), cloth, fabric, table covers and table linen, place mats, napkins, serviettes and table runners, kitchen linens, barbeque mits, cloth doilies, cloth napkins, dish cloths, fabric table cloths, kitchen towels, fabric place mats, oven mitts, washing mitts, fabric table runners, pot holders, cloth coasters, curtains, draperies, curtain holders of cloth, banners, handkerchiefs, bath linen, bath towels and wash clothes, household linen, mats of linen, coverings of textile and of plastic for furniture, covers for toilet lids of fabric, covers, for cushions, loose covers for furnitur, textile wall hangings, shower curtains, cotton, polyester and/or nylon fabric, fabric of imitation animal skins, upholstery fabrics, lingerie fabric, golf towels, clothing, footwear, headgear, clothing for men, women and children, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging and running clothing, bath mats, door mats, reed mats, gymnasia, mats, gymnasium mats, toy, games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles, toys and sporting goods, action figure and accessories therefor, plush toys, balloons, bathtub toys, ride-on toys, playing cards, equipment sold as a unit for playing card games, toy vehicles, dolls, flying discs, amusement apparatus for use in arcades, standalone video output game machines, coin or counter operated arcade games, pinball games, electronic hand-held and other portable electronic games and games sold as a board unit, dialogue balloons, a computerized game, a manipulative game, a parlour game, a parlour-type computer game, an action type target game, jigsaw and manipulative puzzles, paper party favours, paper hats, paper face masks, masquerade and halloween masks, skateboards, ice skates, water squirting toys, balls, playground balls, soccer balls, baseballs, basketballs, baseball gloves, surfboards, swimming
floats for recreational use, kickboard flotation devices for recreational use, swim boards for recreational use, swim fins, toy zip guns, toy bake ware and toy cookware, toy banks, toy snow globes, toy action figures and dolls, clothing and accessories for to

machines, computer programs, other electronic machines, apparatus and their parts, video game software, computer game programs, computer games software, video game discs and cartridges, game programs for mobile telephone, game software for pc, downloadable game programs, downloadable games, mouse mats, home video games, electronic circuits, magnetic tapes and disks, optical disks, rom cartridges containing game programs for use with personal computers, electronic circuits, magnetic tapes and disks, optical disks, rom cartridges containing game programs for use with arcade game machines, computer programs, other electronic machines, apparatus and their parts, video game software, computer game programs, computer games software, video game discs and cartridges, game programs for mobile telephone, game software for pc, downloadable game programs, downloadable games, mouse mats, home video games, electronic circuits, cd-rom containing programs for use with hand-held video game machines, home video game software, game software for hand-held game machines, game equipment sold as a unit for playing a parlour-type computer game, cd-rom computer game discs and computer programs, software linking digitized video and audio media to a global computer information network, cellular telephone accessories, hands-free accessories, cellular telephone covers, records, electronic circuits and cd-roms, downloadable music files, downloadable audio files, audio discs and audio tapes, exposed cinematographic films, exposed slide films, slide film mounts, downloadable image files, recorded video discs and video tapes, motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation, and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation, audio tapes, audio-video tapes, audio video cassettes, audio video discs, and digital versatile disc films featuring music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation, short motion picture film cassettes featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation to be used with hand-held viewers or projectors, downloadable video files, downloadable graphics, images and music via a global computer network and wireless devices, electronic publications, eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefor, downloadable multimedia files, text files, protective helmets, apparatus for games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor, computer game software, video games, electronic games for mobile phones, computer game software supplied on line by means of multi-media electronic broadcast or network transmission, publications in electronic form or other data provided by means of multi-media electronic broadcast or network transmission, software pre-recorded with computer game software, video game software, or other electronic publications, precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, keyrings, trinkets and fobs, key rings trinkets and fobs of precious metals, trophies [prize cups], commemorative shields, coins, personal ornaments, badges of precious metal, ornamental pins, jewellery, amulets, rings, bracelets, anklet bracelets, brooches, chains, charms, cuff-links, earrings, lapel pins, medallions, necklaces, pendants, jewellery boxes, tie pins and rings, precious stones, beads for making jewellery, boxes of precious metals, gold thread, silver thread, statuettes of precious metal, jewellery cases [caskets], jewellery (paste), clocks and watches, horological and chronometric instruments, cuff links, buckles for watch straps, watch straps, watch chains, watch crystals, trinkets, comics, graphic novels, children’s stories, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, colouring pads, children’s activity pads, booklets industrial packaging containers of paper, gift bags, gift boxes, coasters of paper, banners of paper, flags of paper, hygienic paper, towels of paper, hand towels of paper, handkerchiefs of paper, paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, gift wrap, plastic materials for packaging, stickers, notebooks, stationery and study materials, writing implements [writing instruments], greeting cards, address books, scratch paper, ticker file, personal organisers, photograph albums, gift tags, pencil cases, magazines [publication], posters, calendars, books, printed publications, catalogues, programmes, book covers, maps, printed tour guides, printed brochures and programmes“ collectable cards, collectable trading cards and stickers, trading cards, diaries, photographs, photograph stands, mounted and/or unmounted photographs, postcards, transfers, brochures, leaflets, instructional and teaching materials, computer game strategy guides, posters, ink stands, inkwells, sealing wax, sealing wafers, sealing stamps, tracing cloth, stands for pencils and pens, industrial packaging containers of leather, leather and fur (unworked or semi-worked), clothing for domestic pets, leather belts, bags, pouches, card cases, key cases, purses, wallets, backpacks, travel luggage, trunks and travelling bags, rucksacks, vanity cases (not fitted), parasols and their parts, canes, metal parts of canes and walking-sticks, walking cane handles, harness fittings, collars, straps, sweaters, coats, sweatshirts, jackets, gloves, socks, slips, slippers, belts, shoes, neckwear, ascots, scarves, gloves, mittens, bodysuits, sun visors; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks (other than arcade video game machines), toys, arcade video game machines, electronic circuits, magnetic tapes and disks, optical disks, rom cartridges and other recording media containing game programs for use with arcade video game machines, arcade video game machines other than those adapted for use with an external display, screen or monitor, electronic circuits, magnetic tapes and disks, optical disks, rom cartridges and other recording media containing game programs for use with arcade video game machines, amusement game machines, amusement apparatus for use in arcades, standalone video output game machines, pinball game machines, coin or counter operated arcade games, vehicle toys, electronic toys, hand-held games with liquid crystal displays, stuffed toys, dolls, developmental toys, play sets and accessories for dolls, stuffed plush dolls, collectable range of toys and dolls, collectable range of stuffed plush toys, action figures and accessories, toy zip guns, toy bakeware and toy cookware, toy banks, toy snow globes, toy action figures and dolls, clothing and accessories for toy action figures and dolls, educational toys and playthings, hand held electronic games, handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays, electronic hand-held game units, puzzles, jigsaw and manipulative puzzles, plastic toys, toy figurines, action figures, action figure toys, inflatable toys, toy modernised toys, christmas decorations, christmas tree ornaments, decorations for christmas trees, kites, puppets, paper party favours, paper hats, paper face masks, masquerade and halloween masks, costumes being children’s“ playthings, dice, cups for dice, chess games, checkers, conjuring (magic/illusion) apparatus, dominoes, playing cards, mah-jong, game equipment sold as a unit for playing a board game, a card game, a manipulative game, a parlour game, a parlour-type computer game, an adventure game, board game cards, playing cards, slot machine games, amusement cards, amusement game machines and apparatus, billiard equipment, darts, digital darts, automatic slot machines, coin slot machines, slot machines (gaming devices), gaming machines, sports equipment, gymnastic and sporting articles, skateboards, wheeled toy scooters, bicycles and tricycles for play, sit on rides, ice skates, water squiring toys, balls, playground balls, soccer
balls, baseballs, basketballs, play balloons, baseball gloves, surfboards, swimming floats for recreational use, kickball, flotation devices for recreational use, swim boards for recreational use, swim fins, knee pads, elbow pads, other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor, balloons, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), artificial turf, bath mats, carpet underlay, carpets for automobiles, door mats, floor mats, linoleum, curtains, mugs, sets of slippers, rope for ski slopes, non-slip mats, reed mats, rugs, textile wallpaper, vinyl floor coverings, wall hangings, not of textile, wallpaper, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase said goods from a general merchandise catalogue, by mail order, by means of telecommunications, by means of a general merchandise store, internet web site, a department store, a toy, gift and novelty retail store, a film and television merchandise retail store and through a television shopping channel; information, advice and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services; literary agencies (business management); advertising services for the literary industry; management of performance artists.

Cl.38: Telecommunications; provision of internet chat rooms; communications by computer terminals; communications by fibre optic networks; communications by telephone; radio and television transmission and distribution of messages and images; electronic bulletin board services; electronic mail; transmission of greeting cards online; message sending; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global computer networks; television broadcasting; transmission of digital files; voicemail services; wireless broadcasting; providing access to Internet forums for discussion.

Cl.41: Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment services in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated television programmes; production of live-action comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture theatrical films; production of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture television series; production of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture feature films; production of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture theatrical films; production of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture theatrical films for television; other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor, balloons, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), artificial turf, bath mats, carpet underlay, carpets for automobiles, door mats, floor mats, linoleum, curtains, mugs, sets of slippers, rope for ski slopes, non-slip mats, reed mats, rugs, textile wallpaper, vinyl floor coverings, wall hangings, not of textile, wallpaper, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase said goods from a general merchandise catalogue, by mail order, by means of telecommunications, by means of a general merchandise store, internet web site, a department store, a toy, gift and novelty retail store, a film and television merchandise retail store and through a television shopping channel; information, advice and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services; literary agencies (business management); advertising services for the literary industry; management of performance artists.
Cl.45: Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; intellectual property licensing services; issue of licensing rights relating to films, television productions and video productions; management of intellectual property rights; legal advisory services provided to cinema operators.
MIO

Priority claimed from 07/05/2014; Application No. : 012859542 ;European Union
2976020  31/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1239227]
KESSEBÖHMER HOLDING KG
Mindener Straße 208 49152 Bad Essen DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; fittings of metal for buildings and furniture; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; goods of metal not included in other classes.

Cl.20;Fitted parts for furniture; shop fittings being parts of furniture; mirrors (silvered glass); goods presentation racks; pedestal tables; parts of furniture, namely, wire inserts for cupboards, wire baskets, wire troughs, wire shelves, wire mountings, wire grilles and wire drums, all wire goods for household and kitchen purposes.

Cl.21;Household and kitchen utensils and containers (included in this class).
Amazone

2980189  11/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1240675]
AMAZONEN-WERKE H. DREYER GMBH & CO. KG
Am Amazonenwerk 9-13 49205 Hasbergen-Gaste Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Agricultural machines and implements, including fertiliser spreading machines, potato harvesting machines, potato sorting machines, cereal cleaning and sorting machines, beet choppers; agricultural machines and mechanical agricultural implements, namely for spreading material or for manuring or for plant protection or soil conditioning work or for mowing or for sweeping; parts for the aforesaid goods (included in this class); agricultural machines and mechanical agricultural implements, non-powered, powered, including self-propelled, namely for soil conditioning, ploughs, mould board ploughs, disc ploughs, general-purpose ploughs, turn-about ploughs, reversible ploughs, ploughshares, harrows, toothed harrows, disc harrows, weeding harrows, cultivators, grubbers, choppers, milling cutters, rollers, well packers, subsoilers, seedbed preparation apparatus, strippers and chargers; machines and mechanical apparatus for root crop harvesting, beet root topping machines, beet lifters, machines for plant protection and manuring, sprinkling, spraying and dusting machines, fertiliser spreaders (machines), machines for sowing and planting, sowers, seed spacing and sowing machines, planters, plant lifters, forestry machines, parts for all the aforesaid goods, and combinations of the aforesaid agricultural machines and implements, in particular machine parts for coupling to traction vehicles.

Cl.9; Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for regulating, controlling and monitoring of electronic equipment comprising the aforesaid goods, as well as onboard computers, all for agricultural machines and/or implements and agricultural machines, all the aforesaid goods and parts therefore included in this class.

Cl.42; Technical analysis, technological and scientific consultancy in connection with the spreading of material in liquid, granular and powder form onto agricultural areas, other than the drawing up of norms, standards and other technical regulations, and other than monitoring, auditing and certification of the quality of products and services and the conformity thereof with norms, standards and technical regulations.
ENGINEERING TOMORROW

Priority claimed from 07/01/2014; Application No. : VA 2014 00046 ;Denmark
2983267 03/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1240613]
DANFOSS A/S
Nordborgvej 81 DK-6430 Nordborg Denmark
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine couplings and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines; compressors; valves (part of machines); pumps.

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; pressure controls; thermostats and thermostat controllers; apparatus, instruments and cables for storing and accumulating electricity; solar batteries; solar panels; inverters; frequency converters.

Cl.11; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; apparatus for air-conditioning; thermostatic valves.

Cl.12; Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods (all included in this class).

Cl.37; Building construction; repair, maintenance and installation of heating, cooling and air-conditioning equipment.

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Printing machines, print heads, parts and accessories for printing machines and print heads; pipetting robots.

Cl.9; Metering devices; metering modules for metering devices; metering systems consisting of metering devices; dispensing devices for discharging liquid; laboratory equipment, namely apparatus for analyses and array testing, for qualitative and quantitative detection of analytes in samples, and for identification of the sample type; biochemical sensors for measuring instruments; laboratory apparatus for producing nucleotide and peptide arrays; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, included in this class, in particular pipette tips and metering tubes; disposable plastic components, namely pipette tips.

Cl.17; Disposable plastic components, namely hoses.

Cl.40; Contract manufacturing of printed substrates, in particular test strips, samples for medical products, coating of components.

Cl.42; Research and development services relating to new products for third parties, particularly in the field of printing, metering, dispensing, and coating.
Priority claimed from 20/03/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 041 982.3/09 ;Germany
2998495    17/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1242784]
ROLAND ZENGERLE, WOLFGANG STREULE, PETER KOLTAY ZSK GBR
Engesserstr 4a 79108 Freiburg DE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Printing machines, print heads, parts and accessories for printing machines and print heads; pipetting robots.

Cl.9; Metering devices; metering modules for metering devices; metering systems consisting of metering devices; dispensing devices for discharging liquid; laboratory equipment, namely apparatus for analyses and array testing, for qualitative and quantitative detection of analytes in samples, and for identification of the sample type; biochemical sensors for measuring instruments; laboratory apparatus for producing nucleotide and peptide arrays; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, included in this class, in particular pipette tips and metering tubes; disposable plastic components, namely pipette tips.

Cl.17; Disposable plastic components, namely hoses.

Cl.40; Contract manufacturing of printed substrates, in particular test strips, samples for medical products, coating of components.

Cl.42; Research and development services relating to new products for third parties, particularly in the field of printing, metering, dispensing, and coating.
CombiLac

Priority claimed from 01/08/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 054 743.0/01 : Germany
3002837  30/01/2015

[International Registration No. : 1243546]
MEGGLE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Megglestrasse 6-12 83512 Wasserburg Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.1; Dry products in the form of raw materials and/or semi-finished products for use in the food industry, substantially consisting of lactose.

Cl.5; Dry products, except for cathartic medicaments, in the form of raw materials and/or semi-finished products for use in the pharmaceutical and dietetics industry, substantially consisting of lactose.
PANFLEX

3004311  15/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1243233]
L-ACOUSTICS
13 rue Levacher Cintrat, Parc de la Fontaine de Jouvence F-91462 MARCOUSSIS Cedex France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound and images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; record players; amplifiers; loudspeakers; cassette players; compact disc players; cabinets for loudspeakers.
Cl.15; Musical instruments.
Cl.41; Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; editing of books, of magazines; lending libraries; show and film production; entertainment services provided by performing artists; rental of films; rental of phonographic recordings, cinema projection apparatus and stage scenery accessories; organization of competitions concerning education or entertainment; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, conventions; organization of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; booking of seats for shows.
HYALOGYN

Priority claimed from 17/12/2014; Application No. : PD2014C001345 ;Italy
3028400 10/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1246228]
FIDIA FARMACEUTICI S.P.A.
Via Ponte della Fabbrica, 3/A I-35031 ABANO TERME (PD) Italy
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; dermocosmetic preparations not for medical use.
Cl.5; Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; pharmaceutical preparations for dermatological and gynecological use; parapharmaceutical products for use in dermatology and gynecology; external itch creams, gels and sprays; lubricants for condoms; vaginal moisturizers.
CHATGAME

Priority claimed from 29/04/2014; Application No. : 86265514 ;United States of America
3029475   30/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1246594]

CHATGAME, INC.
97 E. Brokaw Rd., Suite 210 San Jose CA 95112 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Mobile application software featuring computer games, electronic games and videos.

Cl.41; Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable computer games, non-downloadable electronic games and non-downloadable video games.
THE HONEST COMPANY, INC.
12130 Millennium Drive, Suite 500 Playa Vista CA 90094 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.3: All-purpose cleaners; anti-static dryer sheets; baby bubble bath; baby hair conditioner; baby hand soap; baby lotion; baby oil; baby shampoo; baby wipes; body lotion; body oil; body wash; cleaning agents for cleaning surfaces; detergent soap; dish detergents; dishwasher detergents; dishwashing detergents; fabric softeners for laundry use; face and body lotions; facial lotion; facial moisturizer with SPF; fruit and vegetable wash; hair sprays; hand soaps; laundry detergent; laundry soap; lip balm; liquid soap; liquid soaps for hands and face; liquid soaps for hands, face and body; non-medicated diaper rash cream; rinse agents for dishwashing machines; soaps and detergents; soaps for babies; soaps for body care; soaps for household use; soaps for personal use; stain removers; sunscreen cream; bar soap; cleaner for use on floors and windows; deodorants and antiperspirants; make-up remover; mouthwashes; non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, nipple cream; room fragrances; tooth paste.

Cl.5: Anti-insect spray; antibacterial alcohol skin sanitizer gel; baby diapers; disposable baby diapers; insect exterminating agents; insect repellents; air deodorizer; breast pads; breast-nursing pads; disinfectant bathroom cleaners; feminine hygiene pads; infant formula; inserts specially adapted for cloth infant diapers made of paper; menstruation pads; menstruation tampons; nursing pads; rubbing compound for medical and/or therapeutic use; tampons; vitamins; disposable swim pants and disposable training pants.
Cl. 35: Retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods, namely, eco-friendly baby products, baby bath products, baby diaper products, baby body care products, household cleaning products; providing consumer product information via the Internet or other communications networks; computerized on-line ordering services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods, namely, eco-friendly baby products, baby bath products, baby diaper products, baby body care products, household cleaning products.
Priority claimed from 18/06/2014; Application No. : 86313943 ;United States of America
3037135    17/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1247494]

SCALED AGILE, INC.
5480 Valmont Road, Suite 100 Boulder CO 80301 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.41: Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction in the field of methods for computer software development; providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of methods for computer software development.

Cl.42: Consulting in the field of methods for computer software development; testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills, and abilities of others for the purpose of certification and re-certification in the field of methods of computer software development.
Priority claimed from 17/12/2013; Application No. : RM2013C007018 ;Italy
3039923    16/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1247780]
SALINI IMPREGILO S.P.A.
Via dei Missaglia, 97 I-20142 Milano Italy
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4; Electrical energy, coal, alcohol (fuel), fuel gas, peat (fuel).
Cl.6; Reinforcing materials of metal for concrete, reinforcing materials of metal for building, laths of metal, street gutters of metal, shuttering of metal for concrete, flashing of metal for building, roofing of metal, manhole covers of metal, roof covering of metal, roofing of metal, cornices of metal, building or furniture fittings of nickel-silver, fittings of metal for building, floor tiles of metal, paving blocks of metal, railway materials, metal building materials, refractory construction materials of metal, tiles of metal for building, sheet piles of metal, floor tiles of metal, building panels of metal, floors of metal, girders of metal, cladding of metal for construction and building, wall claddings of metal (building), wainscoting of metal, ceilings of metal, flanges of metal (collars), tiles of metal, metal trellis, lintels of metal, steel sheets, common metals unwrought or semi-wrought, metal door frames, metal door knockers, non-electric metal door bells, turnstiles, door springs non-electric, window casement bolts, door openers non-electric, window stops of metal, gate stops of metal, windows of metal, casement windows of metal, fittings of metal for windows, metal door trim, ironwork for windows, ironwork for doors, shutters of metal, door handles of metal, door panels of metal, blinds of metal, gates of metal, metal doors, window pulleys, runners of metal for sliding doors, latches of metal, latch bars of metal, sills of metal, metal window fasteners, roller blinds of steel, outdoor blinds of metal, window frames of metal, steel buildings, buildings of
metal, transportable structures of metal, guard rails of metal, duckboards of metal, stair treads (steps) of metal, steel masts, crash barriers of metal for roads, stringers (parts of staircases) of metal, poles of metal for power lines, masts of metal, prefabricated metal constructions, pillars of metal for building, swimming pools [metal structures], platforms prefabricated of metal, frames of metal for building, staircases of metal, porches of metal (building), arbours (structures of metal), palings of metal, telegraph posts of metal, bars for metal railings, metal mobile boarding stairs for passengers, props of metal, framework of metal for building, metallic divisions (partitions), monuments of metal, statuettes of common metal.

Cl.9; Electrical storage batteries, battery chargers, electric batteries, branch boxes (electricity), commutators, comparators, converters (electric), relays (electric), circuit breakers, inverters (electricity), limiters (electricity), step-up transformers, control panels [electricity], distribution boards (electricity), rectifiers, electrical surge arrestors, voltage regulators for vehicles, stage lighting regulators, relays electric, reducers (electricity), electricity transformers, photovoltaic cells, ducts (electricity), circuit closers, electrical inductors, armatures (electricity), electrical conductors, electric couplings, capacitors, collectors electric, cathodes, amplifying tubes, solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches], thermionic valves, light regulators (dimmers), electric, resistances electric, junction boxes [electricity], semiconductors, regulators for vehicles, stage lighting regulators, relays electric, reducers (electricity), electricity transformers, transformers, control panels [electricity], distribution boards (electricity), rectifiers, electrical surge arrestors, voltage regulators for vehicles, stage lighting regulators, relays electric, reducers (electricity), electricity transformers, photovoltaic cells, ducts (electricity), circuit closers, electrical inductors, armatures (electricity), electrical conductors, electric couplings, capacitors, collectors electric, cathodes, amplifying tubes, solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches], thermionic valves, light regulators (dimmers), electric, resistances electric, junction boxes [electricity], semiconductors, fire pumps, traffic cones, fire hose, sprinkler systems for fire protection, fire extinguishers, fire hose nozzles, air analysis apparatus, clothing especially made for laboratories.

Cl.11; Flues for heating boilers, gas condensers other than parts of machines, chimney flues, water distribution installations, heating installations (water), water supply installations, heat accumulators, steam accumulators, burners, gas burners, steam generating apparatus, heating installations, incinerators, heat pumps, coils [part of distilling, heating or cooling installations], heat exchangers not parts of machines, boiler pipes (tubes) for heating installations, thermostatic valves [parts of heating installations], heating apparatus and installations, light diffusers, light-emitting diodes (led) lighting apparatus, filters (parts of household or industrial installations), filters for air conditioning, filters for drinking water, refining tower for distillation, processing installations for fuel and nuclear moderating material, nuclear reactors, air cooling apparatus, radiators electric.

Cl.16; Drawings, architectural models, pencils, pastel crayons, almanacs, tickets, stickers (stationery), atlases, newspapers, photographs (printed), newsletters, catalogues, posters, geographical maps, cards, calendars, musical greeting cards, greeting cards, books, blueprints, periodicals, prospectuses, printed publications, graphic reproductions, magazines (periodicals), flyers, address stamps, prints (engravings).

Cl.17; Insulation and barrier articles and materials, flexible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefor, including valves, plastic, synthetic and composite materials, mineral fiber, elastomers, polyester.

Cl.25; Berets, visors (headwear), uniforms, combinations (clothing), topcoats.

Cl.35; Demonstration of goods, exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes, rental of advertising time on communication media, rental of advertising space, dissemination of advertisements, direct mail advertising, advertising by mail order, procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses), commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others, import-export agency services, commercial and industrial management assistance, assistance in management of business activities, outsourcing services (business assistance), commercial information agencies, business information, business investigation, economic forecasting, market research, business research, news clipping services, business appraisals.

Cl.36; Warranty services, leasing of accommodation [apartments], renting of flats, real estate agency, leasing of office space, estate brokerage, financing services, business liquidation services, financial, trusteeships, financial management.

Cl.38; Telephone and mobile telephone services, communications by telegrams, news agencies, information about telecommunication, telecommunications routing and junction services, provision of video conferencing services, communications by telegrams, telex services, satellite transmission, message sending.

Cl.39; Distribution of energy, supply of electricity, water distribution, transport by pipeline, operating canal locks, traffic information, transportation information, transportation logistics, physical storage of electronically stored data or documents, storage of goods.

Cl.41; Providing on-line electronic publications not downloadable, publication of books, publication of texts, other than publicity texts, publication of electronic books and journal on-line, electronic desktop publishing, editing of texts (except publicity texts).

Cl.43; Rental of portable building, rental of temporary accommodation.

Cl.44; Human hygiene and beauty care, agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services.
Priority claimed from 20/12/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 069 607.7/09 ;Germany
3040608  18/06/2014

[International Registration No. : 1247403]
AIRBUS S.A.S.
1, Rond Point Maurice Bellonte F-31707 Blagnac Cedex France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURANSTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

To be associated with:
1369274, 2116494, 2116495, 2524195

IR DIVISION

Cl.3; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; oils (bath oils, massage oils, body oils, cosmetic oils, ethereal oils, cosmetic bath salts, lotions); shower gels (shower and bath gels); perfumery (perfumes, toilet waters, scented water); toiletries.

Cl.4; Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; candles (perfumed candles).

Cl.6; Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; common metals (raw or semi-processed); ores; tool handles of metal; launchers of metal for rockets and missiles, in particular launching ramps; spacecraft launch installations and equipment (launching ramps) of metal, in particular spacecraft launching ramps; padlocks.

Cl.7; Machines for the aviation and space travel industry and the defence and security industry; machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines; aeroplane engines; propulsion mechanisms for aircraft; machines and machine tools, namely for the manufacture and repair of vehicles and apparatus and parts therefor for locomotion and propulsion by land, air or water and in particular for the manufacture and repair of aeroplane engines; turbines, other than for land vehicles; auxiliary propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles; tools (parts of machines); mechanical tools, power-operated tools; aeronautical machines; drives and systems comprising thereof for satellites (propulsion mechanisms and nozzles); drives, motors and engines and propulsion mechanisms (other than for land vehicles); drives and systems comprising thereof and drive mechanisms for helicopters and rotorcraft; oil tanks, oil containers and petrol caps, oil filler caps (parts of propulsion mechanisms and motors and engines for helicopters and rotorcraft); intake ducts, intake manifolds, air intakes (parts of motors and engines) for propulsion mechanisms and motors and engines for helicopters and rotorcraft; lubricating installations and lubricating systems comprising thereof for propulsion mechanisms and motors and engines for helicopters and rotorcraft; coolers and cooling systems comprising thereof for propulsion mechanisms and motors and engines for helicopters and rotorcraft; oil coolers (parts of propulsion mechanisms and motors and engines for helicopters and rotorcraft); guide bearings for transmission shafts for helicopters and rotorcraft; couplings for helicopters and rotorcraft; main rotors and tail rotors for helicopters and rotorcraft; rotor heads (rotor hubs) for helicopters and rotorcraft; guide bearings for rotor heads (rotor hubs) for helicopters and rotorcraft; pneumatic actuators for helicopters and rotorcraft; starters for current generators and generators of electrical energy; power for helicopters and rotorcraft; hydraulic valves, motorised valves, pneumatic valves, pressure valves and servo valves for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; power-operated blowing machines for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; fuel pumps and fuel conveying pumps for helicopters and rotorcraft; fuel filters for helicopters and rotorcraft; electric pumps, hydraulic pumps and pneumatic pumps for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; cylinders for helicopters and rotorcraft; electric jacks, lifting cylinders, hydraulic jacks, pneumatic jacks for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; blowing machines and fans for motors and engines and propulsion mechanisms for helicopters and rotorcraft; alternators for helicopters and rotorcraft; regulators and regulating apparatus for propulsion mechanisms and motors and engines for helicopters and rotorcraft; machines and machine tools for the manufacture, production, maintenance, servicing, repair and rebuilding of helicopters and rotorcraft; machine coupling and transmission components for helicopters and rotorcraft; motors and engines, drives and propulsion mechanisms for helicopters and rotorcraft; servomotors for helicopters and rotorcraft; gears and gear cases, gear boxes for helicopters and rotorcraft; drive shafts and power transmission shafts for helicopters and rotorcraft; hydraulic actuators and drives for helicopters and rotorcraft; hydraulic engines and motors and hydraulic drives for helicopters and rotorcraft; hydraulic regulators and controllers for motors and engines and drives for helicopters and rotorcraft; electricity equipment, apparatus, tools, installations for aircraft; fittings and connectors for the aforesaid goods; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations.

Cl.8; Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors; irons (non-electric hand tools); hand-
operated hand tools.

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer programs; data processing apparatus; downloadable electronic publications; magnetic data media, pre-recorded and blank discs, pre-recorded and blank audio and video cassettes; pre-recorded and blank compact discs; transmitters, receivers, apparatus for the transmission of electronic signals and radio signals; transponders; navigation apparatus for vehicles; navigational instruments; satellite navigational apparatus; electric and electronic avionics instruments, apparatus and systems relating thereto; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; flight simulation software; scientific satellites; satellites for receiving and transmission of radio signals; electric cables, fibre optic cables; sunglasses; satellites for scientific and commercial purposes; electronic, electric and optical satellite modules and spacecraft modules, including assemblies, containing the measuring circuits, communications circuits and auxiliary launch apparatus in a housing; apparatus and systems consisting thereof for altitude control and position control; audio compact discs; data carriers; transmitters (telecommunication), electric cables, fibre optic cables, electronic apparatus and instruments, electronic storage media; data storage media containing flight and navigation instructions for helicopters, rotary-wing aircraft and drones; optical or infrared monitoring installations and apparatus; thermal imaging apparatus; observation instruments and systems consisting thereof; infrared monitoring and tracking apparatus and systems consisting thereof, in particular positioning systems; secure observation and reconnaissance apparatus and systems consisting thereof;appa...
technology, radio or satellite; call centre servers, multiplexers and demultiplexers, electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for the control and management of networks; receivers (telecommunications), electronic and radioelectric signal transmission apparatus; satellites for scientific use and satellites for receiving and transmitting of radioelectric signals; computer terminals, communications terminals, stationary or portable computer terminals or communications terminals; apparatus for commanding and receiving of data, transmission and recording of data, and recording and reproduction of data, and recording and playback of digital audio data, network apparatus, in particular protocol converters and systems consisting thereof for gateways; electric and electronic devices for basic equipment of and for and access interfaces to Internet protocol (IP) networks; devices and equipment and apparatus consisting thereof for the transmission of messages, information, data, and sound and images over the airways, and via cables, fibre optic technology, telephones, satellites, terminals, telecommunications networks and computer networks; telecommunications and desktop automation terminals for military applications; telephone apparatus, mobile telephones, cordless telephones, radio paging apparatus and equipment, facsimile machines, PDAs (personal digital assistants), mobile apparatus for Internet access, replacement parts for the aforesaid goods, enabling communications and conducting of secure transactions and online trading; software programs in a computer-readable format, being provided on magnetic or optical storage media or as a downloadable format and being usable with the aforesaid goods; software programs for secure communications, enabling the authentication, checking, recording and analysis of references and data, enabling the use of this software to perform rights of property rights, and software programs for satellite telecommunication and satellite telecommunication stations consisting thereof, in particular in aircraft; software, software (recorded programs) for communications and radio communication networks for data transmission by means of wires, cables, fibre optic technology, radio or satellite; software, software (recorded programs) for the management, administration, architecture management, configuration and protection of local or remote networks for speech, images and data; apparatus and software (recorded programs) for securing access to computer and Internet protocol (IP) networks; software (recorded programs) for encryption and decryption; software (recorded programs) for encoding and decoding; software (recorded programs) for the architecture, management and securing of access to computer networks and Internet protocol (IP) networks; simulation, modelling, testing and experiment software; servers for modelling simulations of and for tests and experiments relating to civil and military operations; software (recorded programs) for the configuration, optimisation and performance analysis, optimization of methods and hardware (CPUs) and software modules for the processing and/or generation of navigation signals and/or navigation data in relation to navigation or cartography; software for the planning, acquisition, processing and dissemination of reconnaissance information and data (intelligence information), solely in the fields of reconnaissance and geography for defence and security purposes, all of the aforesaid goods for digital radio networks; software for digital radio networks, enabling user access to voice services and data, including group communications in relay mode, individual conversations, short messages, and data localisation and transmission, all of the aforesaid goods for digital radio networks; software (recorded programs) for the providing of access to an electronic messaging service; software for transaction security for Intranet and Internet data terminals, control stations and terminals for the display of information in graphics and text format; secure data processing apparatus, secure telecommunications apparatus and equipment consisting thereof; handheld electronic devices for wireless receiving and/or transmission of secure data (in particular for messages) and electric and electronic apparatus and equipment enabling users to store or manage personal information; software for forwarding secure messages, Internet e-mails and/or other data to one or more handheld electronic devices from a database stored on a PC or a server or belonging thereto; software for the synchronisation of secure data between a remote station/apparatus and a fixed station/apparatus or a remote station/apparatus; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, in particular computers and processors (CPUs) for data and computer software (recorded programs) for the development, optimisation and performance analysis of methods and algorithms, and processors (CPUs) and software modules for the processing and/or generation of navigation signals and/or navigation data, electric and/or electronic apparatus, electric and/or electronic instruments and apparatus for displaying reports, analyses and measurement results, in particular in the form of graphics, charts and diagrams resulting from the performance analysis and monitoring of navigation signals and/or data; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for the examination and identification of segments of space in two or three dimensions; computer software (recorded programs) for the simulation and identification of segments of space in two or three dimensions of flight path parameters, in particular navigation and control software (recorded programs) for helicopters, rotary-wing aircraft and drones, communications apparatus and systems consisting thereof and communications antenna for aircraft; recording apparatus and systems consisting thereof for apparatus for locomotion and propulsion by land, air or water; automatic flight control apparatus and systems consisting thereof; testing apparatus (real-time systems) for conducting tests on electronic apparatus and apparatus, in particular, processing and transmission of data, input, monitoring data and devices and data buses, data transmission apparatus and systems consisting thereof, analogue-digital and digital-analogue converters, program prototypes, simulators for the simulation of mechanical, electric and electronic functional processes, linking and chaining modules, data analysis apparatus, and changeover, panel and selector switches and coordinator switches, interface apparatus or programs, in particular analogue, digital and discrete data bus interface apparatus or programs; control apparatus for testing apparatus and searchable programs for the aforesaid control equipment recorded on data carriers; searchable test programs recorded on data carriers; instruments, and computer hardware and software for the simulation of electronic samples and mechanical, electric and electronic functional processes; electric and electronic display apparatus for the preparation and conducting of tests on electronic samples and processing of the test results; software, in particular database software for the management of tests on electronic samples for monitoring the configuration and definition of the test system; computer hardware and software for generating test documents; computer hardware and software for linking test installations via telecommunications equipment and/or via the Internet and/or via local networks; instruments and installations consisting thereof for the testing of vehicles and apparatus for locomotion and propulsion by land, air and water; sensors and communications apparatus and equipment; sighting telescopes for firearms; telescopes, binoculars, extendable telescopes and binoculars; protective eyewear, in particular eyewear for protection against lasers; distance measuring apparatus, in particular laser distance measuring apparatus, digital magnetic compasses; cameras, in particular reconnaissance cameras, exploratory cameras; equipment for aerial photography, namely optical detection devices for aerial photographs and aerial images; periscope systems; stabilised sensor platforms; night-vision apparatus, residual light amplifiers; laser target illuminators; software for assessing, monitoring and control of data security within an information technology network; industrial geoproduction systems, namely a digital processing chain for producing satellite images, satellite data, aerial photographs, aerial image data, terrestrial data and terrestrial images in 3D (three dimensions); antenna installations, antennas and wave converters; magnetic tape units, video cassette recorders, magnetic tape units, video cassette recorders, camcorders, compact discs (audio, video); optical compact discs; magnetic disk storage; optical discs; recording discs; optical data media; magnetic data media; radio apparatus (telecommunications); software, solely for the field of satellite imaging and satellite data; apparatus and devices for the processing of data, in particular via satellites;
electric and electronic apparatus and devices for the simulation of infrastructure development; apparatus and devices for producing and updating development plans and development charts and for observing plots of agricultural land and optimising crop yield trends and monitoring thereof; compact disc players; optical document readers; character readers; readers; computer software (recorded programs); games software; computer programs (downloadable software); software and software packages for databases and for accessing databases; computer software for stereographic projections, digital terrain models, orthoimages and thematic maps; computer files and software packages with geographical, geological, cartographical and topographical data; computer files and software packages comprising reproductions of terrain and digital maps; electric and electronic apparatus for databases and for accessing databases; computer software for stereographic projections, digital terrain models, orthoimages and thematic maps; computer files and software for geography, geology and topography; computer files and software for ground imaging and digital maps; satellite navigation equipment; satellites for scientific purposes, in particular earth observation satellites; apparatus and devices for the processing, analysis, reproduction and storage of images, aerial photographs and satellite photographs; computer hardware; database equipment (hardware and software); database access equipment (hardware and software); database management software; surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, all of the aforesaid goods for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; flight control apparatus and flight control devices for guiding and controlling helicopters and rotorcraft; electronic controllers for guiding and controlling helicopters and rotorcraft; flight regulating systems and flight control systems with fly-by-wire control for helicopters and rotorcraft; fibre optic flight regulating systems and flight control systems for helicopters and rotorcraft; flight regulating systems and flight control systems for guiding, controlling and self-navigation of helicopters and rotorcraft; comprising flight control apparatus and flight control devices, electric wire cables or fibre optic cables, sensors for collecting flight data, calculating machines, data processing installations, data processing apparatus and computers, flight data software; glass cockpits for helicopters and rotorcraft, namely transparent electronic display apparatus and screens for providing navigation data, operational data and mission data for pilots and co-pilots; flight instruments and flight apparatus for providing information regarding the flight situation of the helicopter or rotorcraft for pilots; autopilots for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; apparatus and devices for testing the flight parameters of helicopters and rotorcraft; navigation apparatus, navigation devices and navigation instruments for helicopters and rotorcraft; communications equipment for helicopters and rotorcraft; electric and electronic avionics apparatus and systems consisting thereof, namely regulating devices and systems consisting thereof, control devices and systems consisting thereof, observation devices and systems consisting thereof, monitoring devices and systems consisting thereof, communications devices and systems consisting thereof, navigation devices and systems consisting thereof, meteorological devices and systems consisting thereof and anti-collision devices and systems consisting thereof for helicopters and rotorcraft; display apparatus and measuring instruments for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; digital displays and digital display apparatus for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; accelerometers, altimeters, radar altimeters, ammeters, anemometers, barometers, flowmeters, frequency meters, manometers, tachometers (revolution counters), thermometers, torquemeters, speedometers, vibration meters, vibration gauges, voltmeters, teleometers, range finders, pressure indicators, fuel gauges, all being for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; oil pressure gauges and oil pressure indicators, oil temperature gauges and oil temperature indicators, fuel pressure gauges and fuel pressure indicators, fuel temperature gauges and fuel temperature indicators, height indicators, position indicators (artificial horizon), airspeed indicators, course deviation indicators, first limit indicators (FLI), directional indicators, electronic horizontal situation indicators (HSI), electronic radio-magnetic indicators (RMI), electronic turn indicators and vertical speed indicators (variometers), all being for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; inertial navigation systems (inertial measurement units) for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; gyroscopes, rate gyroscopes, laser gyroscopes (gyrolasers) for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; compasses, gyrocompasses, magnetic compasses, magnetic navigation systems and magnetic navigation apparatus; for helicopters and rotorcraft; electronic measuring apparatus for helicopters and rotorcraft, comprising electronic temperature sensors, electronic pressure sensors, electronic humidity sensors, electronic moisture sensors, electronic level sensors, frost sensors, gas sensors, heat sensors, moisture sensors, crash sensors, impact sensors, infrared sensors, level sensors, load sensors, light sensors, magnetic sensors, movement sensors, noise sensors, optical sensors, piezoelectric sensors, position switches, position transmitters and position sensors, pressure sensors, approach sensors
and proximity sensors, smoke sensors, speed sensors, temperature sensors, torque sensors, vibration sensors, sensors for tracking actual and projected disturbances; detectors for use in helicopters and rotorcraft, in particular carbon dioxide detectors, carbon monoxide detectors, fire detectors, heat detectors, leak detectors, immersion detectors, movement detectors, particle detectors, approach detectors, proximity detectors and proximity switches, radar detectors, rotor speed detectors, vibration detectors, transducers for electric and electronic circuits, electric and electronic circuits comprising, in particular, resonant transducers, magnetostrictive transducers, piezoelectric transducers, electrostatic transducers, transducers with variable resistance (variable-resistance transducers), electro-optical transducers, electroacoustic transducers, power transducers, high-frequency transducers, linear transducers, measurement transducers, pressure transducers, torque transducers, ultrasound transducers; power supply units for helicopters and rotorcraft; electric accumulators for helicopters and rotorcraft; electric valves (thermionic), solenoid valves, magnetic valves for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; electric regulators and supply voltage regulators for helicopters and rotorcraft; commutators, collectors and rectifiers for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; electric inverters for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; electric switches for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; pressure switches for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; electric actuators for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; fuel supply regulators, fuel flow regulators and fuel quantity regulators for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; timers (time recording instruments and time recording apparatus) for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; transponders for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; transmitters for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; transceivers for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; radio transmitters, radio receivers and radio signal tuners for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; antennas, and antenna installations and antenna systems consisting thereof and satellite dishes, modems, telephone apparatus and telephone receivers for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; amplifiers for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; headphones, microphones, loudspeakers for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; cameras, camcorders and infrared cameras for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; electronic card readers for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; radars and radar systems for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; alarm installations, alarms and alarm equipment for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; emergency locator transmitters for helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for flight control of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for navigation assistance and flight guidance assistance for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for managing and recording flight data for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for the design, production, manufacture, testing, maintenance, servicing and repair of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; apparatus, parts, components and fittings for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft and equipments adapted thereto; data acquisition software and data processing software for the design, production, manufacture, control, flying, guidance, navigation, monitoring, security, maintenance, servicing and repair of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for support during the regulating of parameters for apparatus used for flight control, flight data records, noise reduction, collision avoidance, flight simulation, navigation, surveillance, control, guidance, navigation, flying, maintenance, servicing and repair of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for support during the search and remediation (troubleshooting) of faults and malfunctions, damage, mechanical faults and defects and the exchange and replacement of expired and worn parts of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for displaying malfunctions, faults, failures, breakdowns and abnormalities in aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft and for suggesting countermeasures for repair; computer software for digital cartography for use in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for the preparation and creation of flight plans for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for mission planning for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for the presentation of flight reports for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for tracking and locating aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for the identification and authentication of individuals for use in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; computer software for encoding, decoding, encryption, decryption of data for use in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; artificial vision systems and enhanced vision systems, namely computer hardware and computer software systems and computer software systems for displaying a realistic three-dimensional representation of the external world and for adding real-time information recorded by sensors installed on helicopters and rotorcraft, to support aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft during flight and navigation through the enhancement of the situational perception and situation-dependent awareness of the pilot; daytime-vision goggles, residual light amplification goggles for use in helicopters and rotorcraft, maintenance and servicing equipment (maintenance kits) for helicopters and rotorcraft; first-aid kit; computer software predominantly comprising computer hardware and computer software, sensors, cables and wires, for measuring and analysing vibrations in the main and tail rotors, transmission shafts and other dynamic components and assemblies and providing of computerised tuning (setting) of flight parameters; testing installations and testing stands for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; testing means for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, electronic apparatus and equipment consisting thereof for helicopters and rotorcraft and flight simulators for helicopters and rotorcraft; flight simulators for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; flight simulation software for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; flight manuals (handbooks) and maintenance and servicing manuals (handbooks) for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft in electronic format, being recorded on computer-readable media or being downloadable; electronic publications with regard to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, being recorded on for video games; fire extinguishers for use in helicopters and rotorcraft; electric sockets.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; forehead lamps; electric pocket torches; lighting apparatus and lighting devices for helicopters and rotorcraft; heating apparatus and heating equipment for helicopters and rotorcraft; air treatment installations, ventilating
apparatus and air conditioning apparatus for helicopters and rotorcraft.

Cl.12; Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion and propulsion by land, air, water or rail; aircraft; spacecraft; carrier rockets (spacecraft); air balloons; aircraft components, included in this class; aeronautical apparatus; remote control aircraft; screw-propellers; military vehicles for transport, in particular aircraft; seat covers for vehicles; aircraft of all kinds; unmanned aircraft; drones (missiles); apparatus, machine equipment and devices for aviation and space travel; military aircraft; helicopters and rotorcraft; helicopters and rotorcraft and structural parts therefor, fittings and connectors, dynamic components and equipment, included in this class; fuselages for helicopters and rotorcraft; tail booms for helicopters and rotorcraft; main rotors and tail rotors for helicopters and rotorcraft; rotor blades for helicopters and rotorcraft; screw-propellers for helicopters and rotorcraft; landing wheels for helicopters and rotorcraft; shock absorbers for helicopters and rotorcraft; windows for helicopters and rotorcraft; glass panels for helicopters and rotorcraft; seats for helicopters and rotorcraft; seat covers for helicopters and rotorcraft; seat cushions and seat padding for helicopter and rotorcraft seats; seat belts for helicopter and rotorcraft seats; restraining belts for helicopter and rotorcraft seats; upholstery for helicopters and rotorcraft; interior linings for helicopters and rotorcraft; joysticks, levers and pedals for controlling helicopters and rotorcraft (structural parts for helicopters and rotorcraft); petrol tanks and gas tanks, and tank caps and gas caps for helicopters and rotorcraft; protective strips for helicopters and rotorcraft; protective strips for rotor blades for helicopters and rotorcraft; wings and blades for helicopters and rotorcraft; landing gear and undercarriages for helicopters and rotorcraft; brakes for helicopters and rotorcraft; doors for helicopters and rotorcraft; fittings and connectors for all of the aforesaid goods (included in this class); parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.13; Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fireworks; rockets (projectiles), remote control projectiles, missiles; signal rockets; visors and sights, other than telescopic sights, for firearms; visors and sights, other than telescopic sights, for cannons and guns (artillery); rifles of metal.

Cl.14; Precious metals and their alloys (raw or semi-processed); jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; key rings and chains (trinkets or fobs); pins; key straps, key cords; tie pins; trophies, in particular crystal balls; trophies in precious metals; jewellery boxes and jewellery cases (in precious metals); necklaces; bracelets; bangles; earrings; rings.

Cl.16; Paper, cardboard, bags of paper or cardboard, goods for packaging, packing and storage purposes of paper or cardboard, printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; caskets” materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers” type; printing blocks, printing forms; fountain pens and nibs; leaflets; posters; labels, not of textile; flags of paper; postcards; calendars; aerial photographs and satellite images; geographical maps; topographical maps; geographical pictures and images; geographical lists, graphics, diagrams and drawings; geographical surveys and studies; business cards; holders for business cards; paper bags, paper sacks and conical paper bags; books; college exercise books, note books, jotters; globes; desk mats; passport cases and passport sleeves; personal organisers; printed matter, in particular books, manuals (handbooks), magazines, periodicals, illustrated magazines, journals, newspapers, catalogues, pamphlets, all in relation to helicopters and rotorcraft.

Cl.17; Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica (raw or semi-processed); plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal; carbon fibres, other than for textile use; plastic fibres, not for textile use.

Cl.18; Leather and imitations of leather (raw or semi-processed); animal skins, hides; trunk and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; handbags; shopping bags; bags for sports; leather cases, leather trunks; suitcase tags (of leather); luggage tags, luggage stickers; luggage straps; vanity cases, not fitted, make-up cases; luggage, bags; pocket wallets, purses, coin purses, CD wallets; backpacks; card cases; valises, in particular valises of leather; leather cases for credit cards; cases and sleeves for business cards; bags and trunks of leather and imitations of leather; briefcases.

Cl.19; Non-metallic transportable buildings and structures.

Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paintbrushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; mugs; cups; bottles; vacuum flasks; signboards of porcelain or glass; ironing boards.

Cl.24; Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers; fabric, impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons; banners; flags, not of paper; furniture coverings of textile; loose covers for furniture; curtains of textile or plastic; fabrics for textile use; textile labels; textile fabrics; towels (bath towels,erry towels); place mats of plastic; blankets (bed blankets, travelling rugs, children’s blankets).

Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, headgear; scarves, headscarves; ties; caps (headwear); anoraks, parkas, jackets (clothing); Tee-shirts, polo shirts; clothing of leather and imitations of leather; flip-flops.

Cl.28; Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; scale model vehicles and parts therefor (included in this class), in particular models of aircraft and in particular model aeroplanes; toy vehicles; paragliders; jigsaw puzzles; playing cards; kites; inflatable toys, in particular aircraft; balloons; balls for sports and games; building blocks (toys); games with building blocks; dominos and domino games; electronic targets; flying discs in particular frisbees (toys); mobiles (toys); plush toys, stuffed toys; swimming pools (toys); radio control toys, in particular in the form of vehicles of all kinds; construction sets for scale models; snow globes; teddy bears; toys; belts, in particular for weightlifting (sporting articles); sticks, in particular golf clubs; bags especially designed for sports articles; discuses for sports; repair tools for lawns (golf equipment and golf accessories); golf gloves; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf balls; hang-gliders, paragliders; skis, in particular for use on snow and water; surfboards; bags especially designed for skis and surfboards; toy vehicles with radio control; scale model vehicles of helicopters and rotorcraft.
Cl.29; Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.31; Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt.

Cl.32; Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33; Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.34; Tobacco; smokers’ articles; matches.

Cl.35; Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; professional business and organisational consultancy in the aviation and space travel sector; marketing studies; marketing for aircraft and parts therefor; organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; business administration of an airport, in particular management, administration and organisation of an airport; events for advertising and sales promotion; sponsorship in the form of advertising; business management for participants in sporting events; organisation and conducting of sporting events for advertising and sales promotion; advertising and promotion, in particular advertising and promotion of the goods and services of others through sponsorship; compilation and systemization of data into databases and legal databases; business management of services for exchanging of correspondence, in particular管理和 administration of correspondence, for others; presentation of goods on communications media of all kinds for sale, in particular direct sale of satellite-generated images or products derived from two-dimensional or three-dimensional satellite images, geographical maps and topographical maps consisting of images generated by satellites or antenna systems, digital evaluation models or contour line models in the form of coordinate grids for components encoded by elevation and receiving antennas; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases and computer memories, in particular of images generated by satellites or antenna systems, input of high-resolution and very high-resolution digital images generated by satellites; retail and wholesale services of images generated by satellites, in particular geographical images, geographical maps and topographical maps consisting of images generated by satellites; online presentation of images generated by satellites, in particular geographical images, geographical maps and topographical maps consisting of images generated by satellites or antenna systems, with a view to the sale of the aforesaid goods and providing of commercial information relating to the aforesaid goods; procurement and providing of business information; business consultancy; business consultancy with regard to Internet communications; procurement and providing of business information with regard to advertising, namely for industries, the fire brigade and government; advertising, business management, business administration and office functions, all being in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; professional business and organizational logistics management in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; business consultancy in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; charitable services, namely organisation and organizational development of projects with the aim of improving the life of underprivileged people, impoverished people, people with disabilities and sick people; charitable services, namely organisation and organizational development of projects with the aim of supporting developing countries through organizational advancing and supporting their autonomy; purchasing (procurement services) of replacement parts, fittings, dynamic components and equipment for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, for others; preparation and management of administrative documents belonging to a fleet of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, for others; retail and wholesale services in connection with the sale of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, replacement parts, fittings, dynamic components and equipment, procurement of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, replacement parts, determination and analysis of price and availability of replacement parts, through a website, place orders, arrange the return of replacement parts for repair and reconditioning, order technical publications, track orders, view invoices and request information; preparation and conducting of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft

Cl.36; Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; real estate transactions; financing services; monetary transactions; financial transactions; leasing, loans (financing), financing of instalment plan purchases; hire purchase financing, credit financing; financial sponsorship; evaluation of patents; financial evaluation of industrial property rights and copyrights; conducting of financial transactions; capital investments; conducting and arranging of asset investments; apartment house management; financial services, in particular acquisition of securities of all kinds by means of purchasing and assumption, in particular capital issues; financial and asset management for securities of all kinds, company shares, bonds and other stock market quotations; portfolio management (financial affairs) and financial portfolio valuation of stock market quotations, management for financial management, for others; providing and procurement of financial data for assisting during the underwriting of agricultural insurance; analysis and research in the field of agricultural risk analysis; agricultural analysis and providing of reports relating thereto; providing and analysis of financial reports; financial market analysis and providing of reports relating thereto; providing of financial and insurance reports; services in the field of financial and monetary affairs; services in connection with insurance contracts of all kinds; services rendered by banks of all kinds or institutions related thereto, including currency exchanges or settlement agencies; services rendered by credit cooperatives, financial companies, money lenders; financial services of investment companies, holding companies; securities and commodities brokerage; trusteeships; issuing of travellers’ cheques and letters of credit; services rendered by property managers in relation to rental or appraisal or by capital investors; consultancy services for insured people, and services in relation to the conclusion of insurance contracts; banking; banking by means of online banking; financial evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); home banking; savings banks; financial clearing; building contractor services, namely financial preparation for building projects; development of usage concepts for real estate with regard to financial matters (facility management) (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); financial sponsoring; financial consultancy (credit consultancy); financial business liquidation services; mergers and acquisitions, namely financial consultancy during the purchase or sale of companies, and company shares; mutual funds; financial management; fiduciary; investment services; providing of investment facilities (financial services); providing of investment facilities in relation to goods indices; investment consultancy; financial consultancy; financial valuation, 6642
financial analysis and fiscal evaluation; gathering, providing and dissemination of financial information in relation to goods indices; information and consultancy in relation to the aforesaid services; credit and insurance services; real estate transactions, including via the Internet; issuance of credit cards; financial services; banking transactions, banking, financial transactions, financial analysis, financial services, financing services, collecting of outstanding payments, lending, leasing, particular of installations, land, machinery, vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air, water, rail and in space, in particular aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, spacecraft and satellites; real estate affairs, real estate transactions, real estate brokers, assessment and valuation of real estate, real estate consultancy, providing of information relating to real estate, real estate management, rent collection; insurance underwriting, insurance consultancy, insurance information, underwriting of insurance, guarantees; savings banks, financial consultancy and procurement of contracts for pensions, capital investments for pensions, pension savings; financial valuation (insurance, banking, real estate), financial information, forming of joint investment funds, placement of funds, monetary transactions, actuarial services, factoring, credit bureaux, stock exchange quotations, stock brokerage services, savings banks, capital investment, services in connection with the issuance of credit cards, services in connection with the issuance of debit cards, exchanging money, cheque verification, issuing of travellers’ cheques, issuing of bank cheques, depositing of valuables in safe, settlement services (exchange transactions), insurance brokerage, instrument of values,inscription of credit cards, insurance of credit cards, deposit of tokens of value, online services in the field of financial services; fiscal assessment; electronic capital transfer; real estate management; asset management; provision of life insurance, marine transport insurance, accident insurance, fire insurance, health insurance, home insurance, provision of rent guarantee insurance, rental of flats, rental of office space, mortgage banking, banking, financial transactions, monetary transactions, instalment loans, financial sponsoring, provision of loans (financing), financial transactions, direct banking (home banking), financial consultancy regarding capital formation; information, consultancy and assistance in relation to banking, finances and money; online services in the field of banking, financial affairs, insurance underwriting and real estate affairs via telecommunications networks (including mobile telephones), data transmission networks and data communications networks, in particular the Internet and Intranets via electronic websites; provision of real estate insurance; financial affairs in relation to real estate and land; development of financial usage concepts in relation to real estate and land; (considered too vague by the International Chamber of Commerce Regulations); facility management in relation to real estate and land; assessment and valuation of real estate and land; online services in the fields of banking, financial affairs, monetary affairs, insurance underwriting and real estate affairs via telecommunications networks (including mobile telephones), telematics and data communications networks in the form of the Internet and Intranets via electronic websites; consultancy in relation to capital market trading; providing of the aforesaid services online from a computer database or via the Internet; credit and loans for the financing of aircraft, spacecraft, satellites, helicopters and rotorcraft; financial services in relation to the leasing of aircraft, spacecraft, satellites, helicopters and rotorcraft; insurance services for guarantee for aircraft, spacecraft, satellites, helicopters and rotorcraft; financial sponsorship events and meetings in the field of aircraft, spacecraft, satellites, helicopters and rotorcraft; procurement of charitable financial resources; charitable services, namely procurement of financial support for developing countries for advancing their autonomy

Cl.37;Building construction; repair in the field of the aviation and space travel industry and the defence and security industry; installation services in the field of the aviation and space travel industry and the defence and security industry; building construction with regard to the field of aviation and space travel, in particular in the field of airports and rocket launch areas; repair, maintenance and disassembly, in particular in the field of vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, and of drive motors; maintenance of computer hardware; vehicle service stations (refuelling and maintenance); fuelling of vehicles; in-flight refuelling; maintenance of measuring instruments, tensioning devices, tools and replacement parts; building, construction, assembly, installation and repair of devices for carrier rockets, spacecraft and satellites; building, construction, assembly, installation and repair of carrier rockets, spacecraft and satellites; consultancy regarding repair and maintenance in the form of assistance, help and support in the event of faults and defects in aircraft, spacecraft and satellites (repair); information in relation to the repair of aircraft; providing and procurement of information in relation to the repair of aircraft; installation of hardware for mechanical, electric and computer interfaces between a satellite and a launch rocket, in particular carrier rockets; installation of satellites on carrier rockets; installation of satellites and spacecraft on carrier rockets, in particular mechanical assembly, connection (installation) of electronic and computer connections (hardware); construction, installation, building and expansion of installations, in particular satellites and ground stations and equipment relating thereto; information in relation to repair and construction, building and expansion of installations and equipment in the aeronautics sector; repair of vehicles and apparatus for locomotion and propulsion by land, air or water, including unmanned aircraft, aircraft, drones and drive motors; installation, repair, maintenance and servicing of electric and electronic installations, equipment, apparatus and devices, in particular for aeronautics, and of encryption installations, instruments, apparatus and devices; services in the field of recycling and disassembly of the aforesaid goods; repair, maintenance and servicing in the field of vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, and drive motors; repair, in particular in the field of vehicles and apparatus and parts thereof for locomotion by land, air or water, and drive motors; installation, expansion, maintenance, servicing, repair and reconditioning of helicopters and rotorcraft, components, structural parts, fittings and connectors, dynamic components and equipment thereof; installation, expansion, maintenance, servicing, repair and reconditioning of main rotors and tail rotors for helicopters and rotorcraft, rotor blades for helicopters and rotorcraft; avionics equipment and apparatus for helicopters and rotorcraft; maintenance, servicing, repair, installation and technical updating of a fleet of helicopters and rotorcraft to comply with the requirements of national, foreign, civil and military legislative and regulatory requirements; inspection of helicopters and rotorcraft before maintenance, servicing and repair; adaptation of helicopters and rotorcraft to customer requests (installation); painting and vanishing of helicopters and rotorcraft; installation, expansion, maintenance, servicing and repair of aircraft, telecommunications machines, apparatus and devices, all being for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; installation, expansion, maintenance, servicing and repair of aircraft, telecommunications machines, apparatus and devices, all being for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; installation, expansion, maintenance, servicing and repair of aircraft, telecommunications machines, apparatus and devices, all being for use in the field of helicopters and rotorcraft; technical support, namely technical consultancy in the field of the maintenance, servicing, repair and reconditioning of helicopters and rotorcraft; rental of machines and tools for the maintenance and servicing of helicopters and rotorcraft; information in relation to the repair, maintenance, servicing and reconditioning of helicopters and rotorcraft; providing and procurement of information via Internet websites offering information relating to the maintenance, servicing, repair and reconditioning
of helicopters and rotorcraft; installation, expansion, maintenance, servicing, repair and reconditioning of equipment and apparatus installed in helicopters and rotorcraft, in particular avionics equipment and avionics apparatus, flight control apparatus, flight instruments, navigation apparatus and navigation instruments, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving apparatus and instruments, electronic apparatus and data processing or reproduction of sound, images or data, data processing apparatus and devices, computers, computer hardware, machines, apparatus and devices for telecommunications; planning, scheduling and preparation of appointments and follow-up appointments relating to second appointments therefor for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, replacement parts, fittings, dynamic components and equipment, for others; construction consultancy; condition monitoring of aircraft by means of software

Cl.38: Telecommunications; pager and mobile telephone communications, and other electronic communications; communications provided via fibre optic networks; telecommunications via satellite; communications via computer terminals; providing of telecommunications connections to a global computer network; telephone services; transmission of messages and information; rental of telecommunications apparatus and telecommunications devices; rental of apparatus for image transmission, transmission of high-resolution images; communications via computer terminals, radio and television broadcasting; cellular telephone communication; satellite transmission; rental of access time to computer databases and computer data memories; rental of access time to computers for data processing; telecommunications via satellite and satellite constellations; data transmission via satellites and satellite constellations; rental of telecommunications networks of multi-utility companies; electronic message transmission via the Internet, Extranets and Intranets; communications via radio, telephone, telegraphy and all other ways of remote data transmission, via videotext, in particular via terminals, computer peripheral apparatus or electronic and/or digital apparatus, video telephones and video conferences; data transmission, in particular in packet-switched operation mode, sending and transmission of electronic documents, e-mail services; forwarding of telephone calls or telecommunications messages; mobile telephone services; broadcasting of radio and television programmes and multimedia in the form of texts and/or still or live images and/or sound (music, sound or voices) for interactive or other use (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); communications via data networks in general; telecommunications via satellites and satellite constellations; electronic transmission of messages and data (messaging) via the Internet, Extranets and Intranets; communications via radio, telephone, telegraphy and remote data transmission devices of all kinds via interactive videography and in particular on terminals, computer peripheral apparatus or electronic and/or digital apparatus, via video telephones and video conferences; transmission of encrypted messages (such as electronic messages and data and encoded electronic messages and data) in particular for the transmission of messages, in particular the transmission, and sending of computerised and computer-readable documents; e-mail services; services in the field of the transmission and forwarding of calls or telecommunications services; services in the field of mobile radio; rental of modem peripheral apparatus; rental of access times to database servers; telecommunications, electronic data transmission, data transmission via computer servers; radio communications, computerised transmission of messages and images; sending and receiving of data, signals and information, being processed by telematics apparatus and telematics devices, computers or telecommunications apparatus, telecommunications devices and telecommunications instruments; electric and electronic exchange of computerised and computer-readable data; wireless and secure e-mail services and data transmission; electronic message transmission; electric and electronic monitoring, sending and receiving of data, signals, images and information, transmission of encrypted messages and images; teleinformatics via terminals; services relating to secure communications via radio telephones and mobile telephones; transmission via satellite; data transmission, data transfer and services for providing online access to data, in particular in the fields of satellite navigation and positioning, media for navigation and position data; preparation, providing of access to available data and information; computerised processing of position and navigation signals, and data for simulations and experiments; preparation, providing of telecommunications data and telecommunications information on the Internet; secure communication (transmission) of data and voice data, for others; providing access to software platforms guaranteeing user authentication, data integrity and data privacy, and file acceptance; transmission of documents or electronic data via electronic networks, including the Internet, and access to the aforesaid documents or electronic data; providing access to software platforms for services in connection with the encryption and signing of files, documents or electronic data, for others; providing access to software platforms for services in connection with the secure transfer of files, documents, data or electronic payments via electronic networks, including telephone networks and the Internet; providing access to telecommunications networks; providing access to the Internet; access to the Internet; provision of the access to the Internet; providing access to the Internet; computerised transmission of messages and images, in particular high-resolution and very high-resolution images and geographical information; satellite transmission of messages and images, in particular high-resolution and very high-resolution images and geographical information; providing access to databases and data memories, in particular databases and data memories containing images recorded from satellites or antenna systems; transmission of data from digital contour line models and geographical information; access to electronic databases and data memories and centres for information retrieval; in particular for drawings, images, photos, charts, maps, lists, aerial photographs, satellite images, surface models, in particular rental of access times, organisation and management of access authorisations; communications in connection with data transmission on computer networks; provision of access to databases and data memories on the Internet, in particular providing access to software; (computerised) transmission of data and images, in particular for global communications networks (the Internet) or for private or user-restricted networks (Intranets); communications means of computer terminals, radio and television broadcasts, means of computer terminals, radio and television broadcasts, means of computer terminals, radio and television broadcasts; telecommunications in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; providing access to Internet portals in relation to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; transmission of messages, news and information in relation to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft by means of electronic communications networks; providing access to computer databases and computer memories containing data in relation to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft

Cl.39: Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; air transport; storage of aircraft and aircraft parts; freighting; vehicle rental; air traffic management; traffic information; flight safety, in particular providing of information and advice relating to flight safety, technical and operational audits and risk management strategies, traffic supervision measures, traffic guidance measures and pilotage; services for the operation of airports, in particular handling and organisation of an airport and securing and handling of flight operation (air transport); flight consultancy, in particular information regarding flights; arranging of travel tours; recovery and recycling of aircraft and aircraft parts; rental of aircraft and aerial vehicles; positioning and remote control of satellites and spacecraft, in particular launching and suspension of satellites, for others; flight tracking; transport by means of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; stockpiling (warehousing) of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft and replacement parts therefor, for others; leasing of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; charitable services, namely transport by means of aircraft, helicopters and
rotorcraft in disaster zones for the provision of urgent humanitarian aid; logistics, shipping, warehousing in relation to replacement aircraft parts; warehousing of replacement parts, fittings, dynamic components and equipment for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, for others; warehouse management and inventory control in the field of replacement parts, fittings, dynamic components and equipment for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, for others; planning and coordination in the field of the transport of replacement parts, fittings, dynamic components and equipment for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, for others

**Cl.40:** Treatment of materials; printing; reclamation, recovery, recycling and reuse of aircraft and aircraft parts; editing and processing of aerial photographs, satellite images, monochrome or multi-spectral photographs, for others; editing and processing of space images; custom manufacturing of helicopters and rotorcraft according to the orders and specifications of others

**Cl.41:** Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; providing of training in the field of aviation and space travel; organisation of aviation and space travel exhibitions for information, providing of training and further training and entertainment purposes; videotape film production; teaching and instruction, education and entertainment; correspondence courses; publication of texts, illustrations, books, newspapers, periodicals, illustrated magazines, magazines, publications in all fields and all forms, comprising electronic and digital publications, publications on sound recording carriers and/or image carriers, multimedia carriers (in particular interactive discs, digital sound CD-ROMs) of multimedia programs (computerised editing of texts and/or still or moving images); organisation of introductory and advanced academic events in all fields of general interest; organisation of further training in all fields of general interest; organisation of seminars, study courses and courses; organisation of lectures, forums, congresses and colloquiums; production of radio and television programmes, audiovisual and multimedia programmes (film and recording studios), in particular computerised editing of texts and/or still or moving images and/or music or other sounds and/or noises, for interactive or other use; organisation of concerts, games and/or other events; organisation of exhibitions, games and/or other presentations (entertainment); production of radio and television information and entertainment programmes, for radio and television information programmes and for radio and television entertainment, audiovisual and multimedia programmes (services of film and recording studios), in particular computerised editing of texts and/or still or moving images and/or music or other sounds and noises, for interactive or other use; organisation of shows; production and rental of films and cassettes, including video cassettes, and sound recording or video carriers and multimedia carriers of all kinds in general (in particular interactive discs, digital sound CD-roms); rental of books and other publications; operation of games libraries for loaning and distribution of games, in particular electronic games, through a franchisee, in particular providing of basic training for employees; editing, in particular editing of texts; providing of news reports, photojournalism; translation; rental of recorders, in particular cassette recorders; recording of films on video cassettes and videotapes; practical training, instruction (teaching) and demonstration in the fields of defence, monitoring, communications and security, reconnaissance and geography; organisation and conducting of courses, practical workshops, seminars, training; editing and publication of books, printed matter, and film productions, also stored on CD-ROMs, solely in the fields of reconnaissance and geography for defence and security purposes; publication of books and periodicals online; publishing, other than printing; computer courses relating to the operation, performance and security of information and position determining systems; preparation and conducting of colloquia in the field of the exploitation of satellite data and products derived therefrom; preparation and conducting of conferences in the field of the exploitation of satellite data and products derived therefrom; preparation and conducting of meetings and congresses in the field of the exploitation of satellite data and products derived therefrom; preparation and conducting of seminars in the field of the exploitation of satellite data and products derived therefrom; photography, organisation of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes, photojournalism, publication of texts, other than publicity texts, in the field of the exploitation of satellite data and products derived therefrom; electronic publication of books and online magazines in the field of the exploitation of satellite data and products derived therefrom; production of television programmes; education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting activities, cultural activities, information relating to educational and entertainment events, film production, services relating to digital images, publication of books; providing of training for aircraft, helicopter and rotorcraft pilots; providing of training for mechanics, technicians and engineers in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; providing of training by means of flight simulators for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; providing of training for mechanics, technicians and engineers in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; organisation of conferences, speeches, talks, courses, seminars, workshops in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft and dissemination of training material in connection therewith; conducting of courses, conferences, seminars, workshops in relation to the management, repair, maintenance, servicing and reconditioning of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft and flight security and dissemination of training material in connection therewith; publication of books, magazines, periodicals, newspapers, illustrated magazines, catalogues and pamphlets in relation to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; provision of training and maintenance and servicing manuals (handbooks) in relation to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; online library services, namely providing of electronic library services for the supply of electronic information in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; providing and procurement of non-downloadable electronic publications in relation to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; production of training videos in relation to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; providing and procurement of websites offering information regarding the training of aircraft pilots, helicopter pilots and rotorcraft pilots, mechanics, technicians and engineers; organisation of air shows and flying demonstrations and exhibitions in relation to aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft for information purposes; organisation of educational events; charitable services, namely education, training and vocational guidance and educational support for underprivileged young people in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; providing of training for flight personnel; providing of training for maintenance and servicing; operational training; development of aids for the providing of training; educational support and development of training concepts during the creation of training centres

**Cl.42:** Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer programming; industrial, scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis; testing of computer system installations; computer programming for the creation and recovery of computer data in databases; scientific and technological consultancy, other than commercial; engineering with the aim of providing scientific and technological evaluations, calculations, research and opinions in the field of science and technology; engineering, services in the fields of physics and chemistry; technical consultancy, assessment, research, testing and monitoring in the field of technology, in particular with regard to transport, environmental protection, energy technology; material testing; providing of weather information, in particular weather forecasting; design of computer graphics; engineering, engineering (technical assessment); software maintenance; mechanical research; research in the field of aviation and space travel; technological services in the field of flight simulation; technical project studies; research and consultancy in the field of
measurement, characterisation and verification, scientific, technical and technological examination, digitalisation through scanning and sampling of electromagnetic fields; scientific and technological engineering evaluations, assessments, appraisals and research in the technological field of data processing, data analysis and data conversion; creation (design, development) of database programs; conducting of technical tests, examinations, verification, analyses and/or monitoring of devices, equipment, designs and systems, primarily related to vehicles, air and water (in particular helicopters, rotary-wing aircraft and drones); scientific, technical and technological development, optimisation, performance monitoring and testing of methods, algorithms and processing and software modules for the computerised processing of signals belonging to vehicles and apparatus for locomotion and propulsion by land, air and water (in particular helicopters, rotary-wing aircraft and drones); inspections (technical examination), technical tests, technical analyses and/or monitoring of system algorithms for generating data; engineering in the field of performance monitoring and testing in relation to vehicles and apparatus for locomotion and propulsion by land, air or water (in particular helicopters, rotary-wing aircraft and drones); engineering in the field of signal testing and verification; engineering in the field of the development of algorithms and methods for computerised signal processing; scientific evaluation, assessment and appraisal of the preparation and providing of results, in particular in the form of analytical reports, graphics, charts and diagrams; scientific and technological engineering services and research and design relating thereto in the field of equipment and systems for locomotion or propulsion by land, air and/or water, and in the field of the development and adaptation of telecommunications networks and radio communications networks in relation to vehicles and apparatus for locomotion and propulsion by land, air or water (in particular helicopters, rotary-wing aircraft and drones); design, development and updating (for others) of software (recorded programs) for the management, administration, architecture, configuration and protection of local or remote networks for speech, images, data and multimedia data communication networks belonging to vehicles and apparatus for locomotion and propulsion by land, air or water (in particular helicopters, rotary-wing aircraft and drones); design, development and updating (for others) of software (recorded programs) for the design, development, management and securing of access to computer and Internet protocol (IP) networks, programming and maintenance of computer software for military, aviation and space travel applications; research and development of new products for military and aviation applications; network security services for the monitoring and analysis of data traffic within information technology networks; engineering in the field of technological services, namely procurement of data generated by earth observation satellites, precision measurements of terrain models, physical measurements (characterisation of objects observed from the ground in accordance with spectral signatures, atmospheric influences, geometric and radiometric models from on board cameras); research and design in the field of imaging methods by means of satellite and the exploitation of related data, namely design of processing methods for observation data from satellites, development of processing protocols for the exploitation of satellite data with the aim of producing geographical information and engineering in connection with the programming of aerial photographs from a network of observation satellites; industrial analysis and research in the field of satellite imagery and the exploitation of related data; radar research, imaging methods by means of radar; design and development of methods and assessment methods; regeneration (recovery) of databases; consultancy services relating to research in the field of environmental protection; conversion of data and computer programs (other than physical conversion); technical examination, assessment and surveying; examination, assessment and surveying of oil fields; geological assessment and surveying; geological research; analysis of the exploitation of oil fields; land surveying; crude oil exploration; town planning; production and maintenance of websites, for others; geological exploration; research in the field of cartographical products, country coverage maps and land registers; technical engineering information and queries with regard to the presentation of online images generated by satellites, in particular geographical images, geographical maps and topographical maps consisting of images generated via satellites and antenna systems; services relating to technical information and queries with regard to the following products: satellite images, in particular geographical images, geographical maps and topographical maps consisting of images generated by satellites and antenna systems; computerised services relating to the digital image processing and analysis of aerial photographs or satellite images (monochrome or multi-spectral); physics (research); engineering, or information technology services in connection with computerised services in relation to the processing of aerial photographs, satellite images (monochrome or multi-spectral) or design of database programs for global digital contour line models; scientific and technological studies and projects for developing and validation of geo-data in relation to digital contour line models; industrial analysis and research based on digital contour line models for use in the processing and orthorectification of other geo-data and images, modelling of geophysical processes on earth, calculating signal dispersion in the telecommunications industry and logistics and security applications in transport (aeronautics, vehicles); technical consultancy during the planning of critical systems and terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); analysis of the exploitation of oil fields and gas fields; design and development of computers and software, computer programming for industry, namely the fire brigade, police and government, with regard to operating systems, customer management, systems for the management of valuables, geographical information systems, computerised construction, real-time visualisation and mobile systems and configuration thereof for use on suitable computer hardware; industrial and scientific research; providing of meteorological information, in particular weather forecasting; design of software; design of computer images; engineering (technical evaluation and assessment); design, research, development, construction, technical planning and testing in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; design and development of computers, computer hardware, avionics, communications systems and navigation systems in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; design and development of flight simulators for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; design, development, installation, maintenance and updating of computer software in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; testing of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, in particular security tests; graphic design of schemes for the painting and varnishing of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; rental of flight simulators for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; technical consultancy in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; technical consultancy in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; technical consultancy in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; creation of integrated software programs for flight data capture and scientific and technological data processing (simultaneous, comprehensive and cross-functional recording and collection of relevant data and information from various sources), valuable data extraction (precise processing of data and information through observation, monitoring, filtering, reporting and correlation, of procured and retrieved data and simulation data, decision and optimisation assistance), collaboration between various knowledge areas (full access to processed data and information for all parties concerned) (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); design of comprehensive management software for the contents of documents relating to aircraft; design of online adaptation software (customisation) (editing, publishing) of documents relating to aircraft; design of software for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance and servicing of aircraft; design of software for the management of aircraft repairs; design of software for
flight analysis and aircraft security; design of software for the maintenance and servicing of aircraft; design of software in relation to aircraft pilots and flight personnel; design of flight performance software; engineering solutions for the modification of aircraft; development of customer service solutions for aircraft

Cl.43; Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; services for the providing of food and beverages; hotels; food and drink catering; restaurants; cafes; snack-bars; cafeterias.

Cl.45; Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; exploitation of patents, in particular through the issuing of licences and know-how licences; sale of patents; security consultancy; negotiation and exploitation of industrial property rights and copyrights, through the issuing of licences and know-how licences to others; sale of property rights and copyrights; security services for securing and handling of flight operations, flight security and flight monitoring; legal consultancy; franchising, namely granting of licences, management of copyrights; security services for the protection of property and individuals, in particular for air traffic and being sky marshals; legal evaluation of industrial property rights and copyrights; services rendered by the fire brigade, police and government; consultancy and information in the field of security for aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft; monitoring of a fleet consisting of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft for security purposes; legal consultancy with regard to compliance with official regulations in the field of aircraft, helicopters and rotorcraft, namely assessment of legal requirements and obligations and the effects thereof on customers
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Cl.7; Machines and apparatus for the plastics industry and/or for process engineering, in particular machines and apparatus for treatment and processing of plastics, and laboratory and pilot installations for plastics treatment and processing; rolling mills, in particular testing rolling mills, measuring rolling mills, and/or rubber rolling mills; calenders, in particular sheeting calenders, dual-roller calenders, laminating calenders, moulding calenders for trays and/or polishing calenders; squeezers, in particular plate presses, test presses, vacuum presses and/or high-temperature presses; kneaders, extrusion presses and extrusion installations, in particular two-roll kneading machines, twin-screw extruders, test extruders, measuring extruders, rubber extruders, pelletisers, in particular strand pelletisers and die-face pelletisers, pipe extrusion installations, co-extrusion installations, cast-film installations, extrusion coating installations and/or blown film installations; stretch installations; machines for production of extrudates for medical purposes; machines for manufacturing of medical compounds, moulding calenders, catheter tubes and/or infusion bags.

Cl.9; Testing installations, in particular installations for testing the purity of polymer melt, rheometers and installations for the optical testing of plastic products, in particular plastic foils.

Cl.42; Development of machines and/or apparatus for the plastics industry and for process engineering, in particular machines and apparatus for treatment and processing of plastics, and laboratory and pilot installations for plastics treatment and processing; development of rolling mills, in particular testing rolling mills, measuring rolling mills, and/or rubber rolling mills; development of calenders, in particular sheeting calenders, dual-roller calenders, laminating calenders, moulding calenders for trays and/or polishing calenders; development of presses, in particular plate presses, test presses, vacuum presses and/or high-temperature presses; development of kneaders, extruders and extrusion installations, in particular two-roll kneading machines, twin-screw extruders, test extruders, measuring extruders, rubber extruders, pelletisers, in particular strand pelletisers and die-face pelletisers, pipe extrusion installations, co-extrusion installations, cast-film installations, extrusion coating installations and/or blown film installations; development of stretching installations; development of testing installations, in particular installations for testing the purity of polymer melt, rheometers and installations for the optical testing of plastic products, in particular plastic foils; development of machines for production of extrudates for medical purposes; development of machines for manufacture of medical compounds, moulding calenders, catheter tubes and/or infusion bags.
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Cl.7; Hydraulic drives for circuit breaker, machinery and engines.

Cl.9; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; circuit breakers.
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Cl.9; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; computers, computer software and computer hardware used for controlling, monitoring and managing power generation and transmission and distribution of electricity; computers, computer software and computer hardware used for transferring, storing, saving, transforming and displaying data and information relating to power generation, power transmission and power distribution; computers, computer software and computer hardware used for controlling, monitoring and managing gas distribution (supply) and heat distribution (supply); computers, computer software and computer hardware used for transferring, storing, saving, transforming and displaying data and information relating to gas distribution (supply) and heat distribution (supply); computers, computer hardware; computer software; electronic machines and apparatus and their parts; electric communication machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; analyzing machines and instruments; measuring machines and instruments; materials for electricity mains (wires, cables); electric wires and cables; remote monitoring and control devices for power distribution (supply), gas distribution (supply) and heat distribution (supply); computerized remote monitoring devices used for monitoring and controlling power, gas and heat distribution (supply) installations via network communication; control devices for power consumption; control devices for saving power; devices for remote control and remote monitoring for energy consumption at building equipment.

Cl.37; Repair or maintenance of power-generating installations, electric transmission installations, power-receiving installations, power-distributing installations, and electric substation installations; operating, inspecting and repairing building equipment; operating, inspecting and repairing power-generating installations, electric transmission installations, and power-distributing installations; remote monitoring of operational situations and conditions of building equipment; providing information relating to remote monitoring of operational situations and conditions of building equipment; installing, repair or maintenance of control devices for saving power; repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of electronic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of electric communication machines and apparatus; remote monitoring of operational situations and conditions of building equipment for gas and heat distribution (supply); remote monitoring of operational situations and conditions of gas supply plants and heat supply plants; installing, inspecting, maintenance or management of gas equipment of buildings; construction, installation, inspecting, repair or maintenance of gas supply plants; construction or installation of heat supply plants; inspecting, repair or maintenance of heat supply plants; inspecting, repair or maintenance of heat supply equipment of buildings.

Cl.39; Storage and distribution of electricity; distribution of electricity using power network; distribution and transmission of electricity; providing information relating to distribution and transmission of electricity; consultancy relating to distribution or transmission of electricity; distribution of gas and providing information and consultancy therefor; distribution of heat and providing information and consultancy therefor.
Stanby

Priority claimed from 04/09/2014; Application No. : 2014-074842 ;Japan
3060747    30/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1250447]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA BIZREACH (BIZREACH, INC.)
15-1, Shibuya 2-chome, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0002 Japan
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing employment information via computer network or other means; information services relating to jobs and career opportunities; recruitment consultancy services.
Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications; providing temporary use of web-based software.
3722179 19/09/2017

[International Registration No. : 1382896]

Pluralsight, LLC
182 N. Union Avenue Farmington UT 84025 US

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Computer application software for mobile phones and for tablet computers and other hand-held computers, namely, software for accessing online courses of instruction and training and for downloading and using educational videos; downloadable video recordings featuring instruction and training in the fields of software development, website design, CAD engineering, structural architecture and construction, 3D design, 3D printing, video game development, video effects for movies, television, video games, and other multi-media products, business software, business project management, entrepreneurial skills, business leadership and management skills, marketing and advertising artwork and content creation, animation, illustration, and delivery, database servers, data in computational forms, structured query language (SQL) systems, software languages, data analysis products, data analytical methods, and information technology operations and management.

Cl.41; Educational services, namely, providing online and web-enabled courses of instruction and training at the professional and avocational levels in the fields of software development, website design, CAD engineering, structural architecture and construction, 3D design, 3D printing, video game development, video effects for movies, television, video games, and other multi-media products, business software, business project management, entrepreneurial skills, business leadership and management skills, marketing and advertising artwork and content creation, animation, illustration, and delivery, database servers, data in computational forms, structured query language (SQL) systems, software languages, data analysis products, data analytical methods, and information technology operations and management services, namely, providing educational assessments and vocational skills assessments in the nature of providing educational assessments in the field of vocational skills as it pertains to software development, website design, CAD engineering, structural architecture and construction, 3D design, 3D printing, video game development, video effects for movies, television, video games, and other multi-media products, business software, business project management, entrepreneurial skills, business leadership and management skills, marketing and advertising artwork and content creation, animation, illustration, and delivery, database servers, data in computational forms, structured query language (SQL) systems, software languages, data analysis products, data analytical methods, and information technology operations and management.
Priority claimed from 10/02/2017; Application No. : 016340713 ;European Union
3778655  03/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1391934]
Demp B.V.
Hagenweg 1F NL-4131 LX Vianen
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Dyestuffs; varnish; colorant dispersions for use in surface coating compositions; wood mordants; paints for
priming (coatings), protective coatings; thinners being coatings for plaster, paints and lacquers; paint dispersions,
derucoatings and glazes, thinners, paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of
wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and
artists; parts, fittings and auxiliary agents for the aforesaid goods, not included in other classes.
Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; coatings for walls, for interior and exterior use; sealing preparations for masonry
(building material), in particular spackling compound; pargets, in particular dispersion plaster, asphalt, pitch and
bitumen; cement, screed, plaster, gypsum, lime; mortar, adhesive mortar; concrete, flooring concrete, parts, fittings and
auxiliary preparations for the aforesaid goods, not included in other classes; roofing cement.
Cl.27;Wall hangings (not of textile); textile wallpaper.
PERFORMANCE THROUGH UNDERSTANDING

Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No.: 017193046; European Union

3834056 08/03/2018

[International Registration No.: 1401103]

SIDEL PARTICIPATIONS (société par actions simplifiée)
Avenue de la Patrouille de France F-76930 Octeville sur Mer France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.6; Moulds of metal for the manufacture of casts, empty packaging and containers.

Cl.7; Blow-moulding machines for the manufacture of hollow bodies, preforms, containers and bottles; preform feeder machines; preform orientation machines; machines for manufacturing stoppers or caps; machines for orienting stoppers or caps; wrapping machines; sealing (closing) machines; cutters [machines]; packing machines; conveyors [machines]; filling machines; utilisation machines; cutters; pallet packing machines; tray packers; pallet wrapping machines; labellers [machines]; machines for handling and sorting containers; packers and unpackers; palletising machines; de-palletising machines; washing apparatus and cleaning apparatus; machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); couplings and transmission belts (except for land vehicles); moulds (parts of machines).

Cl.9; Weighing machines; measuring apparatus; weighing, measuring, signalling, checking apparatus and instruments; industrial process control software and hardware; detectors; apparatus for monitoring and recording the performance of machinery.

Cl.11; Pasteurizers.

Cl.20; Packaging containers of plastic, bottle stoppers, bottle caps not of metal.

Cl.21; Containers and packaging of glass, bottles, insulated bottles, refrigerating bottles.
Priority claimed from 12/10/2016; Application No. : 015914849 ;European Union
3850807 07/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1402285]
ARNTZ BETEILIGUNGS GMBH & CO. KG
Corveyer Allee 15 37671 Höxter Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.7: Components for machines and machine parts, including drive belts, machine belts, power belts, V-belts, twin V-belts, V-ribbed belts, poly V-belts, variable speed belts, twin V-ribbed belts, toothed belts, synchronous belts, cam belts, double-sided toothed belts, flat belts, multi-groove belts, coupling belts, link belts, conveyor belts, cams for belts, pulleys, V-belt pulleys, toothed-belt pulleys, V-ribbed belt pulleys; components for machines and machine parts, including bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, connectors, joint connectors, hubs, sleeves, tension and deflection pulleys; lifting belts (for machines); winding cutting machines; machine parts for transmissions for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by air and/or water including drive belts, machine belts, power belts, V-belts, twin V-belts, V-ribbed belts, poly V-belts, variable speed belts, twin V-ribbed belts, toothed belts, synchronous belts, cam belts, double-sided toothed belts, flat belts, multi-groove belts, coupling belts, link belts, conveyor belts, cams for belts, pulleys, V-belt pulleys, toothed-belt pulleys, V-ribbed belt pulleys; machine parts for motors and engines for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by air and/or water, including bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, connectors, including panel connectors, joint connectors, hubs, sleeves, tension and deflection pulleys, pulleys, bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, cams for belts, hubs, sleeves, tension and deflection pulleys, connectors, including panel connectors, joint connectors, machine parts for motors and engines for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, including bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, connectors, including panel connectors, joint connectors, hubs, sleeves, tension and deflection pulleys, pulleys, bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, cams for belts, hubs, sleeves, tension and deflection pulleys, connectors, including panel connectors, joint connectors.

Cl.12: Parts for transmissions for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, including drive belts, machine belts, power belts, V-belts, twin V-belts, V-ribbed belts, poly V-belts, variable speed belts, twin V-ribbed belts, toothed belts, synchronous belts, cam belts, double-sided toothed belts, flat belts, multi-groove belts, coupling belts, link belts, conveyor belts, cams for belts, pulleys, V-belt pulleys, toothed-belt pulleys, V-ribbed belt pulleys; parts for gear boxes for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, including bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, connectors, including panel connectors, joint connectors; parts for gear boxes for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by air and/or water, including bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, connectors, including panel connectors, joint connectors; parts for gear boxes for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, including bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, connectors, including panel connectors, joint connectors;
sleeves, tension and deflection pulleys, pulleys, bushings, clamping elements, clamping plates, cams for belts, hubs, sleeves, tension and deflection pulleys, connectors, including panel connectors, joint connectors.

Cl.17; Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, mica, including all of the aforesaid goods being synthetic, and goods made from all of the aforesaid goods in the form of panels, foils, blocks, balls, threads, granulates, chips, solutions, profiles, shaped parts, blanks, powders, composite materials, elastomeric polymers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in class 17.
Priority claimed from 21/11/2017; Application No. : 87693424 ;United States of America
3853008    15/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1403937]
GLOBAL BLOOD THERAPEUTICS, INC.
171 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 300 South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5; Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders such as sickle cell disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hypoxic and hypoxemic conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pulmonary disorders such as idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and acute lung injury; and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancers and inflammatory disorders.
Cl.42; Pharmaceutical research and development services.
Together we move

Priority claimed from 13/10/2017; Application No. : 017326356 ;European Union

3853126  10/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1404977]

Bombardier Transportation GmbH
Eichhornstrasse 3 10785 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.35: Business management; business administration; business auditing; business management and organization consultancy; business management consultancy; business efficiency expert services; business appraisals; business investigations; business organization consultancy; business research; advisory services for business management; professional business consultancy; business management for freelance service providers; economic forecasting; market studies; marketing research; marketing; all aforesaid services in the field of mobility solutions, railway technology, and digitalization of industrial processes; business management; business administration; business auditing; business management consultancy; business efficiency expert services; business appraisals; business investigations; business organization consultancy; business research; advisory services for business management; professional business consultancy; business management for freelance service providers; economic forecasting; market studies; marketing research; marketing.

Cl.41: Providing of training; academies [education]; coaching [training]; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of conferences; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of exhibitions for educational purposes; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; educational services; instruction services; training services provided via simulators; tutoring; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; all aforesaid services in the field of mobility solutions, railway technology, and digitalization of industrial processes; providing of training; academies [education]; coaching [training]; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of conferences; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of exhibitions for educational purposes; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; educational services; instruction services; training services provided via simulators; tutoring; arranging and conducting of workshops [training].
INSPECTORIO

3857040  23/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1405554]
INSPECTORIO INC.
60 South 6th Street, Suite 2800 Minneapolis MN 55402 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Downloadable mobile applications for inspecting and auditing manufactured goods and manufacturing facilities, and for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, reporting, and sharing data related to the foregoing; downloadable mobile applications for inspecting and auditing manufacturing machinery, food service facilities, restaurants, retail locations, and supply chain functions, for inspecting and auditing accident scenes, and for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, reporting, and sharing data related to the foregoing.

Cl.42; Monitoring services, namely, inspection of manufactured goods, manufacturing facilities, supply chain functions, manufacturing machinery, food service facilities, restaurants, and retail locations for quality control purposes; safety auditing to improve safety of manufactured goods, manufacturing facilities, supply chain functions, manufacturing machinery, food service facilities, restaurants, and retail locations through technical analysis and evaluation of potential risks; technology supervision and inspection in the fields of product and service quality control performance and efficiency; software as a services (SAAS) services featuring software for inspecting manufactured goods and manufacturing facilities; software as a services (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, reporting, and sharing data related to inspections and audits for manufactured goods and manufacturing facilities; technology supervision and inspection in the fields of product and service compliance with social, environmental, and legal standards and regulations; software as a services (SAAS) services featuring software for inspecting manufacturing machinery, food service facilities, restaurants, retail locations, and supply chain functions, and for inspection and auditing of accident scenes; software as a services (SAAS) services featuring software for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, reporting, and sharing data related to inspections and audits for manufacturing machinery, food service facilities, restaurants, retail locations, supply chain functions, and accident scenes.
Cl.9; Automated teller machines (ATM) and automated teller machine components; self-service terminals; automated
teller cash dispensers; automatic paying-in and deposit machines; electrically operated machines for the dispensing of
cash, coupons, tickets, vouchers, coins, postal stamps and for receiving deposits and cashing checks, electronic
terminals for generating lottery tickets and computer software for operating such machines; software for operating
automated teller machines for cash transactions and non-cash transactions; computer software for controlling and
operating various user equipment such as computer terminals, automatic cash dispensers, automatic cash collection
machines, automatic cheque collection machines, postal terminals, automatic stamp machines, electronic cash registers,
self-service cash register systems, printers, multi-functional terminals with payment functions; software for financial
institutions and commercial companies to provide services to customers on mobile devices, in branch offices, on
worldwide web portals, in call centers, at bank counters, in bank kiosks and by automated teller machines, point of sale
systems, self check-out systems; software for monitoring branch banks, automated teller machines, cash transactions,
non-cash transactions, commercial companies, software for monitoring transactions against fraud for banks and
commercial companies, software for operating bank counters in branch offices for banking and financial transactions;
computer programmes; downloadable applications for mobile terminals especially for conducting financial transactions;
server peripheral devices equipment; magnetic and optical data carriers; scanners and camera systems for capturing
goods and labels, especially barcodescanners, QR-code-scanners, RFID-scanners; card reading equipment; identification
equipment for individuals, especially iris scanners, retina scanners, hand scanners, fingerprint scanners, face and voice
recognition equipment, signing capture devices; customer and operating display screens, multifunctional operating
terminals and computer software for operating such terminals; tablets for controlling financial transactions for banks and
commerce; cash register systems for tablet operated financial transactions; self-service terminals for checking stamping
mail, image capturing, weighing, verification of data, electronic payment processing and data processing in the field of
postal services for letters, post cards, parcels and packages; electronic terminals for generating and dispensing stamps;
monitors; receipt printers; remote controlled modules for displaying prices at goods shelves; chip cards, security tokens
and electronic key tokens, in particular electronic key cards, electronic key CD, electronic key USB flash drives; networks
for data processing systems; picture and sound recording and reproduction devices; data processing apparatus; cash
registers, especially electronic cash registers, self-check-out cash registers, automatic scanner checkouts, and software
related thereto; electronic security apparatus for ATM machines with marking (colouring) function for invalidation or
devaluation of banknotes; software for operating electronic inking apparatus for invalidation or devaluation of banknotes.

Cl.36; Financial services; banking; consultancy in the area of financial services; consultancy in the area of rental of
automated teller machines and self-service terminals for banks; rental of automated teller machines [ATM], automatic
receipt issuing machines, operating terminals and self-service terminals for banks; rental of automated teller machines in
the commercial field.

Cl.37; Installation, repair, and maintenance of self-service systems and user terminals such of automated teller
machines, credit and debit card operated terminals, cash dispensing terminals, access control terminals, surveillance
cameras, automatic stamp machines, postal terminals, postal parcel drop-boxes, postal parcel pick-up boxes, data
processing apparatus, cash register systems, electronic cash registers, self-service point of sale systems, cash safes,
lottery machines and telecommunication equipment; in situ repair services for safes and vaults.

Cl.42; Engineering consultancy in the area of data processing; engineering consultancy in the area of merchandise
management systems; technical electronic monitoring of cash on hand optimization; technical monitoring of automated
teller machine transactions, in particular in connection with payment transaction processing, for data security purposes;
technical project planning in the field of engineering of point of sale systems in IT environment; IT security services in the
nature of protection and recovery of computer data, especially for banks; IT project management; development of
computer hardware and computer software; development of computer software for self-service systems and user
terminals such as automatic cash dispensers, automatic cash collection machines, automatic cheque collection
machines, postal terminals, automatic stamp machines, ticket validation terminals, machines, postal parcel drop-boxes,
postal parcel pick-up boxes, terminals with payment functions, cash register systems, electronic cash registers, self-
service cash register systems, cash safes, and telecommunication equipment; technical data analysis in the area of data
processing software; maintenance, recovery and repair of computer software for data processing equipment, for self-
service systems and user terminals such as automatic cash dispensers, automatic cash collection machines, automatic
cheque collection machines, postal terminals, automatic stamp machines, ticket validation terminals, postal parcel drop-
oboxes, postal parcel pick-up boxes, terminals with payment functions, cash register systems, electronic cash registers,
self-service cash register systems, cash safes and telecommunication equipment; rental of data processing equipment;
remote monitoring services of safes and vaults [quality control]; remote controlled maintenance and repair of software for
automated teller machines, credit and debit card operated terminals, cash dispensing terminals, and access control terminals
for others.
SHAPR

Priority claimed from 04/11/2013; Application No. : 13 4 044 481 ;France
21/06/2018

[International Registration No. : 1213353]

SHAPR
38 rue Servan F-75544 PARIS CEDEX 11 France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Social networking software intended for professional mutual assistance and networking.

Cl.38; Providing access to a social network intended for professional mutual assistance and networking, including on mobile Internet; providing access to databases in the fields of professional mutual assistance and networking; providing online social networks that allow the community of registered users to share information, photographs, articles, videos for the purpose of professional mutual assistance, collaboration and networking.

Cl.42; Hosting of websites constituting social networks and virtual communities in the fields of professional mutual assistance and networking; hosting of websites featuring software in the field of professional mutual assistance and networking.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction or processing of sound or images; digital recording media; calculating machines, equipment for data processing and computers; timing instruments; counters; timers; chronographs; game software; software (recorded programs); computer peripheral devices; telephones; tablet computers; MP3 players; accessories for computers, telephones, tablet computers, MP3 players; covers for tablet computers; communication apparatus and computers; wearable computers; wearable computers; connected watches; smartwatches; wearable digital electronic devices comprised of a wristwatch, wristband or bracelet and also featuring a telephone, software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving sound, electronic mails and messages, texts, data, pictures and information from and/or to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablets, and computers and other telecommunication machines, software applications for wearable electronic devices; smartphones featuring a watch; wearable electronic devices in the form of a wristwatch, wristband or bracelet for providing access to the Internet and/or any other communication system and for sending and receiving phone calls, electronic emails and messages and for the wireless receipt, storage and transmission of data and messages; accessories for these electronic devices to be worn on the body, namely, covers, cases, batteries, chargers, microphones, video cameras, all these articles included in this class; spectacles (optics), sunglasses; connected spectacles; optical goods; spectacle cases; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; downloadable electronic publications; sensors, monitors and displays in the field of health, fitness, exercise and wellness, sporting and cultural activities, entertainment, education and training, tourism and security, other than for medical use; covers for tablet computers other than of precious metal; connected bracelets and connected cuffs (measuring instruments) that also have a function of transmitting, and/or receiving data to and/or from personal digital assistants, tablets, smart phones and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks.

Cl.14; Jewelry; jewelry products, precious stones; timepieces, namely watches, wristwatches, components for parts of timepieces and accessories for parts of timepieces not included in other classes; alarm clocks, clocks and other chronometric instruments, chronometers, chronographs, apparatus for timing sports events, apparatus and instruments for measuring and marking time not included for other classes; watch bracelets, movements for timepieces, chains, springs, dials or glasses for watches, watch winders, boxes, cases and presentation cases for timepieces, horns and heads of watches as parts of watches; precious metals and their alloys; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; cuff links; bracelets; rings; medals; watches that also have a function of transmitting and/or receiving data to and/or from personal digital assistants, tablets, smart phones and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks, watches containing an electronic game function, watches incorporating a telecommunication function; leather boxes for watches.

Cl.18; Goods of leather and imitation of leather, namely, boxes of leather or leather board, envelopes of leather or imitation of leather for travel, traveling trunks, bags, bags for travel purposes, trunks, suitcases, luggage, boxes intended for toiletry articles known as “vanity cases”, sports bags, backpacks, handbags, beach bags, shoulder bags, suitcases, briefcases (leather goods), school bags, wallets, purses, purses, key cases, business card cases, credit card cases and holders for credit cards (leather goods), passport cases and sleeves; umbrellas, sun umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks.

Cl.25; Clothing, underwear and other articles of clothing, namely, sweaters, shirts, corsets, underwear, suits, vests, raincoats, skirts, coats, trousers, pullovers, dresses, jackets, shawls, scarves, foulards, ties, suspenders, gloves (clothing), belts (clothing), stockings, tights, socks, swimsuits, bathing suits, bathrobes; footwear; headgear.
priority claimed from 27/10/2017; application no. : 017398736 ; european union
3888386  20/04/2018
[international registration no. : 1412382]
softale nv
bioville, agoralaan building abis b-3590 diepenbeek

proposed to be used

ir division

cl.5; pharmaceuticals; medical preparations; disinfectants; fungicides; herbicides; air deodorizers and air purifying preparations; medicinal oils.

cl.10; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; nebulizers for medical use; aerosol dispensers for medical purposes.
Priority claimed from 12/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 003 402 ;Germany
3888387    12/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411989]
FRANK LYMAN DESIGN GERMANY GmbH
Fashion House 2 Danziger Strasse 111 40468 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.3;Eau de parfum; eau de toilette; eau de cologne; cosmetics; fragranced body care preparations, namely, body
lotions, bath gels, shower gels, body scrubs, body powders, body soufflés, and body spray; fragranced hair sprays.

Cl.18;Wallets, handbags, purses, clutches.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear; kerchiefs (headgear); waist belts [clothing]; neckties; scarves.
Priority claimed from 09/08/2017; Application No. : 017090771 ;European Union
3888399   11/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411999]
Atreus GmbH
Landshuter Allee 8 80637 München Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Business management consulting; business organisation consulting; business management planning; business expert opinion; provision of business information; marketing studies; employment agencies, in particular in the management sector and the business management sector; personnel recruitment; staff selection by means of psychological testing and professional business aptitude testing; personnel management consultancy; business relocation consultancy and implementation; business conversion consultancy and implementation; conducting management services.

Cl.41; Vocational guidance [education or training advice]; education and training consultancy; coaching; conducting of exhibitions and seminars, in particular in the management sector; conducting and arranging of workshops, in particular in the management sector; arranging and conducting of conferences and congresses.
Priority claimed from 20/07/2017; Application No. : 4377864 ;France 3888416  19/01/2018  
[International Registration No. : 1412236]

TROYES AUBE FORMATION
217 avenue Pierre Brossolette F-10000 TROYES France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.16;Albums; almanacs; atlases; pamphlets; writing or drawing books; catalogs; files; school supplies; printed matter; instructional material except apparatus; newspapers; books; manuals [handbooks]; stationery; periodicals; prospectuses; indexes; magazines (periodicals).

Cl.41;Academies (education); organization and conducting of competitions (education or entertainment), colloquiums, congresses, conferences, seminars, symposiums; organization and conducting of training workshops; organization and conducting of non-virtual educational forums; coaching (training); correspondence courses; entertainment; education; information relating to education; teaching; correspondence courses; provision of non-downloadable online electronic publications; educational examinations; educational examination services; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; practical training (demonstration); tuition; leisure services; electronic desktop publishing; vocational guidance (education or training advice); publication of books; book lending; publication of texts other than advertising texts; electronic publication of books and journals online.

Cl.43;Accommodation agencies (hotels); cafeteria services; canteen services; rental of meeting rooms; rental of temporary accommodation; boarding houses; snack bar services; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services; hotel services.
ENKIDU HOLDINGS PTY LTD
Level 20 HSBC Building, 300 Queen Street Brisbane 4000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Downloadable software applications (apps); point-of-sale terminals.

Cl.35; Organisation and administration services in relation to the supply of benefits for customer loyalty and frequent buyer or frequent flyer schemes; organisation and management of customer loyalty programmes; organisation and management of discount card loyalty schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes; sales promotion through customer loyalty programmes (for others).
SITHEUG

3888418 20/04/2018

[International Registration No.: 1411536]

UTOOL Enterprises Pty Ltd
PO BOX 340 SURRY HILLS NSW 2010 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

CI.9; Computer programs (downloadable software); computer software applications (downloadable); downloadable image files; downloadable music files; downloadable software applications (apps); downloadable webcasts; electronic publications (downloadable); computer software; computer software downloaded from the Internet; computer software packages; computer software products; interactive computer software; computer networks; communications apparatus; security apparatus for computers; remote access online electronic information apparatus; remote control apparatus connected by modems to computers; remote control units for computers; text layout apparatus (electronic); data conversion apparatus; data storage installations.

CI.42; Creating indexes of online websites and information sources; online provision of web-based applications (non-downloadable); online provision of web-based software (non-downloadable); providing information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software; provision of online non-downloadable software (application service provider); retail design services; computer software design; computer software development; computer support services (computer hardware, software and peripherals advisory and information services); computer support services (programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services); information technology (it) services (computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy); installation and maintenance of computer software; software creation; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others (information technology services); information services relating to information technology; information technology (it) consultancy; provision of information relating to information technology; hosting computer sites (web sites); hosting of databases; hosting of weblogs (blogs); web portal services (designing or hosting); providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; web site design; computer network services; development, maintenance and updating of a telecommunication network search engine; design of communication systems; design of communications apparatus; computer analysis; computer consultancy; computer design; computer programming; computer research services; information services relating to computers; installation of computer software; modifying of computer programs; preparation of reports relating to computer programs; remote monitoring of computer systems; research relating to computers; upgrading of computer software; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; transfer of images from their original format to digital format; advisory services relating to computer software; computer software programming services; design and development of computer software (for others); programming services for search engine optimisation; provision of search engine services; computer security consultancy; computer security services (design and development of secure computer hardware, software and systems); computer security services (programming and software installation repair and maintenance services); data security consultancy; internet security consultancy; network security services (test and risk assessment of electronic networks); monitoring of computer systems by remote access; Internet portal services (designing or hosting); digital imaging services (digitisation and scanning of images); design services relating to the layout of documents; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; scanning (conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media); computerised data storage services; data storage (other than physical storage); creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer program maintenance services; maintenance of computer programs; maintenance of computer software.
SEN S–IN

Priority claimed from 28/02/2018; Application No. : 017866935 ; European Union

3888421 22/03/2018

[International Registration No. : 1412334]

POGGIPOLINI S.R.L.
Via Emilia, 262 I-40068 San Lazzaro di Savena (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl. 6; Common metals and their alloys; screws of metal; metal hardware.

Cl. 12; Land vehicles and conveyances; water vehicles; air and space vehicles; vehicles; engines for land vehicles; universal joints for land vehicles; transmission components for land vehicles; tyres.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860 , 30/07/2018          Class 99

Priority claimed from 10/08/2017; Application No. : 59998/2017 ;Switzerland

3888434    09/01/2018

[International Registration No. : 1412269]

Sony Corporation
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Robots for entertainment; computer software for operating physical robots; control apparatus, in particular remote controls for operating robots for entertainment; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; dance performance robots for events; humanoid robots with two legs for research, engineering, support or entertainment; robots for hotel industry and service industry (excluding those for medical or entertainment sectors); monitoring robots for domestic and professional use (excluding those for industry, medical or entertainment sectors); telecommunications devices apparatus, instruments; electrical machines and apparatus and their parts, namely, tablet computers, laptop computers, notebook computers, computers, pre-installed and downloadable software for use with electronic apparatus for home entertainment, tablets and smart phones for broadcasting, recording and improvement of sound and video, for processing and decompressing of images and data and for receiving, reproducing, transmitting, modifying and merging sounds, video images, graphics and data, computer peripheral devices, namely, printers, scanners, mice, trackballs, keyboards, monitors, headphones, microphones, game programs for home video game machines, electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for portable games with liquid crystal displays, sound recording discs, downloadable music files, downloadable video files, recorded video discs and video tapes, exposed cinematographic films, exposed slide films, sliding film media and electronic lock assembly; artificial intelligence computer software; animal robots with artificial intelligence; computer programs with artificial intelligence technology; application software for smartphones; robots for personal use or for recreation, having movement and mobility of animals, and structural parts therefor.

Cl.28;Robots as toys; animal robots as toys.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of animal robots and toy robots; maintenance and repair of telecommunication and electronic apparatus and instruments.

Cl.42;Design and development of robots, computer hardware, computers and software; robotic engineering services; cloud computing; rental of computer programs.
Priority claimed from 12/02/2018; Application No.: 713877; Switzerland

3888437  12/03/2018

[International Registration No.: 1412265]

ChemValve-Schmid AG
Duennerstrasse 540 CH-4716 Welschenrohr Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.6; Common metals and their alloys, ores; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of metal; small items of metal hardware; containers of metal for storage or transport; safes.

Cl.7; Machines, machine tools and mechanical tools; motors and engines, other than for land vehicles; machine coupling and transmission components, other than for land vehicles; agricultural implements other than hand-operated hand tools; incubators for eggs; automatic distribution machines.

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; software; fire extinguishers.
Squadrat

3888445  27/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412263]
Squadrat GmbH
In der Alting 4 90596 Schwanstetten Germany
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Electronic blackboards, particularly equipped with LED technology or projection technology.
Cl.11; Lighting equipments, particularly with LED technology; lamps (electrical), particularly light emitting diodes lamps.
Cl.42; Scientific and technological services.
DEHORS IL NEIGE

Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 4404202 ;France
3888447  26/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412151]
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER
2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.3; Essential oils and aromatic extracts; air fragrances; sachets for perfuming linen; fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; ceramic diffusers for perfumes.

Cl.4; Candles; Perfumed candles; tallow candles; tapers (wax candles).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860, 30/07/2018 Class 99

Louis Vuitton Malletier
2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.3; Essential oils and aromatic extracts; air fragrances; sachets for perfuming linen; fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; ceramic diffusers for perfumes; eaux de toilette; eau de parfum; scented body lotions and creams; perfumes.

Cl.4; Candles; Perfumed candles; tallow candles; tapers (wax candles).
BILLECART

388456   03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411845]
CHAMPAGNE BILLECART-SALMON (Société Anonyme)
40, rue Carnot F-51160 Mareuil-Sur-Ay France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32; Beers, mineral and aerated waters, non-alcoholic beverages and preparations for making beverages (excluding those made with coffee, tea or cocoa and milk beverages); fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups.
Cl.33; Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
Cl.43; Services for providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation.
Sony Corporation
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Robots for entertainment; computer software for operating physical robots; control apparatus, particularly remote controls for operating robots for entertainment; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; dance performance robots for events; humanoid robots with two legs for research, engineering, assistance or entertainment; robots for hotel industry and service industry (excluding those for medical or entertainment sectors); monitoring robots for domestic and professional use (other than those for industry, medical or entertainment sectors); telecommunications devices apparatus, instruments; electrical machines and apparatus and their parts, namely, tablet computers, laptop computers, notebook computers, computers, pre-installed and downloadable software for use with electronic apparatus for home entertainment, tablets and smart phones for broadcasting, recording and improvement of sound and video, for processing and decompressing of images and data and for receiving, reproducing, transmitting, modifying and merging sounds, video images, graphics and data, computer peripheral devices, namely, printers, scanners, mice, trackballs, keyboards, monitors, headphones, microphones, game programs for home video game machines, electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for portable games with liquid crystal displays, sound recording discs, downloadable music files, downloadable video files, recorded video discs and video tapes, exposed cinematographic films, exposed slide films, sliding film media and electronic lock assembly; artificial intelligence computer software; animal robots with artificial intelligence; computer programs with artificial intelligence technology; application software for smartphones; robots for personal use or for recreation, having the motion and mobility of animals, and structural parts therefor.

Cl.28; Robots as toys; animal robots as toys.

Cl.37; Maintenance and repair of animal robots and toy robots; maintenance and repair of telecommunication and electronic apparatus and instruments.

Cl.42; Design and development of robots, computer hardware, computers and software; robotic engineering services; cloud computing; rental of computer programs.
3888466  02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411818]
Taisei Lamick Co., Ltd.
873-1 Shimo-Ohsaki Shiraoka-shi 349-0293 Saitama Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; packaging machines; wrapping machines; sealing machines; filling and packaging machines for food and their parts and fittings; automated filling and packaging machines for liquid or viscous body and their parts and fittings; plastic processing machines and apparatus.

Cl.16; Bags/pouches of plastic, for packaging; plastic films for packaging; food packaging films for household purpose; plastic films for food packaging for industrial purpose.

Cl.20; Packaging containers of plastic; packaging containers of plastic for food; packaging containers of plastic for liquid.
Priority claimed from 06/10/2017; Application No. : 4394340 ;France
3888470  08/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411805]
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETTIER
2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; bags and cases for video cameras or photographic apparatus; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers and computer equipment; mouse pads; software; USB flash drives, PDAs, game software, recorded computer programs, computer and mobile telephone programs (downloadable software) and electronic publications downloadable online or from the Internet; optical goods, spectacles, sunglasses, goggles for sports; spectacle frames; spectacle lenses, contact lenses; cases for spectacles or for contact lenses; binoculars; sleeves for laptops; bags designed for laptop computers; photographic apparatus; signaling buoys, positioning buoys; telephones, mobile telephones, smartphones, tablets, personal electronic assistants and MP3 players; accessories for telephones, mobile telephones, smartphones, tablets, PDAs and MP3 players, namely: hands-free kits for telephones, batteries, covers, casings, facings, chargers, straps or lanyards, earphones; bags and cases for mobile telephones and telephone equipment.

Cl.14; Jewelry and jewelry products (including fashion jewelry); precious or semi-precious stones; pearls; jewelry cases [caskets]; finger rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, pendants, key rings (trinkets or fobs), tie pins, medallions, medals, jewelry for bags; jewelry boxes; trophies of precious metal; timepiece products and chronometric instruments, watches, wristwatches, watch bands, alarm clocks, chronometers, wall clocks, cases or presentation cases for timepieces; clocks (timepieces).
Cl.18: Leather and imitations of leather; trunks and suitcases; traveling bags, sports bags; handbags, backpacks; beach bags, school bags, satchels, shopping bags; traveling trunks; travel bags for clothing and shoes; attaché cases and document cases, attaché cases for documents, briefcases (leather goods); purses, wallets, card holders (wallets), coin purses not of precious metal, key cases (leather goods); boxes of leather or imitation leather; traveling sets (leatherware); vanity cases, not fitted; pouches of leather, clutch bags (evening handbags); parasols; umbrellas; clothing for animals, bags for carrying animals.

Cl.25: Clothing, pullovers, vests, shirts, tee-shirts, trousers, jackets, suits, coats, raincoats, overcoats, parkas, skirts, dresses, shorts; pajamas, house coats, nightgowns and nightshirts, dressing gowns; hats, caps of all kinds, gloves (clothing), neckties, belts (clothing), leather belts, scarves, pocket squares (clothing), sashes for wear, shawls, stockings, socks, tights, suspenders, stoles; underwear, lingerie; bathing suits; footwear, slippers, boots and half-boots.
Priority claimed from 08/06/2017; Application No.: 302017000062720; Italy
3888477 23/11/2017
[International Registration No.: 1411679]
USCO S.P.A.
VIA DELLE NAZIONI 65 I-41122 MODENA Italy
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7; Mechanical engine parts for land vehicles; mechanical components for engines for land vehicles, agricultural machines and earth moving machines; crawler machines; crawler-tracked loaders; crawler cranes; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on agricultural machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on construction machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on mining machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on loading-unloading machines and apparatus; power transmission belts for machines; bearings for transmission shafts; transmission gears for machines; transmissions for machines; transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; transmission belts, other than for land vehicles; clutches and apparatus for power transmission, other than for land vehicles; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; bearings for transmission shafts, being parts of machines; clutches, other than for land vehicles; pressure reducers [parts of machines]; air-cooled condensers; pumps for cooling engines; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; hydraulic pumps; clack valves [parts of machines]; hydraulic valve actuators; valves [parts of machines]; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic machines and apparatus; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; backhoes [earth moving machines]; blades for earth moving machines; blades [parts of machines]; buckets for earth moving machines; graders [earth moving machines]; loaders [earth moving machines]; air cleaners [parts of engines]; oil filters for motors and engines; filters [parts of machines or engines]; driving chains, other than for land vehicles; transmission chains, other than for land vehicles; pressure rollers [parts of machines]; rollers [parts of machines]; roller bearings; roller bearings for machines; steamrollers; roller conveyors; driving motors, other than for land vehicles; machine wheels; gear wheels [parts of machines]; loading and unloading machines; shovel loaders [machines]; loading ramps; crawler loaders; machines for loading; derricks; earth augers; earth compacting machines; grease rings [parts of machines]; axles for machines; transmission shafts, not for land vehicles; bulldozers; excavators; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; mobile cranes; extracting machines; milling-drilling machines; end mills [machines]; radial drills; drills for the mining industry; motors, other than for land vehicles; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; belt conveyors; undercarriages for earth moving machines; undercarriage components for use in agriculture, construction, mine workings and earth moving machines; universal joints [Cardan joints], shaft couplings [machines]; joints [parts of engines]; couplings, other than for land vehicles; machine tools; motors and engines [except for land vehicles]; machine coupling and transmission components [except for land vehicles]; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated.
Cl.12; Vehicle chassis parts; transmission shafts for land vehicles; transmission belts for land vehicles; drive gears for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; transmission components for land vehicles; transmission cases for land vehicles; transmission top covers for land vehicles; differential gears for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; clutch
linings for land vehicles; clutch mechanisms for land vehicles; mine cart wheels; wheel sprockets; vehicle wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; wheel bearings for land vehicles; lug nuts for vehicle wheels; gear wheels for land vehicles; freewheels for land vehicles; solid tires for vehicle wheels; tires for land vehicles; tire liners; driving chains for land vehicles; tire chains for land vehicles; transmission chains for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; tipping bodies for lorries [trucks]; hub caps; tires for vehicle wheels; valves for vehicle tires [tyres]; non-skid devices for vehicle tires [tyres]; vehicle wheel hubs; undercarriages for motor vehicles, tractors, tracked tractors; undercarriage components for motor vehicles, tractors, tracked tractors; vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

Cl.35: Retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of undercarriages for earth moving machines and motor vehicles, undercarriage components for use in agriculture, construction, mine workings and earth moving machines, universal joints [Cardan joints], shaft couplings [machines], joints [parts of engines]; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of crawler machines, crawler-tracked loaders, crawler cranes, rubber tracks, power transmission belts for machines, bearings for transmission shafts, transmission gears for machines, transmission shafts, transmission belts, clutches and apparatus for power transmission, transmissions, transmission shaft bearings, clutches; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of pressure reducers [parts of machines], air-cooled condensers, pumps for cooling engines, radiators [cooling] for motors and engines, filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines, hydraulic pumps, clack valves [parts of machines], pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines, pneumatic machines and apparatus, hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of backhoes [earth moving machines], blades for earth moving machines, blades [parts of machines], buckets for earth moving machines, graders [earth moving machines], loaders [earth moving machines]; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of air cleaners [parts of engines], oil filters for motors and engines, filters [parts of machines or engines], driving chains, transmission chains, pressure rollers [parts of machines], rollers [parts of machines], roller bearings for machines, steamrollers, roller conveyors; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of driving motors, machine wheels, gear wheels [parts of machines], loading and unloading machines, shovel loaders [machines], loading ramps, crawler loaders, machines for loading, derricks, earth augers, earth compacting machines and parts thereof; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of grease rings [parts of machines], axles for machines, shafts for transmission, bulldozers, excavators, cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus], extracting machines, milling-drilling machines, end mills [machines], radial drills, drills for the mining industry; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of motors, other than for land vehicles, chucks [parts of machines], drill chucks for power drills, agricultural implements, other than hand-operated, belt conveyors; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of vehicle chassis parts, transmission shafts for land vehicles, transmission belts for land vehicles, drive gears for land vehicles, transmissions for land vehicles, transmission components for land vehicles, transmission cases for land vehicles, transmission top covers for land vehicles, differential gears for land vehicles, clutches for land vehicles, clutch linings for land vehicles, clutch mechanisms for land vehicles; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of mine cart wheels, wheel sprockets, vehicle wheels, hubs for vehicle wheels, wheel bearings for land vehicles, lug nuts for vehicle wheels, gear wheels for land vehicles, freewheels for land vehicles, solid tires for vehicle wheels, tires for land vehicles, tire liners; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of driving chains for land vehicles, tire chains for land vehicles, transmission chains for land vehicles, driving motors for land vehicles, tipping bodies for lorries [trucks], hub caps, tires for vehicle wheels, valves for vehicle tires [tyres], non-skid devices for vehicle tires [tyres], vehicle wheel hubs, undercarriage components for motor vehicles, tractors, tracked tractors; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; sales promotion for others; outsourcing services [business assistance]; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; demonstration of goods; sponsorship search; business inquiries; business information; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
MAFI

Priority claimed from 29/08/2017; Application No. : 017149832 ;European Union 3888487 20/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411650]
Mafi AB
Örjasvägen 4 SE-792 36 Mora Sweden
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Posts of metal; steel masts; steel beams; steel poles; steel fabrications.
Cl.9;Aerials; masts for aerials; aerial amplifiers; aerial converters; antenna boosters; metal poles [aerials]; antenna positioners; satellite aerials.
Cl.42;Technical support services, namely, develop, design and implementation of steel structure products; support and maintenance services for computer software.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860, 30/07/2018  Class 99

Priority claimed from 02/03/2018; Application No. : 017867831; European Union
3888489 20/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411644]
Innolith Science and Technology GmbH
Werner-von-Siemens-Straße 2-6 76646 Bruchsal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.1; Chemicals used in industry; chemical preparations for scientific purposes; chemical reagents; electrolytes for batteries; electrolyte solutions, not for medical purposes; chemical extenders; powdered carbon for secondary cell batteries; oxides for secondary cell batteries; phosphates for secondary cell batteries; cross linking agents; chemical bond-promoters, in particular for admixture in anodes and cathodes of batteries and electrolytes, not for medical purposes; salts (chemical preparations); salts for galvanic cells; liquid sulfur dioxide, in particular liquid solvates of sulfur dioxide with salts for galvanic cells; gas in dissolved form for industrial use.

Cl.9; Accumulators (batteries); accumulators, electric; batteries, electric, for vehicles; battery jars; battery boxes; batteries; rechargeable batteries; batteries, electric; batteries, rechargeable; batteries for electric vehicles; battery separators; lithium-ion batteries; electricity accumulators; electrical energy accumulators; galvanic batteries; galvanic cells; devices for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; anodes; cathodes; electrodes; contacts, electric; grids for batteries; battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries; diaphragms for scientific apparatus, in particular for separating anodes and cathodes in batteries; plates for batteries; electrodes for laboratory research; power packs (batteries).

Cl.39; Utility services, namely accumulating electricity for use in the distribution and transmission of electricity to utility companies and energy service providers; storage of energy; energy distribution and energy supply; consultancy in relation to electricity distribution; distribution, transmission and storage of electricity.

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; research, development and analyses in the field of galvanic cells, batteries, accumulators and electrical energy accumulators; engineering in the field of galvanic cells and electrical energy accumulators; drawing up expert reports in the field of galvanic cells and electrical energy accumulators; technology consulting in the field of electricity and energy supply; technological analyses regarding the electricity and energy requirements of others; research in the field of energy.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.7: Machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics.

Cl.37: Installation and maintenance of machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics.

Cl.42: Computer controlled monitoring and configuration of machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics by remote access [quality control].
Finsight

3888496   01/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411631]
Finsight Group, Inc.
589 8th Ave, 20th Fl New York NY 10018 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Computer application software for computers, mobile phones and handheld computers, namely, software for collection, editing, analysis, viewing, organization, modification, bookmarking, transmission, storage, exchange, sharing, querying, auditing, and tracking of data, news, and information for use in the financial industry.

Cl.35; Collecting, organizing, formatting and providing business and commercial information, namely, collection, compilation and systemization of business and commercial information into computer databases.

Cl.36; Financial services, namely, providing information in the fields of foreign currency, commodities, financial derivatives, interest rate products, and equities via the internet and intranet systems.

Cl.42; Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for allowing data retrieval, upload, access and management.
ROBERT WELCH

Priority claimed from 10/07/2017; Application No.: UK00003242527; United Kingdom

3888497  26/06/2018

[International Registration No.: 1400852]

Robert Welch Designs Limited

Lower High Street, Chipping Campden, Gloucestershire GL55 6DY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.8; Cutlery; knives, forks and spoons; silverware; food preparation and serving implements; canteens and sets of cutlery; non-electric food slicers; kitchen knives and cutting implements; knife handles; knife sharpeners (hand tools); sharpening steels; fire irons, oyster openers, paring knives, penknives, pestle and mortar; pizza cutters (non-electric); scissors; vegetable peelers (hand operated).

Cl.16; Stationery; office requisites; gift bags; gift boxes; gift cards; wrapping paper; books; magazines; packaging materials; paper knives; paper-clip holder; desk mats; writing implements; paper; envelopes; drawing pens; fountain pens; printed matter; pencil holders; page holders; photograph stands; stand for pens and pencils; paperweights.

Cl.20; Furniture; basketware; bathroom cabinets; bathroom fittings in the nature of furniture; book and tablet stands; carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; coffee tables; curtain rods, rings and tie-backs; desk racks; fire guards; food racks; hangers, hooks and stands for clothes; indoor blinds; mirrors; occasional tables; picture frames; plant stands; reading easels; umbrella stands; wine racks; display stands.

Cl.21; Tableware, cookware and containers; cooking utensils; cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroo...
EN MAI

3888506    11/05/2018
[International Registration No.: 1411997]
Louis Vuitton Malletier
2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3; Essential oils and aromatic extracts; Air fresheners; Products for perfuming linen; Fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; Ceramic diffusers for perfumes.
Cl.4; Candles; Perfumed candles; Tallow candles; Tapers (wax candles).
URBIT

3888527  03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412462]
Tlon Corporation
1597 Howard St San Francisco CA 94107 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Downloadable computer software for developing and operating distributed applications.
Cl.42; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for developing and operating distributed applications.
FLEX-HI

Priority claimed from 19/10/2017; Application No. : AM 51884/2017 ;Austria
3888529  17/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411742]
Primetals Technologies Austria GmbH
Turmstrasse 44 A-4031 Linz Austria

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Rolls being parts of machines, rolls for rolling machines, rolling mill rolls, rolling machines, in particular roll stands; parts of rolling machines, in particular parts of roll stands; rolling mills.

Cl.37; Installation, maintenance and repair of rolling machines; rolling machinery retrofit and conversion services.

Cl.42; Engineering services related to rolling mills; technical consultancy, technical design and technical planning of rolling mills, in particular related to rolling machinery retrofit and conversion services.
WUZHOUFENG AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
145 Hao, Beidajie, Zhifuqu, Yantai 264000 Shandong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl. 1; Agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; additives, chemical, to insecticides; chemical preparations to prevent microbe; seaweeds; soil conditioning preparations; fertilizers; manure for agriculture; fertilizing preparations; earth for growing; plant growth regulating preparations.

Cl. 5; Preparations for destroying noxious animals; preparations for destroying dry rot fungus; biocides; insecticides; herbicides; weedkillers; soil-sterilising preparations; antibiotics; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; medicines for human purposes.

Cl. 31; Trees; wheat; plants; animals (live -); fruit, fresh; vegetables, fresh; cereal seeds, unprocessed; plant seeds; fodder; malt for brewing and distilling.
Exokine

Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 033 173 ;Germany
3888532  16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411937]
Orthogen AG
Ernst-Schneider-Platz 1 40212 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.3;Cosmetics; non-medicated cosmetics.

Cl.5;Medical therapeutic preparations (remedies) for treatment of joints, muscles, nerves, ligaments, cartilage and bones; dermatological preparations and substances for medical purposes; medical preparations; medical preparations; dermatological preparations and substances for cosmetic purposes.

Cl.10;Instruments, devices and apparatus for drawing, processing and storage of blood or blood preparations in the medical sector; medical instruments and apparatus and their blood collection systems, in particular comprising syringes, blood bags, cannulas; syringes, blood bags, cannulas for blood drawing.
ÉCORCE ROUSSE

Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No.: 4404209; France
3888535  11/05/2018
[International Registration No.: 1411970]
Louis Vuitton Malletier
2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.3; Essential oils and aromatic extracts; Air fresheners; Products for perfuming linen; Fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers; Ceramic diffusers for perfumes.

Cl.4; Candles; Perfumed candles; Tallow candles; Tapers (wax candles).
Priority claimed from 20/02/2018; Application No. : 3705392 ;Spain
3888539    28/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412438]
SURINDER OBEROI
Plaza Moyua, 6 E-48009 BILBAO, Bizkaia Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Apparatus and instruments for weighing and measuring; measuring and weighing sensors; scales; downloadable computer software and applications for medical, fitness and dietetic use.

Cl.10; Measuring apparatus and instruments for medical use; sensor apparatus for monitoring vital signs; blood pressure monitors and pulse measuring apparatus for medical use; thermometers for medical use, blood glucose meters.

Cl.25; Clothing with integrated body sensors; sports jerseys and insoles with sensors.

Cl.44; Medical services; dietetic and nutritional advice.
Priority claimed from 29/11/2017; Application No. : 4408789 ; France
3888542  23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412433]
Parfums Christian Dior
33 avenue Hoche F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.3; Perfumery products; make-up products; cosmetic products.
Cl.4; Candles, perfumed candles.
Ambigence

Priority claimed from 09/01/2018; Application No. : 017671363 ;European Union
3888549   05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411550]
ambigence GmbH & Co. KG
Goebenstraße 3-7 32052 Herford Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Downloadable mobile applications for the transmission of information; downloadable mobile applications for the management of data; downloadable mobile applications for the management of information.

Cl.35;Marketing; planning services for marketing studies; database marketing; planning of marketing strategies; business networking services; online business networking services.

Cl.38;Providing access to platforms and portals on the internet; provision of access to an electronic marketplace [portal] on computer networks; provision of communications facilities for interchange of electronic data; electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy; product research and development; technological analysis services; technical data analysis services; technical research; preparation of project analysis studies; conducting technical project studies.

Cl.45;Licensing industrial property rights; legal administration of licences; industrial property management; industrial property watching services; intellectual property consultancy; providing information on industrial property rights; management and exploitation of copyright and industrial property rights by licensing for others.
Priority claimed from 26/10/2017; Application No. : 87661195 ;United States of America 3888570  16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411474]
Omniome, Inc.
10575 Roselle Street San Diego CA 92121 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Reagents for analysis of biological analytes.
Cl.9;Research laboratory analyzers for analysis of biological analytes for non-medical purposes.
Cl.10;Devices for analysis of biological analytes for medical purposes.
Cl.42;Analysis of biological analytes; development of new technology for others for analysis of biological analytes.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860 , 30/07/2018  Class 99

Priority claimed from 16/04/2018; Application No. : 87877816 ;United States of America
3888609  30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412578]
Marketing Technology Partners UK Limited
c/o Cheetah Digital, Inc., 29 Broadway, Level 6 New York NY 10006 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35; Marketing services; email marketing services; social media marketing services; mobile marketing services.
Cl.42; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for data management, data analytics, and customer interaction in the field of marketing.
Priority claimed from 20/06/2017; Application No. : 4370037 ;France
3888614  15/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1411871]
DANONE
17 boulevard Haussmann F-75009 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.5; Pharmaceutical products and preparations; dietetic foods for medical use; dietetic products and substances for medical use; dietetic substances made with soy and/or rice, for medical use and/or food for babies; dietetic foodstuffs for children and invalids; foodstuffs for babies with special nutritional needs; porridge, milk in liquid or powder form for babies; lactic ferment and lactose, powdered lactic ferment and lactose for medical use; food supplements for human consumption; nutritional supplements for medical use; nutritional products for medical usage; foodstuffs and beverages for pregnant and nursing women, for medical purposes; ingredients, in particular combination of ingredients, for a pharmaceutical use or for the preparation of pharmaceutical products, foodstuffs, substances and preparations for medical use, namely, food for babies; yeast and trace elements for medical purposes; nutritional supplements, vitamin and mineral preparations for preconception, pregnancy and post-pregnancy, for medical purposes; beverages for babies, namely, vitamin-enriched water and vitamin drinks; beverages used as dietary supplements; lactic ferments and lactose for pharmaceutical use; dietetic beverages; food for babies, namely, soups, dehydrated soups, fruit compotes, vegetable purees, dehydrated vegetable purees, fruit and vegetable juices, porridge; small prepared dishes mainly consisting of meat, fish, ham, poultry, vegetables and/or pasta; nutritional food; dietetic beverages.

Cl.10; Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; feeding pumps, cannulas, nasal cannulas, tubes and medical apparatus for administering food, medicines or food supplements, parts and components of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.29; Milk and milk products and substitutes; milk powder, flavored gelled milks and milkshakes; products made with plant milk; dairy products particularly dairy desserts, yogurts, drinking yogurts, soft white cheese, "petit suisse" cheese;
soy proteins; soy protein concentrates; soy protein isolates; substitutes for milk products made from plants and nuts, including beverages made from rice, soy, soy milk, almond milk and flavored soy milk; prepared seeds; plant substitutes for cream; fruit jellies; beverages mainly consisting of milk or dairy products; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk beverages containing fruit; unflavored or flavored fermented dairy products; dairy-based desserts; fruit-based desserts; coconut milk; vegetable salads; fruit salads; meat; fish; poultry and game; meat extracts; dehydrated, freeze-dried, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies; jams; compotes; fruit purées; eggs; milk substitutes, milk substitutes of plant origin; milk and dairy products and substitutes therefor of plant origin, included in this class; fruit jelly.

Cl.30; Cocoa, chocolate, beverages made with cocoa, beverages made with chocolate; teas, coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea-based beverages; sugar, puffed rice, flour, cereals and preparations made from cereals, breakfast cereals; biscuits (sweet or savory); bread, waffles, wafers, cakes, pastries, all these goods being plain and/or topped and/or filled and/or flavored; confectionery, edible ices, ices primarily consisting of yogurt, ice cream, sherbets (edible ices), frozen yogurts (edible ices), flavored frozen water; dessert mousses (confectionery); chocolate mousses; tapioca; sago, honey; golden syrups; molasses for food; chocolate desserts; flavorings for beverages, other than essential oils; small prepared dishes essentially consisting of rice and/or pasta; chocolate toppings for desserts; vanilla, coffee and/or cocoa powder; flavored creams; sauces (condiments); spices; vegetable beverages except substitutes for milk products, included in this class; frozen yogurt.

Cl.32; Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; water enriched with vitamins and/or fruit flavoured; flavored waters; fruit or vegetable beverages and fruit juices; juices and beverages containing vitamins, minerals and/or plants; lemonades, soda water, sherbets [beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit or vegetable extracts; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; beverages enriched with minerals (not for medical purposes); beverages enriched with vitamins (not for medical purposes); non-alcoholic beverages enriched with minerals; chocolate-based beverages containing milk; beverages, namely, coconut milk, almond milk, flavored almond milk; rice-based beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; beverages made with soy and/or rice and/or oats and other preparations made with soy and/or rice and/or oats; plant-based beverages; beverages made from nuts.

Cl.41; Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; teaching; information relating to entertainment or education; leisure services; publication of books; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences or congresses; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization and conducting of training workshops; organization of sports competitions; game services provided online from a computer network; electronic publication of books and journals online; training course services; providing of training, courses, information and education in the fields of risk assessment for health and nutrition; training in the field of protection and conservation of the environment and natural resources; education and training relating to nature conservation and the environment and natural resources; education and training relating to nature conservation and the environment and natural resources.

Cl.42; Scientific analysis, research, studies and development in the field of health, food and nutrition; research in the field of protection and conservation of the environment and natural resources; environmental protection-related research.

Cl.44; Consulting services for health, food, nutrition and body hydration; dietetic advice and advice in the field of food in general; professional consultancy in the fields of risk assessment for health and nutrition, including dietetic advice; balneotherapy, thalassotherapy, hygiene and beauty care.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860 , 30/07/2018 Class 99

DiabiLive

Priority claimed from 04/09/2017; Application No. : 4385998 ;France
3888616  27/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412479]
MirambeauAppCare
Technopole Montesquieu, 1 Allée Jean Rostand F-33650 Martillac France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Scientific, photographic, optical, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks, compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing equipment; computers; software; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer application software for mobile phones; downloadable mobile applications for portable computer devices; downloadable software for data management; electronic databases recorded on computer media; downloadable image files; downloadable cloud software; cloud servers.

Cl.10;Medical, surgical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; electronic apparatus for medical use; diagnostic apparatus for medical use; analysis apparatus for medical use; automatic analyzers for medical diagnosis; blood glucose monitors; blood testing apparatus for medical use.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; provision of access to databases; provision of access to online databases; providing access to search engines containing medical information; communication by electronic means; rental of message sending apparatus; transmission of digital files; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; provision of access to platforms and portals on the Internet.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; design and development of computers and software; development of computer hardware; design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; information technology (IT) consultancy; engineering; software as a service [SaaS]; research and development of new products; programming for computers; software consultancy; design, development, programming and implementation of software; rental of software, maintenance of software; cloud computing; electronic data storage; hosting of servers.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical diagnosis services; medical monitoring of patients; home health care services; Advisory services relating to health [medical] care; information and advisory services relating to health; information relating to health; medical examinations; medical analysis services; medical assistance.
SWEDISH HOUSE MAFIA

Priority claimed from 24/11/2017; Application No. : 017518424; European Union
3888653 03/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411736]
SSA MERCHANDISE LTD
4th Floor East Wing, Chancery House, 53-64 Chancery Lane London WC2A 1QS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Apparatus for recording, transmission, or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compacts discs; interactive compacts discs (CD-I's); long-playing records (LPs), tapes, cassettes, videotapes, audio players and audio equipment; apps (software); computer software; headphones; loudspeakers; audio apparatus; microphones; spectacles (optics), sunglasses; musical sound recordings; audiovisual recordings, namely compact discs and downloadable MP3 files; digital data carriers; USB flash drives; record players; smart phone shell.

Cl.25; Clothing, namely shirts, shorts, jeans, skirts, dresses, sweaters, waistcoats, blouses, suit coats, jackets; headgear, namely caps and hats; footwear.

Cl.41; Services of disc jockeys, artists and dancers; organization and performing of music, dance and entertainment shows and events (impressario services); organization of parties, publishing and distributing books, newspapers and magazines; recording services; organization of dance parties; publishing of books, newspapers and magazines; production and compiling of music; music publishing, including running a record label; artists’ services, services of a record company, namely recording and publishing music; night clubs; services of discotheques.
Kitl

3888683  24/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1411722]
KITL s.r.o.
Pasirská 3299/60 CZ-466 01 Jablonec nad Nisou Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.5; Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary products, beverage, food and food supplements intended for particular nutritional uses, with therapeutic or preventive effects, diabetic preparations for medical purposes, food for babies, extracts, food supplements for particular nutritional uses - within this class, extracts, food supplements for improving the physical, mental and health condition in the context of this class, nutritionally fortified foods for the convalescents, athletes and persons with increased physical and work load, sanitary products for medical purposes, disinfectants, pimpernel and plantain for pharmaceutical purposes, anti-cough medicinal candies.

Cl.32; Mineral water, sparkling drinks and other non-alcoholic beverages, soft drinks and juices, fruit syrups and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33; Alcoholic beverages (except beers), especially wines with additions of herbs; herbal wine.
SINDEX

3888721  26/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412632]
Harburg-Freudenberger Maschinenbau GmbH
Asdorfer Str. 60 57258 Freudenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.7;Machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics.

Cl.42;Computer controlled monitoring and configuration of machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics by remote access [quality control].
OETEO

3888727  25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411467]
OETEO PTE. LTD.
15 Shaw Road, 01-01 Teo Industrial Building Singapore 367953 Singapore
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
CI.25; Clothing; baby layettes for clothing; boys’ clothing; tops [clothing]; men’s clothing; girl’s clothing; under garments; woven garments; sleeping garments; shirts; t-shirts; polo shirts; pique shirts; woven shirts; pants; skirts; headwear; dresses.
CI.35; Retail services; department store retailing; retail clothing shop services; retailing of goods (by any means); hypermarket retailing; supermarket retailing.
Priority claimed from 03/05/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 003 017.6/05 ;Germany
3888730  22/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1186230]
IDT Biologika GmbH
Am Pharmapark 06861 Dessau-Roßlau Germany
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5; Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; dietary supplements for humans and animals; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides.
Cl.40; Contract manufacturing of pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, dietary supplements for humans and animals, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin and fungicides for third parties.
Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services.
Priority claimed from 29/12/2017; Application No. : 4416223 ;France
3888755    12/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412173]
TESCA GROUP
109 rue du faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.12;Head-rests for vehicle seats; upholstery for vehicles; seat covers for vehicles; vehicle seats; these products being exclusively used in the field of automobiles.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, products made of these materials (leather and imitation leather) not included for other classes; these products being exclusively used in the field of automobiles.

Cl.23;Thread and yarn for textile use, namely embroidery thread, rubber thread and yarn, hemp thread and yarn, cotton thread and yarn, jute thread and yarn, woolen thread and yarn, linen thread and yarn, silk thread and yarn, rubber thread and yarn, glass thread and yarn, plastic thread, and yarn, elastic thread and yarn; these products being exclusively used in the field of automobiles.

Cl.24;Fabrics and textile goods not included in other classes; fabrics, namely fabrics of cotton, wool, linen; hot-bonding adhesive fabrics, linings (cloth); fiberglass fabrics for textile use, filtering materials (of textile), moleskin (fabric), traveling rugs, textile materials, velvet; these products being exclusively used in the field of automobiles.

Cl.37;Upholstery repair services; leather care, cleaning and repair; these services being exclusively used in the field of automobiles.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials and especially for rendering fabrics crease-resistant, waterproofing and dyeing of fabrics; textile finishing, fireproofing, dyeing, treatment and bleaching services; sewing, rolling, design printing, warping, screen
printing; these services being exclusively used in the field of automobiles.

Cl.42; Technical research services regarding textile materials and motor vehicles; textile testing services; industrial design services; mechanical research services; these services being exclusively used in the field of automobiles.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860, 30/07/2018, Class 99

Schüller Möbelwerk KG
Rotherstr. 1 91567 Herrieden Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.11; Sinks, kitchen sinks; extractor hoods for kitchens; cookers; refrigerating cabinets for kitchens; upright freezers, freezers for kitchens; microwave ovens; cooking apparatus and installations; kilns; electric cooking utensils; cooling appliances and installations; refrigerating containers; ice machines and apparatus; ice boxes; electric pressure cooking saucepans; roasting apparatus; coffee machines, electric.

Cl.20; Kitchen furniture, in particular fitted cupboards, kitchen furniture units and kitchen furniture; furniture and furniture parts for fitted kitchens; kitchen benches; kitchen chairs; kitchen tables; kitchen trolleys; shelves for storage; tea trolleys; sideboards (furniture); dinner wagons (furniture); furniture partitions of wood; drawers; trolleys (furniture); showcases (furniture); benches (furniture); book shelves; office furniture; furniture shelves; plate racks; furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; shelves for filing-cabinets (furniture); racks; cabinets, in particular filing cabinets, medicine cabinets, cabinets for tableware and index cabinets; typing desks; writing desks; tables, in particular tables for flowers, massage tables, desks and dressing tables.

Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); dustbins; dishwashing brushes; bowls; containers for household or kitchen use not made of precious metal; bread boxes; bread baskets; cruets for vinegar and oil; vegetable dishes; dinnerware; decanters; cheese-dish covers; stew-pans; cauldrons; non electric cooking utensils; mills for household purposes; sugar bowls, butter dishes and powder compacts; trays for domestic purpose; coffee coasters; wine tasters; bread boards and cutting boards for the kitchen; butter dishes; egg cups; thermally insulated receptacles for food and drink; serving platters; cookie jars; ceramics for household purposes; cooking pot sets.
METALICOCIN

Priority claimed from 05/04/2018; Application No. : 1917644 ;Australia
3888761    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411563]
MetaliCoin Pty Ltd
186B Booran Road Glenhuntly Victoria 3163 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Cryptocurrency; cryptocurrency exchange software; cryptocurrency wallets; computer software; application software; computer software products; computer software programs.

Cl.36; Commodity trading (financial services); financial services; financial information; financial exchange services; financial brokerage; brokerage; brokerage of currency; exchange brokerage; money exchange services; buying and selling currency; currency exchange services; currency trading services; agencies for the exchange of currency; exchanging money; cryptocurrency consultancy; issuance of tokens of value; issuing tokens of value; commodities brokerage; commodities exchange services; commodities, gold, mercantile, monetary and security exchanges; trading in securities; investment; investment information.

Cl.42; Information technology (it) services (computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy); cryptocurrency mining; data mining services; computer software design; computer software advisory services; computer software consultancy; computer software development; computer software programming services; computer support services (computer hardware, software and peripherals advisory and information services); computer support services (programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services); design of computer software; development of computer software; cryptocurrency engineering; software engineering; writing of computer software; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others (information technology services); provision of information relating to information technology; information technology (it) consultancy; design and development of search engines; providing search engines for the internet; software as a service (saas); hosting of software as a service (saas); providing information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software; online provision of web-based software (non-downloadable).
flexLoad

Priority claimed from 23/11/2017; Application No. : 712178 ;Switzerland
3888763  08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412222]
Fritz Studer AG
Postfach, CH-3602 Thun Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7; Loaders (gate loader system) for machine tools, grinding machines, sharpening machines for tools and laser processing machines.
Cl.37; Installation, maintenance and repair.
STRIPCUT

3888766  26/01/2018
[International Registration No.: 1412583]
Harburg-Freudenberger Maschinenbau GmbH
Asdorfer Straße 60 57258 Freudenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

**Cl.7:** Machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics.

**Cl.37:** Installation and maintenance of machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics.

**Cl.42:** Computer controlled monitoring and configuration of machines for the plastics and rubber manufacturing industry for producing and processing of rubber and plastics, namely extruders (machines), mills, rolling mills and machines for moulding, dosing, splitting and assembly of rubber and plastics by remote access [quality control].
AutoSense

3888768  27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411447]
Deublin Company
2050 Norman Drive Waukegan IL 60085-6747 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6; Metal pipe fittings in the nature of rotating pipe couplings and joints.
Cl.7; Rotating unions for installation on machine tools.
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "Multikubik"
ul. Nobelya, d. 7, korp. 1, Territoria SKOLKOVO Innovatsionnogo centra RU-121205 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; DVD players; sound recording apparatus; intercommunication apparatus; projection apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; blueprint apparatus; flashing lights [luminous signals]; stereoscopic apparatus; telephone apparatus; computer memory devices; camcorders; video baby monitors; video telephones; video screens; holograms; loudspeakers; optical goods; slide projectors; transparency projection apparatus; dictating machines; sound recording discs; disks, magnetic; optical discs; disk drives for computers; buzzers; temperature indicators; interfaces for computers; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; cinematographic cameras; video game cartridges; memory cards for video game machines; electronic book readers; electronic agendas; compact discs [audio-video]; computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; notebook computers; lasers, not for medical purposes; optical lenses; portable media players; microphones; modems; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; headphones; optical data media; computer software, recorded; objectives [lenses] [optics]; electronic pocket translators; transmitters of electronic signals; wafers for integrated circuits; compact disc players; teaching apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; prisms [optics]; wires, electric; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer game software; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer operating programs, recorded; record players; processors [central processing units]; electronic publications, downloadable; radios; audiovisual teaching apparatus; personal stereos; stereoscopes; television apparatus; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; battery chargers; computer peripheral devices; readers [data processing equipment]; bar code readers; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; animated cartoons; USB flash drives; cameras [photography]; sleeves for laptops; projection screens.

Cl.35; Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; demonstration of goods; marketing; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; sales promotion for others; advertising.

Cl.39; Delivery of goods; wrapping of goods; storage of goods.
Priority claimed from 11/08/2017; Application No. : 017098138 ;European Union
3888815  09/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412191]
Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH
Ludwig-Erhard-Anlage 1 60327 Frankfurt am Main Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording
discs; CDs, DVDs and other digital data carriers; hardware for data processing, computers; electronically downloadable
publications, books, brochures, texts, pictures, programs, games, pieces of music, films; software.

Cl.16;Printed matter, particularly newspapers, periodicals, magazines, cards, catalogues, pamphlets, handbooks,
prospectuses, placards and photographs; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus).

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing research; telemarketing; personnel management consultancy, employment agencies;
organization and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and special shows for commercial or advertising purposes;
business management, particularly in respect of organizing and conducting trade fairs, exhibitions, special shows and
selling events; presentation of business companies and their products and services, also via the Internet, for business
purposes; sales promotion for others; merchandising (sales promotion); demonstration of goods for publicity purposes;
arranging of commercial and business contacts, also via the Internet; rental of advertising space and advertising material;
rental of booths for exhibitions and trade fairs; business management consultancy, particularly in respect of organizing
and conducting trade fairs, exhibitions, special shows and selling events; compilation and maintenance of data in
computer databases; publication of printed matter (also in electronic form) for advertising purposes; searches about
business topics in computer databases and in the Internet; business advice, also in the Internet; providing information in
commercial matters.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, telecommunications by means of platforms in the Internet, particularly for conducting
virtual trade fairs; providing access to electronic communication networks, particularly to the Internet and to Intranets; e-
mail services; electronic transmission of messages and images; providing access to databases in computer networks,
particularly interactive databases containing information about consumer goods and industrial products; providing
access to economic information in the Internet; services rendered by a news agency; providing access to web pages in
the Internet, providing access to web logs; rental of access time to a website for watching events (service relating to
telecommunication).

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; consultancy services relating to
education and training; vocational guidance; organization and conducting of exhibitions and special shows for cultural,
educational or tuitional purposes; organization and conducting of instructional events, of congresses, seminars,
conferences, symposia and workshops (education); arranging and conducting of colloquia; production of shows;
arranging of entertainment shows; organization and conducting of balls; organization and conducting of competitions
(education and entertainment); presentation of live performances; musical performances (orchestra); party planning
services (entertainment); providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of printed matter (also in
electronic form), except for advertising purposes; publication of periodicals and books in electronic form, also in the
Internet; game services provided online from a computer network; booking of seats and ticket agency services for
entertainment events, also via the Internet.
Priority claimed from 17/08/2017; Application No.: 30 2017 225 610; Germany
3888816 17/01/2018
[International Registration No.: 1412197]
Egon Zehnder International AG
Wiesenstrasse 17 CH-8008 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Writing of résumés for others; work and personnel placement; consultancy in the field of personnel recruitment; consultancy in the field of human resources; business management and organization consultancy; business management organization consultancy in the field of personnel management; recruitment consultancy; consultancy on business management and organization; recruitment consultancy for business management; consultancy for personnel and job placement; business management consultancy; consultancy on personnel selection issues; personnel management consultancy; consultancy on staff recruitment; services of personnel placement agencies; personality testing for recruitment purposes; personnel selection using psychological testing; evaluation of personnel requirements; professional consultancy relating to personnel management; professional personnel recruiting; personnel selection; personnel selection for third parties; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; personnel management and recruitment; placement of staff; personnel placement and recruitment; business recruitment consultancy; placement of personnel for management tasks.

Cl.41; Training for executives; training for managers; training in the field of business management; management training for adults; consultancy in relation to training, management training and personnel training; vocational consultancy; coaching in economic and management issues; conducting lectures in the field of management skills; management training; consultancy on management training.
VAS-Air

3888377  11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412203]
GIVAUDAN SA
5, chemin de la Parfumerie CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Instruments used for creating perfumes and aromas in the vapor state.
Cl.42; Research, design and development services regarding perfumes and aromas.
TERRA DRONE

Priority claimed from 17/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-151684 ;Japan
3888846  16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412219]
TERRA DRONE CORPORATION
Cosmos Aoyama South 3F, 5-53-67, Jingumae, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0001 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.37; Inspection of building and structures; inspection of bridges; inspection of railroad tracks; operation, inspection and maintenance of building equipment; providing information about operation, inspection and maintenance of building equipment; operation, inspection and maintenance of building equipment by staffing; inspection, maintenance and repair of power lines and cables; providing information about inspection and repair or maintenance of power lines and cables; inspection and repair of roads.

Cl.41; Photography using civilian drone; photography for inspection using civilian drone; photography using digital cameras; photography using video cameras; aerial photography and providing information about aerial photography.

Cl.42; Computer programming; programming of web pages; providing computer programs, namely development of software for surveying using drone, such as drone autopilot program, image processing program and/or three dimensional image analysis program; surveying by staffing services, namely, surveying by a human using drone; surveying; marine, aerial and land surveying; building surveying; providing information about architectural services and surveying; photogrammetry; surveying by staffing services; providing information or consulting services about surveying; topographical surveying; land surveying.
Priority claimed from 13/02/2018; Application No. : 3704198 ;Spain
3888857    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412013]
MARBYS LOGICAL FOOD PROCESS, S.L.
Pol. Ind. Arboledas II, Avda. de Drago, 15-28 E-45200 ILLESCAS (TOLEDO) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Preservatives for foodstuffs, preserving compounds for food products; emulsifiers for use in food manufacture, emulsifiers for food preparations.
Cl.5;Antioxidant food supplements.
CoreNetiX

Priority claimed from 29/09/2017; Application No.: 30 2017 109 935; Germany

3888868   07/11/2017

[International Registration No.: 1411971]

CoreNetiX GmbH
Charlottenstraße 17 10117 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Firmware for computer peripherals; operating system programs; communications processing computer software; embedded operating software; integrated software packages; analog signal processors; antennas and aerials as communications apparatus; computer networking and data communications equipment; wireless communication apparatus; wireless transmitters and receivers; radio receiving tuners; radio transmitters; digital signal processors; wireless communication devices for voice, data, or image transmission; network communication apparatus; telecommunications circuit board units; parts and fittings for communications apparatus; apparatus for measuring, monitoring and analysing electricity consumption; air pollution measuring devices; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of security systems; air analysis apparatus; measuring, counting, alignment and calibrating instruments; sensors and detectors; monitoring instruments; alarms and warning equipment; electronic surveillance apparatus; smoke detectors; software programmable microprocessors; microprocessor controls; circuit boards provided with integrated circuits; antennas; antennas for wireless communications apparatus; computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things [IoT]; computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the internet of things [IoT]; devices for wireless radio transmission.

Cl.42; Development of hardware for digital signal processing; design of hardware for digital signal processing; consultancy services relating to product engineering; electrical engineering services; engineering services relating to the design of communications systems; engineering services relating to the design of electronic systems; engineering services related to integrated circuit diagnostics; engineering project management services; analysis and testing services relating to electrical engineering apparatus; product quality evaluation; technical measuring and testing; design and testing for new product development; design and testing of new products; analysis and evaluation of product design; debugging computer software for others; research and development services; conformance testing services; product quality control testing; product quality testing; product testing; product safety testing; testing services for alarm and monitoring systems; testing services for the certification of quality or standards; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods of others for the purpose of certification; testing of apparatus in the field of electrical engineering for certification purposes; testing of apparatus in the field of electrical engineering; design and development of driver software; design and development of operating system software; software design and development.
Priority claimed from 12/12/2017; Application No. : 2017-163140 ;Japan
3888873  09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412235]
DAIHEN CORPORATION
2-1-11, Tagawa, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 532-8512 Japan
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7; Welding machines; electric welding apparatus; metal welding apparatus; welding robots; work loading and unloading handling robots for metalworking machine tools; loading-unloading machines and apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; metalworking machines and tools; welding torches; welding wire feeding apparatus.
Cl.9; Arc welding power supplies; power supplies; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers.
Cl.40; Metal welding services; metal treating; providing information relating to metal treating; consultancy relating to metal treating.
Innovatrics

3888874   30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1411866]
Innovatrics, s.r.o.
Pri vinohradoch 82 SK-831 06 Bratislava Slovakia
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Process monitors; event recorders; visual monitoring apparatus; databases (electronic); databases; software; biometric identification systems; computer programmes for data processing; computer programs for the enabling of access or entrance control; data recorded electronically; information technology and audiovisual equipment; biometric scanners; biometric retinal scanners; biometric hand readers; biometric fingerprint readers; biometric identification apparatus; biometric access control systems; biometric voice recognition systems; computer software for biometric systems for the identification and authentication of persons.
Cl.42;Temporary electronic storage of information and data; consultancy and information services relating to software rental; software development, programming and implementation; computer system analysis; computer system design and development; preparation of computer programs for data processing; research in the field of data processing technology; information technology [IT] consultancy services; IT programming services; science and technology services.
SmilePick

Priority claimed from 12/01/2018; Application No. : 4020180005730 ;Republic of Korea
3888875   20/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412092]
SERVEONE CO., LTD.
150, Magokjungang-ro, Gangseo-gu Seoul 07789 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.3;Pre-moistened cleansing tissues; soaps for personal use; toiletry preparations; cleaning/polishing/scouring and abrasive preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; make-up removing preparations; cosmetics; exfoliant tissues; pre-moistened or impregnated cleansing pads, tissues or wipes; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; pre-moistened cleansing tissues of non-woven for removing make-up; polishing paper; pre-moistened cleansing tissues for babies; pre-moistened cleansing tissues of textile; pre-moistened cleansing tissues of paper; pre-moistened cleansing tissues for toilets; sand paper; abrasive paper.

Cl.9;Screen savers; electric safety locking devices; measuring sensors, other than for medical use; electrical adapters; battery charge devices; dry cells; batteries; rechargeable batteries; cables, electric; wires, electric; accessories for MP3 players in the nature of screen protectors; headphones; film for protecting screen for smart phones; navigation devices for cars; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer programs and software; computer screen saver software; computers; computer peripheral devices; film for protecting the liquid crystal screen of touch pad.

Cl.16;Toilet paper; paper carton sealing tape for household use; food bag tape for freezer use; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; stickers and sticker albums; printing paper; paper tapes; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; paper wipes; hygienic paper; paper tissues; loose-leaf paper; stationery; correcting tapes as office requisites; office requisites, except furniture; plastic film for wrapping; ribbons for hand-held label printers; hand-held label printers as office requisites; printed matter.

Cl.21;Disposable plastic gloves for household purposes; dispensers for facial tissues; brush goods; dental tape; cleaning tools and washing utensils, other than electric; containers for household or kitchen use; serving dishes; paper cups; mess-tins; drinking vessels; signboards of porcelain or glass; flower pots; bath caddies; boxes of glass; tablemats, not of paper or textile; glass ornaments; electric make-up removing appliances; gloves for household purposes; cleaning mitts of fabric; gardening gloves.
SKULL & BONES

Priority claimed from 31/05/2017; Application No. : 4365292 ;France
3888894  30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1411774]
UBISOFT ENTERTAINMENT
107, avenue Henri Freville F-35200 RENNES France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Sound and image recording apparatus; sound and image transmission apparatus; sound and image reproduction apparatus; magnetic disks; optical disks; personal digital assistant; computer memory devices; printed circuits; computers; readers of magnetic, optical and digital discs and diskettes; recorded computer programs; computer game software; computer games and online games; computer software on mobile telephones; CD-ROMs; compact disks; exposed cinematographic films.

Cl.28;Games, toys; apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use only with a television set; action figures; board games; playing cards; automatic game machines other than prepaid ones and those for use solely with a television set; automatic and coin-operated amusement machines; electronic game consoles; game apparatus designed for use with a television set.

Cl.41;Entertainment in the field of video games; organization of competitions in the field of video games; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, organization of exhibitions for cultural purposes; publication of press magazines, publication of newspapers, editing of books, editing of newspapers, publication of books; information services concerning online computer games and other online entertainment; game services provided online (from a computer network); game services via cellular telephones; production of films (other than advertising films), shows, production of radio and television programs, of televised and filmed entertainment; entertainment services in the form of an amusement park,namely a themed area; amusement park and theme park services; provision of recreational facilities; organization of leagues for electronic sports and video games; entertainment services in the form of competitions, games, tournaments, exhibitions, competitions and events relating to electronic sports and video games.
Priority claimed from 29/09/2017; Application No. : 87628468 ;United States of America
3888898    27/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412238]

Ripple Labs Inc.
315 Montgomery Street San Francisco CA 94104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Computer software for facilitating payments over electronic communications networks.

Cl.36;Financial transaction services, namely, providing commercial transaction and payment options.

Cl.38;Peer to peer network computer services, namely, transmission services of financial data over electronic communication network.

Cl.42;Application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for use in processing cross-border financial transactions and payment processing; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software enabling financial institutions and payment processors to communicate and coordinate with currency and digital asset exchanges over electronic computer networks in order to effect and financial transactions and payments; computer software services, namely, providing online non-downloadable computer software for facilitating payments over electronic communications networks; providing online non-downloadable computer software for facilitating payments over electronic communications networks; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for enabling communication with currency and digital asset exchanges over electronic computer networks; providing online non-downloadable software to serves as an application programming interface (API) enabling communication of payment information to financial institutions and payment processors for processing and settlement; proving online non-downloadable computer software for facilitating payments over electronic communications networks.
CHAMPAGNE BILLECART-SALMON
40 rue Carnot F-51160 MAREUIL-SUR-AY France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.32; Beers, mineral and aerated waters, non-alcoholic beverages and preparations for making beverages (excluding those based on coffee, tea or cocoa and milk beverages); fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups.

Cl.33; Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.43; Services for providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation.
GUANGDONG TOPLEADER AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONING CO., LTD.
No. 425, Jinxing Road, Liaoibu Town, Dongguan City Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.11: Containers (refrigerating -); cooling installations and machines; cooling appliances and installations; air conditioning installations; air filtering installations; air conditioners for vehicles; air purifying apparatus and machines; ventilation [air-conditioning], installations and apparatus; ventilation [air-conditioning], installations for vehicles; lamps.

Cl.35: Bill-posting; advertising; communication media (presentation of goods on -), for retail purposes; advice for consumers (commercial information and -) [consumer advice shop]; administration (commercial -) of the licensing of the goods and services of others; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; marketing; provide online markets for buyers and sellers of goods and services; management consultancy (personnel -).

Cl.37: Heating equipment installation and repair; air conditioning apparatus installation and repair; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; freezing equipment installation and repair; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; vehicle lubrication [greasing]; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; maintenance (vehicle -); rustproofing.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1860, 30/07/2018

IR DIVISION

Proposed to be Used

WIRNET

3888934 02/02/2018

[International Registration No.: 1412481]

KERLINK
1 rue Jacqueline Auriol F-35235 THORIGNE FOUILLARD France

Cl.9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, optical or sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; equipment for data processing and computers; software (recorded programs); computer peripheral devices; electric batteries; detectors; electric wires; electric relays; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; connection terminals for wireless or cable networks; gateways for the communication of range finding reports; gateways for collection and management of data; embedded calculators; communications networks; communications processors; communications servers [computer hardware]; real-time location systems; communications beacons; software platforms for monitoring and remote maintenance; connection platforms for equipment remote from information systems; telecommunications base station (relay antenna); software dedicated to objects connected to a global computer network; data communication apparatus; software for telecommunication systems; data communication software; radio network controllers; meters for energy or fluid or liquids connected to a telecommunications network or a global computer network; receivers [audio, video]; videoconferencing apparatus; video devices; video telephones; video processors.

Cl.35: Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; dissemination of advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); newspaper subscription services (for others); arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; services for subscription to computer databases; presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail sale; business management and organization consultancy; accounting; document reproduction; employment agencies; computer file management; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on all communication media; publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertisements; public relations.

Cl.37: Construction; maintenance, installation and repair of communications networks; technical assistance for the installation and maintenance of communication networks; assistance for the installation of network infrastructure, especially for networks of objects connected to a telecommunications network or a global computer network.

Cl.38: Telecommunications; information on telecommunications; communications services via intranet sites, extranet sites, the Internet and other electronic media; communications by computer terminals or by fiber-optic networks; communications by radio or telephone; cellular telephone communication services; provision of user access to global computer networks; provision of access to Internet chat rooms; provision of access to databases; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); connection by telecommunications to a global computer network; news or information agencies; rental of telecommunication apparatus; transmission (or broadcasting) of radio or television programs; teleconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks.

Cl.42: Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; assistance in the development of telecommunications products; design and development of software; custom design services; design and development of computer hardware, software, computer systems (software), web applications (software) and intranet systems (software); updating, upgrading, installation and implementation of software and web applications (software); technical project study; engineering; research and development of new products for others; engineering services relating to the design of communication systems; information system security services; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; advice in information and communication technology, especially for objects connected to a global computer network; dimensioning and planning infrastructures for networks of objects connected to a telecommunications network or a global computer network; remote operational management and monitoring of infrastructures for networks of objects connected to a telecommunications network or a global computer network; computer system integration and analysis; energy auditing; advice related to energy saving; computer system design; information technology (IT) consultancy; telecommunication technology consultancy services; technological consultancy services; quality control; outsourced services relating to information technology; information relating to information technology and programming by means of websites; software as a service (SaaS); maintenance of computer software; remote maintenance; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; technical supervision services via a web interface; advice and information concerning the aforesaid services; remote management.
"Bitdegree", UAB
Nugažėtoju g. 20A LT-10105 Vilnius Lithuania

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Advertising, marketing and promotional services; business analysis, research and information services; business assistance, management and administrative services; administrative order processing; administrative services relating to the referral of clients to lawyers; automatic re-ordering service for business; administrative processing of purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail-order companies; negotiation of contracts relating to the purchase and sale of goods; wholesale ordering services; subscriptions to electronic journals; electronic order processing; providing consumer product information relating to software; foreign trade information and consultation; information about sales methods; arranging subscriptions to information packages; providing consumer product information; business administration services for processing sales made on the internet; arranging subscriptions of the online publications of others; arranging subscriptions to internet services; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; wholesale services in relation to computer software; wholesale services in relation to educational supplies; coupon procurement services for others; sales administration; intermediary services relating to advertising; advisory services relating to commercial transactions; mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; brokerage of name and address based lists (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); mediation of agreements regarding the sale and purchase of goods; intermediary services relating to the rental of advertising time and space.

Cl.41; Publishing and reporting; translation and interpretation; education, entertainment and sport services.

Cl.42; Design services; testing, authentication and quality control; IT services (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); science and technology services.
Priority claimed from 20/02/2018; Application No.: 713616; Switzerland
3888952  15/03/2018
[International Registration No.: 1412243]
Bitmain Switzerland AG
Gotthardstrasse 26 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Software using decentralized computer technologies for block chain.
Cl.36; Electronic payment processing services; financial services, namely processing of financial transactions provided through web-based systems and portals offering software that cannot be downloaded online, enabling users to access electronic clearing and settlement networks using block-chain technology.
Cl.42; Software as a Service (SaaS) offering software for the clearing, allocation, compliance, recording and settlement of transactions involving bitcoin, cryptocurrency, digital tokens, collateral for derivatives, derivative contracts, virtual currencies, as well as digital currencies; provision of software (Software as a Service, SaaS).
BUCHERER

Priority claimed from 24/12/2017; Application No. : 716336 ;Switzerland
3888961  01/06/2018

[International Registration No. : 1412115]
Bucherer AG
Langensandstrasse 27 CH-6005 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.14; Timepieces, jewelry.
Cl.35; Retail sale (in business premises and online shops).
Cl.42; Design services.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Computer software, namely, a software platform for searching relational databases and for collecting, aggregating and analyzing health care related data and information from a wide range of sources, including patient specific data and health records, health and medical research information and reports, hospital and health care facilities records and reports, and general information regarding medicine, health and wellness.

Cl.35; Business consultation services; business consulting services related to use of data analytics and technology in making health care decisions.

Cl.42; Hosting a website featuring technology for collecting, aggregating and analyzing health care related data and information from a wide range of sources, including patient specific data and health records, health and medical research information and reports, hospital and health care facilities records and reports, and general information regarding medicine, health and wellness.

Cl.44; Providing information featuring an on-line searchable and relational database in the field of medicine, health and wellness via a website.
Priority claimed from 02/11/2017; Application No. : 017426511 ;European Union
3888999    23/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412072]
Välinge Innovation AB
Prästavägen 513 SE-263 65 Viken Sweden
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic building components, namely, panels, tiles and boards; non-metallic manufactured building
elements, namely, panels, tiles and boards; non-metallic prefabricated building components, namely, panels, tiles and
boards; non-metal wainscotting.
Cl.20;Fitted furniture; fitted cupboards; fitted kitchen furniture; non-metallic connecting elements for furniture, namely,
clips; plastic locking mechanisms for furniture; furniture parts; composable furniture; fasteners, not of metal for shelves;
fasteners, not of metal for furniture; cupboard units being composed primarily of furniture; cupboards; furniture parts,
namely, joints for furniture; prefabricated shelves; panels being parts of furniture; furniture panels; sections of paneling
for furniture; modular shelving; furniture for shops; indoor furniture; furniture; furniture units for kitchens; integrated
furniture; drawers as furniture parts; glass fibre reinforced plastic connecting elements for assembling furniture; furniture
parts, namely, flexible plastic locking tongue for assembling furniture.
Cl.27;Floor coverings, namely panels, tiles, boards, and carpets made of linoleum, textile, and vinyl; wall coverings,
namely panels, tiles, boards, and carpets made of linoleum and vinyl.
Cl.42;Technological services and research and design relating thereto, namely, design and development of floors,
flooring materials, floor boards and floor tiles, ceilings, covering for ceilings, covering for walls, panels, building materials
and furniture.
Cl.45; Licensing of intellectual and industrial property rights.
Roche Diabetes Care GmbH
Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 Mannheim Germany

**Proposed to be Used**

**IR DIVISION**

**Cl.9:** Computer software for use in the field of medicine and diagnostics; computer software for use in the field of diabetes; computer software for use with blood glucose monitoring instruments; computer software for the evaluation, monitoring and administration of medical data; mobile apps for medical and diagnostic applications; computer apps used in the fields of lifestyle, health and behavioral modification; mobile apps for the estimation of carbohydrates in food and the calculation of bolus insulin dose.

**Cl.41:** Education and tuition for medical purposes in the field of diabetes; personal coaching in the fields of lifestyle, health and behavioral modification; training and education in the health and medical field in relation to diabetes management and the use of blood sugar measuring apparatus, insulin pumps and accessories thereof.
Priority claimed from 16/04/2018; Application No. : 1919781 ;Australia
3889005    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412091]
MetaliCoin Pty Ltd
186B Booran Road Glenhuntly Victoria 3163 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Cryptocurrency; cryptocurrency exchange software; cryptocurrency wallets; computer software; application software; computer software products; computer software programs.

Cl.36; Commodity trading (financial services); financial services; financial information; financial exchange services; financial brokerage; brokerage; brokerage of currency; exchange brokerage; money exchange services; buying and selling currency; currency exchange services; currency trading services; agencies for the exchange of currency; exchanging money; cryptocurrency consultancy; issuance of tokens of value; issuing tokens of value; commodities brokerage; commodities exchange services; commodities, gold, mercantile, monetary and security exchanges; trading in securities; investment; investment information.

Cl.42; Information technology (it) services (computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy); cryptocurrency mining; data mining services; computer software design; computer software advisory services; computer software consultancy; computer software development; computer software programming services; computer support services (computer hardware, software and peripherals advisory and information services); computer support services (programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services); design of computer software; development of computer software; cryptocurrency engineering; software engineering; writing of computer software; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others (information technology services); provision of information relating to information technology; information technology (it) consultancy; design and development of search engines; providing search engines for the internet; software as a service (saas); hosting of software as a service (saas); providing information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software; online provision of web-based software (non-downloadable).
INTRAPAY

Priority claimed from 24/11/2017; Application No. : 017521014 ;European Union
3889017   24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411481]
Intrapay Limited
Level -2, Spinola Road 137 STJ 3011 ST JULIAN'S

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Software and application software (apps); cards with a magnetic strip or other integrated system for storing and processing data including credit cards, debit cards and other electronic payment cards; video and sound recordings; electronic and digital publications, downloadable or presented on data media; the aforesaid goods also within the context of a payment service provider.

Cl.35;Commercial assistance for companies, institutions, organizations and individuals relating to the field of payment services and finance services; office functions; billing services; management accounting; data compilation for others and data management services; the aforesaid services also within the context of a payment service provider; consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services also provided via the Internet, the cable network or other forms of data transfer.

Cl.36;Financial transfers and transactions, and payment services; payment transaction services; credit card, debit card and electronic payment card services; the aforesaid services also within the context of a payment service provider; consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services also provided via the Internet, the cable network or other forms of data transfer.
Think Unthinkable Pty Ltd
PO BOX 340 SURRY HILLS NSW 2010 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Compilation and provision of online directories; online advertising on a computer network; online data processing services; online promotion on a computer network; marketing; advertising; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; event management services in the relation to the organization of exhibitions or trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; retail services; retail services featuring telecommunications services of others; business consultancy relating to the administration of information technology; compilation of information relating to information technology; publicity; web site traffic optimisation; consultancy regarding advertising communications strategy; commercial information services provided by access to a computer database; computerised business information retrieval; computerised data processing.

Cl.42; Creating indexes of online websites and information sources; online provision of web-based applications (non-downloadable); online provision of web-based software (non-downloadable); providing information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software; provision of online non-downloadable software (application service provider); retail design services; computer software design; computer software development; computer support services (computer hardware, software and peripherals advisory and information services); computer support services (programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services); information technology (it) services (computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy); installation and maintenance of computer software; software creation; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others (information technology services); information services relating to information technology; information technology (it) consultancy; provision of information relating to information technology; hosting computer sites (web sites); hosting of databases; hosting of weblogs (blogs); web portal services (designing or hosting); providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; web site design; computer network services; development, maintenance and updating of a telecommunication network search engine; design of communication systems; design of communications apparatus; computer analysis; computer consultancy; computer design; computer programming; computer research services; information services relating to computers; installation of computer software; modifying of computer programs; preparation of reports relating to computer programs; remote monitoring of computer systems; research relating to computers; upgrading of computer software; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; transfer of images from their original format to digital format.
INTRACARD

Priority claimed from 24/11/2017; Application No. : 017521055 ;European Union
3889412    24/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1411517]

Intrapay Limited
Level -2, Spinola Road 137 STJ 3011 ST JULIAN'S

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Software and application software (apps); cards with a magnetic strip or other integrated system for storing and processing data including credit cards, debit cards and other electronic payment cards; video and sound recordings; electronic and digital publications, downloadable or presented on data media; the aforesaid goods also within the context of a payment service provider.

Cl.35; Commercial assistance for companies, institutions, organizations and individuals relating to the field of payment services and finance services; office functions; billing services; management accounting; data compilation for others and data management services; the aforesaid services also within the context of a payment service provider; consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services also provided via the Internet, the cable network or other forms of data transfer.

Cl.36; Financial transfers and transactions, and payment services; payment transaction services; credit card, debit card and electronic payment card services; the aforesaid services also within the context of a payment service provider; consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services also provided via the Internet, the cable network or other forms of data transfer.
Priority claimed from 11/12/2017; Application No. : 300940 ;Israel
3889415 22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411528]
MONDAY.COM LTD.
52 Menachem Begin Road, Beit Sonol 6713701 Tel Aviv Israel

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

**Cl.9:** Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for project management, communication and collaboration between work users and for sharing of data, images and files between users for work collaboration and management purposes; downloadable desktop software application for project management, communication and collaboration between work users and for sharing of data, images and files between users for work collaboration and management purposes.

**Cl.38:** Providing multiple-user access to data, images, files and online project management tools; electronic transmission of data, images and files exchanged and shared in project management software through telecommunication networks.

**Cl.42:** Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for project management, communication and collaboration between work users and for sharing of data, images and files between users for work collaboration and management purposes; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in project management, communication and collaboration between work users and for sharing of data, images and files between users for work collaboration and management purposes.
Priority claimed from 05/12/2017; Application No. : 4410238 ;France
3889424  16/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411788]
APPLICATION EUROPEENNE DE TECHNOLOGIES ET DE SERVICES
17 avenue André-Marie Ampère F-64140 LONS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; software; fire extinguishers; electronic agendas; testing apparatus not for medical use; antennas; downloadable computer software applications; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; magnetic identification bracelets; magnetic identity cards; encoded magnetic cards; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; encoded key cards; chemistry apparatus and instruments; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; printed circuits; integrated circuits; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; electric apparatus for commutation; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; connectors [electricity]; electric regulating apparatus; detectors; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; sound recording disks; magnetic disks; compact disks [audio-video]; optical compact disks; distillation apparatus for scientific use; dosing devices; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters [telecommunications]; distance recording apparatus; time recording apparatus; tape recorders; pressure recorders; audiovisual teaching apparatus; teaching apparatus; material testing instruments and machines; electronic tags for goods; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; downloadable image files; ovens for laboratory use; frequency meters; jigs [measuring instruments]; gasometers [measuring instruments]; surveying apparatus and instruments; GPS apparatus [global positioning systems]; apparatus for global positioning system [GPS], holograms; computer hardware; intercommunication apparatus; lasers for
non-medical use; bar code readers; optical readers; readers [data processing equipment]; optical lenses; software [recorded programs]; software packages; smart glasses; 3D spectacles; distance measuring apparatus; speed measuring apparatus; electric measuring apparatus; precision measuring apparatus; measuring instruments; pressure measuring apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigation apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; computers; portable computers; smartphones; solar panels for electricity production; signaling panels, luminous or mechanical; computer peripheral devices; weighing apparatus and instruments; photographic apparatus; apparatus and instruments for physics; electric cells (batteries); solar batteries; central processing units [processors]; recorded computer programs; recorded computer operating system programs; computer programs [downloadable software]; projection apparatus; downloadable electronic publications; radiological apparatus for industrial use; X-ray apparatus not for medical use; receivers [audio, video]; sounding apparatus and machines; electronic tablets; mobile telephones, portable telephones; smartphones.

Cl.16; Paper and cardboard; printing products (printed matter); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesive apparatus;Zenith of Day or household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching materials except apparatus; plastic materials except apparatus; plastic bags; printing type; printing blocks; catalogs; flyers; graphic prints; newspapers; books; manuals [handbooks]; prospectuses; printed publications.

Cl.35; Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial information agency services; management assistance for commercial or industrial companies and public and private sector organizations; cost-price analyses; auditing of businesses and public and private sector organizations [commercial analysis]; compilation of information into computer databases; business management and organization consultancy; human resources management consultancy; business management consultancy; professional business consultancy; commercial business appraisals; market studies; expertise in business productivity and public and private sector organizations; organization of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; outsourced administrative management of companies; computer file management; information relating to commercial and business contacts; commercial information via websites; business information; commercial information and advice for consumers (consumer advice shop); business investigations; marketing services; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; organization of exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; economic forecasting; preparation on all computer media, for retail sale; data search in online libraries; information relating to internet sites for commercial or advertising purposes; business inquiries; personnel recruitment; psychological testing for personnel selection; compilation of statistics; systematization of information in computer databases.

Cl.37; Construction; repair; installation services; construction consultancy; maintenance and repair services; construction information; repair information; installation and repair of industrial apparatus and equipment; construction management [supervision].

Cl.41; Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; coaching [training]; organization and conducting of colloquiums; organization of competitions [education and entertainment]; organization and conducting of conferences; recording [filming]; correspondence education, correspondence courses; teaching services; educational examination services; organization and conducting of non-virtual educational forums; information relating to education; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization and conducting of training workshops; career counseling; publication of texts other than advertising texts; publication of books; online publication of specialized electronic books and journals; provision of non-downloadable online electronic publications; vocational retraining; organization and conducting of seminars; organization and conducting of symposiums; translation services; tutoring.

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, especially in the fields of energy, territorial development, the environment, economic development, international trade, institutional development, transport, security, land development, information technology and telecommunications; industrial analysis and research services, especially in the fields of energy, territorial development, the environment, economic development, international trade, institutional development, transport, security, land development, information technology and telecommunications; design and development of computers and software; professional consultancy and drawing up of plans unrelated to business dealings especially in the fields of energy, territorial development, the environment, economic development, international trade, institutional development, transport, security, land development, information technology and telecommunications; design and development of computers and software; technical project studies, especially in the fields of energy, territorial development, the environment, economic development, international trade, institutional development, transport, security, land development, information technology and telecommunications; engineering services, especially in the fields of energy, territorial development, the environment, economic development, international trade, institutional development, transport, security, land development, information technology and telecommunications; translation services; tutoring.

technical analysis methods [engineering work], especially in the fields of energy, territorial development, the environment, economic development, international trade, institutional development, transport, security, land development, information technology and telecommunications; drawing up of technical reference systems for others, especially in the field of quality, certification and standards; technical quality evaluation of goods, services, processes, activities and installations to verify compliance with specified references in particular for the issuance of certificates entitling to the use of a standard, public or private norms or a certification mark; auditing and certification of goods, services, processes, management systems, activities, installations, services to verify the compliance with specified references in particular standards and certifications; issuance of certificates attesting compliance with specified benchmarks; quality control of goods, services, activities, processes, installations, to verify compliance with specified benchmarks in particular for the purpose of issuance and maintenance of certification; safety testing of products, services, an activity, a process, installations in particular for the purpose of certification issuance and maintenance; inspection of goods, services, processes, installations for control purposes in particular quality control; technical inspection services in particular for security; performance monitoring services; destructive testing services; certification of goods, services, activities, processes, installations; participation in any research research in the field of certification; research of new products for others; study, testing, test, analysis, evaluation, expert appraisal, inspection, certification of goods, services, materials, machines and apparatus, installations in particular relating to aircraft, ships, motor vehicles, railway equipment, civil engineering machinery, lifting apparatus, power plants, thermal or hydraulic plants, equipment for oil exploitation, equipment for nuclear installation,
real estate construction and civil engineering, soil, data processing equipment in particular computers and software, electronic equipment for data transmission, telecommunications equipment; development [design] of software and software packages; programming for computers; technological advisory services; conversion of computer data and programs, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creation and maintenance of web sites for others; software development [design]; calibration [measuring]; software installation; software and computer maintenance; updating of software; providing search engines for the Internet; programming for computers; scientific research; technical research; technical writing; electronic data storage; monitoring of computer systems by remote access.

CI.45; Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services provided by others to meet the needs of individuals; computer software licensing [legal services]; intellectual property licensing; security consultancy; development of technical and legal documents; safety inspection of factories; baggage inspection for security purposes; monitoring and information in legal fields; monitoring services relating to regulatory texts; legal information services in connection with regulatory texts; legal information services in connection with the implementation of regulatory texts in the technical field concerned.
Priority claimed from 31/05/2017; Application No. : 2017-072928 ;Japan
3889437    13/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1412604]
SHIBATA INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
1058, Nakao, Uozumi-cho, Akashi-shi 674-0082 Hyogo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.2; Oil paints; Japanese lacquer [Urushi]; enamel paints; priming powder [Kiriko] and coating powder [paints];
fluorescent paints; synthetic resin paints; anticorrosive paints; priming powder [Jinoko] and coating powder [paints];
distempers [water paint]; stains; lower hull paints; fireproof paints; chemicalproof paints; priming powder [Tonoko] and
coating powder [paints]; driers [siccatives for paints]; paint thinners; waterproof paints; lacquers; varnishes; aluminium
paints; asbestos paints; enamels [varnishes]; ink for skin-dressing; stains for leather; protective preparations for metals;
black japan; copal varnish; bactericidal paints; primers; distempers; lime wash; badigeon; whitewash; fireproof paints;
turpentine [thinner for paints]; ceramic paints; marking ink for animals; enamels for painting; coatings for tarred felt
[paints]; siccatives [drying agents] for paints; coatings [paints]; thinners for paints; undercoating for vehicle chassis;
dersealing for vehicle chassis; ink for leather; anti-fouling paints; bronzing lacquers; repositionable paint patches;
binding preparations for paints; agglutinants for paints; thickeners for paints; wood stains; wood coatings [paints];
coatings for roofing felt [paints]; thinners for lacquers; bitumen varnish; fixatives [varnishes].

Cl.9; Shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; boots for protection against accidents, irradiation and
fire; beacons, luminous.

Cl.12; Vessels, other than air cushion vehicles; canoes; cargo ships and boats; passenger ships and boats; fishing
boats; naval vessels [warships]; cable ships [cable layers]; icebreakers; dredgers [boats]; water bikes [personal
watercrafts]; tankers; Japanese flat-bottomed rowboats [Tenmasen]; barges; sailing vessels; tug boats; ferry boats;
rowboats; motorboats; yachts; launches; parts and fittings of vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; propellers for
vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; screw propellers for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; steering
gears and rudders for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; rudders for vessels, other than for air cushion
vehicles; steam steering gears for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; steering wheels for vessels, other than for
air cushion vehicles; electric steering gears for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; oars; oarlocks; canoe
paddles; boat stanchions; steel hatch covers; sea ladders; fenders for vessels [boat side protectors]; hatch wedges;
hatch cleats; hatch battens; hatch boards; boat covers; davits for boats [boat davits]; boat chocks; portholes for vessels,
other than for air cushion vehicles; mooring pipes for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; rowlocks; autonomous
underwater vehicles for seabed inspections; rudders; paddles for canoes; cleats [nautical]; portholes; remotely operated
vehicles for underwater inspections; sculls; screw-propellers; ship hulls; timbers [frames] for ships; spars for ships;
funnels for ships; steering gears for ships; screws [propellers] for ships; fenders for ships; stern oars; boats;
disengaging gear for boats; boat hooks; screw-propellers for boats; davits for boats; inclined ways for boats; masts for
boats; pontoons.

Cl.19; Plastic building materials; asphalt, and asphalt building or construction materials; rubber building or
construction materials; quay wall-mounted rubber fenders for preventing from damaging of dock, ships and vessels;
beacons, not of metal, non-luminous.

Cl.20; Flexible containers of fabrics made of vinylon, nylon or polyester coated with polyethylene, polypropylene, vinyl
chloride, rubber or ethylene vinyl acetate for storage or transport; flexible containers of fabrics made of synthetic fibers
coated with synthetic resins or natural resins for storage or transport; flexible containers of fabrics made of
polypropylene, polyethylene or polyester for storage or transport; flexible containers of fabrics made of synthetic fibers
for storage or transport; fabric containers for transport; baglike packaging containers of plastic.

Cl.25; Shoes and boots, other than special footwear for sports; rain boots; leather shoes; sandals [shoes]; sneakers;
Japanese split-toed work footwear [Jikatabi]; boots, other than boots for sports; women's shoes; winter boots; infants'
shoes and boots; inner soles for shoes and boots; heelpieces for shoes and boots; insoles for shoes and boots; tongue
or pullstrap for shoes and boots; welts for shoes and boots; rubber soles for Jikatabi; footwear uppers; tips for footwear;
shoe soles for repair; ankle boots; heels; galoshes; goloshes; wooden shoes; inner soles; boot uppers; half-boots;
heelpieces for footwear; welts for footwear; valenki [felted boots]; beach shoes; lace boots.
Priority claimed from 21/03/2017; Application No. : 4020170035730 ;Republic of Korea
3892841    28/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1345948A]
Qoo10 Pte. Ltd.
150 Beach Road, 18-01 Gateway West Singapore 189720 Singapore
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IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Computer software, recorded; computer programmes [programs], recorded; downloadable music files;
downloadable image files; electronic publications, downloadable; computer software applications, downloadable;
computer programs [downloadable software]; digital signs; cases for smartphones; electronic notice boards; computer
game software; downloadable software; downloadable instant messaging software; downloadable electronic mail
software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer software programs; downloadable cloud
computing software; computer software; computer software platforms; computer software programs.

Cl.35; Price comparison services; auctioneering; advertising agency services; advertising; administrative processing of
purchase orders; marketing; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; commercial
intermediation services; commercial information agency services; commercial administration of the licensing of the
goods and services of others; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; import-export agency
services; providing business information via a web site; compilation of information into computer databases; on-line
advertising on a computer network; computerized file management; production of teleshopping programs; rental of
advertising time on communication media; sales promotion for others; business intermediary services relating to mail
order selling by electric communication.

Cl.38; Providing access to databases; transmission of digital files; message sending; wireless broadcasting; electronic
message sending for shopping information service; providing online forums; providing internet chatrooms; information
about telecommunication; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; electronic transmission of
messages; transmission of electronic mail; telephone services; computer aided transmission of messages and images;
communications by computer terminals; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services;
communications by cellular phones; internet broadcasting services; broadcasting of teleshopping programs; providing
access to mobile Internet portals; providing access to mobile Internet platforms.

Cl.42; Software as a service [SaaS]; web site design consultancy; creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting
computer sites [web sites]; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the internet; conversion of data or
documents from physical to electronic media; electronic data storage; rental of computer software; computer software
design; computer software consultancy; installation of computer software; updating of computer software; maintenance
of computer software; computer rental; computer programming; data conversion of computer programs and data [not
physical conversion]; duplication of computer programs; cloud computing; providing PaaS (platform as a service).
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9; Scientific apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; photographic apparatus and instruments; cinematographic apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; signalling apparatus and instruments; checking [supervision] apparatus and instruments; life-saving apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; apparatus for recording of sound; apparatus for transmission of sound; apparatus for reproduction of sound; apparatus for recording of images; apparatus for transmission of images; apparatus for reproduction of images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs; DVDs; digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating machines; data processing equipment; computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; recorded content; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; scientific and laboratory devices for treatment using electricity, namely, electrolyzers and ionization apparatus for scientific or laboratory use; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; mobile telephones; SIM cards; software for mobile phones; interactive multimedia computer game programs; portable media players; machine readable data carriers; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer game software; protective clothing [body armour]; protective spectacles; protective masks; protective helmets; spectacles; sunglasses; goggles for sports; headphones; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; smartglasses; smartwatches; wind socks for indicating wind direction; luminous signs; electronic notice boards; loudspeakers; wearable activity trackers; animated cartoons; cell phone straps; cleaning apparatus for phonograph records; containers for contact lenses; crash test dummies; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; eggcandlers; electronic publications, downloadable; eyeglass cases; eyeglass chains; eyeglass cords; eyeglass frames; fire beaters; fire boats; fire engines; fire hose nozzles; interfaces for computers; life belts; life buoys; life nets; life-saving rafts; magnets; decorative magnets; masts for wireless aerials; mechanical signs; fire engines; mouse pads; oxygen transvassing apparatus; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic accidents; respirators for filtering air; respirators, other than for artificial respiration; retorts’ stands; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; spark-guards; spectacle cases; spectacle frames; sprinkler systems for fire protection; stands for photographic apparatus; tripods for cameras; wrist rests for use with computers.

Cl.25; Clothing; footwear; headgear; boot uppers; cap peaks; dress shields; fittings of metal for footwear; footwear uppers; hat frames [skeletons]; heel pieces for footwear; heel pieces for stockings; heels; inner soles; non-sliping devices for footwear; pockets for clothing; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; soles for footwear; studs for football boots; tips for footwear; welts for footwear.

Cl.41; Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting; organisation of conferences, exhibitions and competitions; gambling; audio and video production, and photography; sports and fitness; library services; translation and interpretation; organisation of racing and sporting teams taking part in competitions; film production, other than advertising films; game services provided on-line from a computer network; booking of seats for shows; calligraphy services; education information; electronic desktop publishing; entertainment information; games equipment rental; language interpreter services; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; modelling for artists; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; recreation information; rental of audio equipment; rental of camcorders; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of movie projectors and accessories; rental of radio and television sets; rental of show scenery; rental of ski diving equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage scenery; rental of video cassette recorders; sign language interpretation; ticket agency services [entertainment]; timing of sports events; toy rental; translation; videotaping.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

**Cl.23:** Yarns and threads, for textile use.

**Cl.24:** Textiles and substitutes for textiles; table covers; bed covers; fabrics; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; filtering materials of textile; banners; bunting; curtains of textile or plastic; flags, not of paper; furniture coverings of plastic; plastic material [substitute for fabrics]; shower curtains of textile or plastic.

**Cl.25:** Clothing; footwear; headgear; boot uppers; cap peaks; dress shields; fittings of metal for footwear; footwear uppers; hat frames [skeletons]; heelpieces for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; heels; inner soles; non-slipping devices for footwear; pockets for clothing; ready-made linings (parts of clothing); shirt fronts; shirt yokes; soles for footwear; studs for football boots; tips for footwear; welts for footwear.